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ABSTRACT
The main topic of this thesis is experimental analysis of material surfaces using
scanning probe microscopies. These microscopes are used for characterization through
high-resolution topographical imaging, but also for controlled modification of surfaces
and molecules. The surface characterization includes evaluation and development of
fractal methods for surface roughness determination. The term modification is used for
manipulating the structures on a microscale by scraping them with a tiny tip.
The major application of this technique in the present work is the analysis of effects
induced by plasma-surface interactions. Such studies are fundamental in the understanding of erosion and deposition processes on the first wall in controlled fusion
devices. In this work, scanning probe microscopes were for the first time used for
studying such plasma-facing materials. Both the surface structure and composition have
to be known in order to evaluate new wall-materials for fusion reactors. The materials
studied here are graphites, SiC/Al coatings, graphite-silicon mixtures and various
silicon carbide based composites. They were all exposed to plasmas, either to lowenergy deuterium plasmas and ions in laboratory experiments, or to the plasma in a socalled tokamak. The results show the usefulness of these high-resolution microscopes in
the study of plasma-surface interaction. Several other surface sensitive techniques were
also applied, at the home laboratories of our collaborators, the most important ones
being Rutherford backscattering spectroscopy and nuclear reaction analysis. The
scanning probe microscopy in combination with the ion-beam analysis made it possible
to trace fine structural features on the surfaces and to measure the surface roughness.
The main results are: (i) the detection of the initial stages of bubble/blister formation on
C-Si mixtures, SiC/Al coatings and graphites; (ii) the morphological changes and the
physical properties of the silicon carbide composites; (iii) the distinction of radiation
damages on different phases of multicomponent composites; (iv) the estimation of layer
thickness with scanning probe microscopy; (v) the determination of the structure of codeposited layers formed during exposure in a tokamak; (vi) the uptake of deuterium by
the materials.
The atomic force microscope has also been used to study the human protein spectrin,
and we managed to image free spectrins with molecular resolution in an almost natural
environment. The elongated spectrin macromolecule was found to be 100 nm long and
5 nm broad. Indications of a substructure were observed. The force between the sensor
tip and the molecules was crucial, both for sample movement, manipulation and image
resolution. Therefore, the instrument was rebuilt to operate with so called tapping-mode
in liquid. Preliminary results with this method on spectrin are presented.
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INTRODUCTION

The topic of this thesis is experimental measurements with scanning tunneling and
atomic force microscopes (STM and AFM). With the help of these instruments one
can measure surface topography, morphology, local density of states, local friction,
local adhesion and hardness. One can also modify surfaces - on the microscopic level down to atomic resolution. The thesis reviews how these techniques have been applied
to so-called plasma-facing materials and biological macromolecules. Since the surface
topography is measured, the roughness of a surface can be determined. Adequate
methods and algorithms for such evaluations are also presented.
1

There are many reasons for studying the microstructure of surfaces. It is desirable to
understand the buildup of a surface. Such knowledge is important both for the
manufacturing of materials and for predicting how the material will be affected in a
specific environment. The microstructure is also the key feature to the understanding of
several physical and chemical properties of the material. In order to study the
microstructure of surfaces it is necessary to use an experimental technique with high
spatial resolution. The possibilities for ultra high-resolution studies of surfaces were
much extended by the invention of the scanning probe microscopes (SPM), which
opened a totally new field for microscopic characterization of surfaces. The scanning
probe microscopes are a whole class of related instruments, all based on the same
scanning technique, where the interaction between the sample and a sharp probe is
measured. The most frequently used SPMs are the scanning tunneling microscope and
the atomic force microscope.
2

The scanning tunneling microscope was developed in 1981 by G. Binnig, H. Rohrer
(Nobel prize in 1986) and co-workers at the IBM Zurich laboratories. The original aim
was to learn about the local structural, electronic and growth properties of very thin
layers. Electron tunneling appeared to be a promising approach, provided it could be
used locally on the nanometre scale. The electron tunneling gives a strongly distancedependent interaction and requires close proximity of probe and object. Metal tips for
the tunneling electrode were at that time already used in the well-known field-ion
microscope. The tip positioning must be controlled within a fraction of an Angström
and was achieved with piezodrives made from commercially available ceramics. The
principle of the STM is to scan the tip, with piezoelectric drives, in a very controlled
manner in a raster pattern close to the surface. The tunneling current is measured and
kept constant by adjusting the vertical position of the tip. This is controlled by a
feedback system. The corresponding feedback signal gives a three-dimensional image
of the surface. Some advantages of this technique are obvious. Most other microscopic
techniques give only two-dimensional information, while the STM gives three-
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dimensional information with a very high resolution, down to the atomic scale, i.e.
about 1 Å laterally and 0.01 Å vertically. It can also cover length scales up to hundreds
of p.m.
Several other microscopies have emerged from the STM. A l l use the same basic
technique but different local probes (scanning tips). The STM requires a conductive
sample, while the AFM, invented in 1986 by G. Binnig, C. Gerber and C. F. Quate ,
can be operated also on insulating surfaces. The AFM senses forces between tip and
sample and is often operated with a repulsive total force ("repulsive-mode", "contactmode"). Forces of IO" to IO" N can be measured, and a lateral resolution of the order
of Ångströms can be achieved. The forces are much smaller than those from tip-sample
interaction in the STM. Another name for this family of force-sensing microscopes is
scanning force microscopes (SFM). With a slightly different probe this includes
microscopes that monitor long-range, very weak, attractive forces ("attractive-mode",
"non-contact mode"). The resolution of these scanning probe microscopes depends on
the size of the probe, the tip-sample distance, the distance-dependence of the interaction
and, of course, on the sample itself. The measurements can be made in different
environments, such as liquids, gases, ultra-high vacuum (UHV) or directly in air. The
typical SPM system consists of three main parts, as exemplified in fig. 1; a computer,
an interface control unit and the microscope itself.
3
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Figure 1.

Schematic diagram of a typical scanning probe microscopy system.
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One possible solution to the world's need of large-scale energy is controlled nuclear
fusion. The basic idea is to confine a plasma of free ions, and heat it until self-sustained
fusion occurs. At present, the most commonly used concept towards a working
thermonuclear reactor is the tokamak (toroidal chamber with magnetic coils).
Experiences from tokamaks are important also for other concepts. The further
technological progress for thermonuclear fusion depends crucially on the development
and understanding of advanced construction materials. In any device, there is a flux of
particles and energy to the first wall. Therefore, the wall surface is subjected to socalled plasma-surface interactions. The following impurity production and hydrogen
retention and release at the wall may be critical for the operation of the device. The
ultimate plasma-facing material for the first wall has to fulfil numerous constraints. It
is, however, still not clear whether there exists any material good enough for a working
fusion reactor. Therefore, it is necessary to manufacture and test candidate materials,
both in laboratory facilities and in fusion machines. In conjunction, it is of significant
importance to study the plasma-wall interactions and impurity fluxes at the wall region.
In the present work, scanning probe microscopy is for the first time introduced to
study plasma-surface interactions on plasma-facing materials. The microscopes have
been used for topographical imaging, measurements of surface roughness and
modification of surface structures. A number of candidate plasma-facing materials were
investigated, both under laboratory conditions and in the TEXTOR tokamak in Jülich.
The composition and structure of deposits in their initial growth stage were analysed.
Several other surface sensitive techniques and spectroscopies have also been used on
these materials at other laboratories. Examples are X-ray photoelectron spectroscopy
(XPS), energy dispersive X-ray spectroscopy (EDS/EDX), scanning electron microscopy (SEM), Auger electron spectroscopy (AES), nuclear reaction analysis (NRA) and
Rutherford backscattering spectroscopy (RBS). However, the emphasis of this thesis is
on the scanning probe microscopy methods, since these studies are the responsibility of
the author.
The microscopes also have a potential for studying the microstructure of biological
samples in an almost physiological environment. Our studies, along these lines, of the
human protein spectrin, are presented. It is shown that the same critical issues with the
imaging forces, resolution and modification hold also for these samples.
The first eight sections in this thesis give a brief insight into the fields and show
some examples of measurements. The author is to be held responsibly for any misprint,
erratum or blunder in this part of the thesis. I f not explicitly indicated, the figures
throughout the thesis show results obtained by the author. All figures in chapter 1-8 are
original, in the sense that they are not duplicates from the appended papers.
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SCANNING TUNNELING MICROSCOPY

This section presents the instrumentation, physical principles and operational modes of
the STM.
As described in the introduction, the positioning of the tip is controlled by a
piezoelectric scanner. Normally, this is arranged either in a tripod or as a cylindrical
single-tube piezo scanner. The microscope head holds the piezo-tube scanner and
includes a preamplifier. All these are mounted on the base, which also supports the
sample. The so-called coarse approach moves the tip and sample into microscopic
distances by a stepper motor. The smallest step in the coarse approach must be smaller
than the z-scan range of the piezo scanner (a few micrometres). The measured tunneling
current between tip and sample is preamplified and sent via a control unit (D/A, A/D
converters) to the feedback system. The scanning and feedback loop are controlled by a
digital signal processor included in a computer workstation. The tip-sample distance
(4-15 Å), or the current, is kept constant by the feedback system, which controls the
voltage over the z-piezo element. It is the feedback signal that maps the surface and the
plotting of this signal that gives the image. Transition metals are used as tip material.
Sometimes the sharp tips are electrochemically etched ' tungsten or Pt-Ir > ' wires.
Mechanically cut Pt-Ir or Au wires are often used. W wires are, above all, easy to etch,
while the Pt-Ir wires have the advantage of not oxidizing in air. On rough surfaces, an
enhanced resolution can be achieved by using sharp "supertips". These can be
manufactured by, for instance, electron-beam induced deposition . Other candidates for
tip materials exist, one example being silver wire .
4 5

6

7 8

9

10

Originally, the STM was introduced for topographic imaging, but many related
techniques have been developed. One of the simplest is the local spectroscopy, which is
often included in STM systems.
Imaging is made in air, gas or liquid environments. It can be made also in ultra-high
vacuum (UHV) or in an electrolyte.

2.1 Physical principles
The fundamental principles and theories are discussed to give a basic physical understanding of the tunneling process. When the sharp metal tip is brought close enough to
the sample, surface electrons can tunnel quantum-mechanically through the gap between the tip and sample. Fig. 2 shows, schematically, examples of barriers between
metal electrodes, separated by vacuum.
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Figure 2. Potential barriers between electrodes for vacuum tunneling. Ep^ and Ep^ are the Fermi
levels of the electrodes. (A) The two electrodes are not in contact with each other. (B) The electrodes are
brought together, and electrical equilibrium leads to a common Fermi level. The work-function
difference between the two gives rise to an electric field in the vacuum region. (C) When a voltage (+V)
is applied on the right electrode, the Fermi levels differ by eV. Now the field in the barrier includes both
the applied voltage and the work-function difference.

The solution to the elementary problem of electron tunneling through a one-dimensional square barrier, is known from fundamental quantum mechanics. If the energy, E,
of the electron is less than the barrier height, U, the wavefunction y/(z) at location z is
given by:

yr( ) = i{f(0)e~ , where K =
KZ

-^2m{U-E).

z

(1)

fx

This gives a nonzero probability for the electron to penetrate the barrier. The work
function, <P, of a surface is the minimum energy needed to remove an electron from the
surface. I f one assumes metal(sample)-vacuum (isolator)-metal(tip) tunneling, with the
same work functions for the tip and sample, there is no net tunneling since the Fermi
levels, E f , of tip and sample are equal. However, by applying a bias voltage, Vj,
between tip and sample, there will be a net tunneling. Tip states, \ f f , with energy levels
between Ef - eVj and Ef have a chance to tunnel into the sample. The probability, w,
for an electron in the nth sample state to show up at the sample surface, z = s, is:
n

w

2

lKs

°-\y/ (0)\ &- .

(2)

n

If all the sample states in the energy interval e V j are included, the tunneling current is:

E

F

2 -2K _
e

S

(3)

In the fundamental approximation for a planar junction between the free electron
metals, one assumes that the voltage Vj is small, the tunneling probability constant, the
work function &» Vj and the temperature 0 K. One gets" for the tunneling current:
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,

(4)

where now s is the distance between tip and sample, i j is now the current density, Vj is
the applied bias voltage, and sris given by:

K = -^2m&
ft

1

= 0.5 l V * A " .

(5)

Here m is the electron mass and <P the effective tunnel barrier height, i.e. the sum of
the barriers. The exponential dependence for the current on gap distance in equation (4)
gives the STM its unique resolution. The sign and magnitude of the applied voltage
determine how the atomic states are probed. The occupied (empty) states are probed
when the tunneling is out of (into) the sample. When s grows (> 10 A ) , <P approaches
the work function .
12

The current can also be expressed in terms of the local density of states p (LDOS),
which for small £ values is defined as:
s

P s ^ E ) = \

l \ ¥ n ( z f .
E„=E-e

(6)

The LDOS is the number of electrons per unit volume per unit energy at a given point
and at a given energy. The tunneling current can be written in terms of this LDOS as:

I j oc V

t

P

s

( 0 , E ) z f

2

k

s

.

(7)

Hence, B in equation (4) can be interpreted as proportional to the local density of states
(LDOS) near the Fermi level, at the tip position. This means that the constant-current
contours in the STM image can reflect contours of constant charge density from
electronic states at the Fermi level.
13

The two most frequently used theories to explain STM imaging on real systems from
quantum mechanics are the so-called scattering approach and the transfer (or tunneling)
Hamiltonian approach. A time-dependent perturbation approach (transfer Hamiltonian
approach) developed by Bardeen has been widely used. This method regards the tip
and sample as independent systems with weak interaction, and requires explicit expressions of the wavefunctions for each of them. The basic idea is to split the system of tip
and sample into two subsystems. Then the Schrödinger equation is solved for each sub14
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system. The tunneling matrix elements (amplitude of the electron transfer), M , are
determined by the overlap of the surface wavefunctions of the two subsystems at a
separation surface (roughly in the middle of the gap). Bardeen showed that:

(8)

where f , % are the wavefunctions for tip and sample and dS is the surface element. The
tunneling current at bias Vj is given as:

h

= ~T-

- eV T + e) - f ( E + e ) t ø {E
F

F

- eV

T

+ e)p (E
T

F

+

2

e)\M \de,
(9)

where f(E) is the Fermi distribution and ps(E), pj{E) are the density of states (DOS) of
the two electrodes. For the ideal "point source" tip, and at small voltages, the current
then becomes proportional to the local density of states at the Fermi level. The
Schrödinger equation is solved, often by perturbative methods, which gives the current
density. In a simple case , the rate of the tunneling is determined by first-order
perturbation theory (weak coupling between tip and sample). The result is apparent for
a spherical tip, when assuming a pure s-wave solution. At low biases, the tunneling
current is proportional to the Fermi level DOS at the centre of the tip. In fact, the tip
properties can be neglected in the s-wave model. For free electron metals, the Fermi
level LDOS will approximately be contours of the total electron density. However, the
experimental resolution of the STM is often higher on semimetals and semiconductors
than predicted by the s-wave model. Hence, the influence of the tip-sample separation
has to be included in a proper perturbation theory. The local charge density picture is
justified in the case of large tip-sample separation, where the interaction between tip
and sample is negligible. The perturbative treatment of tunneling breaks down if the tipsurface separation becomes small, i.e. if the wavefunction overlap of tip and sample
becomes significant. Most of the STM experiment take place in the regime where the
tip-sample separation is very small. One way of accounting for this is in the modified
Bardeen approach (MBA). The wavefunctions are modified due to a barrier lowering in
the vicinity of the tip apex. In this theory the transmission matrix elements become
accurate even if the barrier collapses. A good review of how to calculate the matrix
elements is found in ref. 16.
15

The perturbation methods are based on a few assumptions, the most critical being the
approximate wavefunctions. Even though the wavefunctions are modified, they may not
describe the situation properly, e.g. in the explanation of the frequently occurring giant
corrugation found in STM images. Recently , coherence effects in the tunneling were
included to overcome such problems. Another possible theoretical method is the scattering approach (reviewed in ref. 18).
17
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Figure 3. Schematic energy profile for a one-dimensional planar metal-vacuum-metal junction. Vf is
the applied bias voltage, Ef are the Fermi levels and O are the work functions for tip ("7") and sample
("S"). The T in Texp[ik.' z] is the transmission probability for the incident wave. The dashed line
represents an idealized trapezoidal barrier and the solid line the barrier of a typical tip.
z

Summarizing, the tunneling current depends on the local density of states for both the
sample and tip, as well as on a barrier penetration factor. In most cases an STM image
might be interpreted as a representation of the LDOS of the sample. However, on a
closed-packed metal surface there are also other interactions than the electron
tunneling. Also long-range van der Waals forces, adhesion and short-ranged Coulomb
interactions, typically micronewtons, play an important role in all scanning probe
methods. When the force is strong (at small gap distances) the LDOS picture breaks
down. Anyway, the observed states depend on the bias voltage and do not necessary
reflect the atom core positions in the material.

2.2 Modes of operation
With the STM it is possible to perform topographic imaging and spectroscopy.
Sometimes the barrier height imaging is considered an independent mode of operation.
Here it will be treated as a spectroscopic mode.

TOPOGRAPHY
The two ordinary topographic modes of operation are the so-called constant-current
mode (-"height-mode") and constant-height mode (-"current-mode").
The constant-current mode is the one originally used for STM imaging. The tip
position in three dimensions is controlled by the piezoelectric drivers. The tip is
scanned in the two lateral directions and the feedback circuit adjusts the tip height, as to
keep the current constant. A constant current yields roughly a constant tip height, so the
shape of the surface is reproduced by the path of the tip, i.e. the feedback voltage to the
piezos. It is possible to image conductive surface structures and measure various
roughness parameters.

10
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Fig. 4 shows "large-scale" topographic images of this kind. When scanning with this
extended scale, the images give a true reflection of the surface topography.

Figure 4. STM constant-current mode images of two different surfaces. The three-dimensional
illuminated plots show all axes in true distances (nanometres). A mechanically cut Pt-Ir tip was used.
(A) M y golden wedding ring scanned with a bias voltage of -200 m V (sample negative, monitoring filled
states) and tunneling current 1.0 nA. (B) A C-Si mixture (50 wt.% of Si) showing terraces on graphite.
The bias voltage was +400 mV and the tunneling current 1.0 nA. This image is slightly low-pass filtered,
which reduces some of the "sticky" disturbances in the image.

In the constant-height mode the feedback system has a slower response, so that the
tip height remains constant relative the average surface, and small features are reflected
as fluctuations of the current. This method is applicable only on very flat surfaces and
with small scan areas. The main advantage of this method is the possibility of a high
scan speed, which reduces effects from thermal drift and other distortions. Fig. 5 shows
examples of scanning in current-mode with atomic resolution. Atomic resolution can be
achieved on samples in which the atoms are arranged on an ordered lattice, i.e. (poly)
crystalline samples. Individual atoms have been observed on a variety of metals,
semiconductors and layered materials.
The vertical resolution of the STM is about 0.01 Å, while the lateral resolution depends strongly on the tip shape. Resolutions better than 2 A can be obtained with
ordinary mechanically cut Pt-Ir tips. Such tips are satisfactory for scanning small areas,
while sharper, etched tips are sometimes required when scanning over "macroscopic"
dimensions.
Graphite is one of the most popular materials for STM studies. It can be prepared to
provide clean, non-oxidized, flat areas, and atomic-resolution is easily achieved. Fig. 5
shows atomic resolution on highly ordered pyrolytic graphite (HOPG). The structure of
the graphite is the well-known hexagonal lattice. Within a layer of hexagonal rings, the
atoms are covalently bound with strong a-bonds. The nearest-neighbour distance is
1.42 Å and the in-plane lattice constant is 2.46 Å. The layers of hexagonal rings are
kept together by van der Waals forces and are 3.35 Å apart. Neighbouring layers are
shifted stepwise in an ABAB... stacking sequence. This stacking gives non-equivalent
atomic sites. Some carbon atoms have a neighbouring carbon atom directly below in the
next layer (a-site), while some do not (ß-site).

2. Scanning tunneling

microscopy
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Figure 5. S T M current-mode images with atomic resolution on highly ordered pyrolytic graphite
(HOPG). The vertical (out-of-paper) scale is nanoampere. The images were taken without noise
reduction. A mechanically cut Pt-Ir tip was used. ( A ) The resolution of the images is 400x400 lines.
Every bright spot corresponds to one atom. The bias voltage was as low as +2.4 m V and the tunnel
current was 0.59 nA. (B) A two-dimensional fast fourier transform (FFT) of the image in A. showing the
frequency components o f the image. The unit of the axes is nm/cycle. Assuming that the image is
showing a truly triangular lattice, the distance between the visible atoms can be taken as 2.1 Å/cos 30°,
i.e. 2.4-2.5 A . (C) A smaller scan area. Observe that only every second atom in the lattice is visible!
giving a triangular instead of a hexagonal lattice.

In fig. 5c only three of the six atoms of each carbon hexagon are visible. This is a
well-known feature of graphite STM-images and illustrates that the STM follows
contours of constant electron density of states. This density is not necessarily the same
as the positions of the atoms. The effect is normally attributed to the site-asymmetry,
so that the STM distinguishes between the a- and ß-sites. The asymmetry is nearly independent of the polarity between tip and sample and decreases with increasing
magnitude of the bias voltage. It has been explained by the particular symmetry of the
wavefunctions at the Fermi surface. It can be shown that at a-sites, bonding and
antibonding interactions between 7i-orbitals from different layers give new bonds, and
19

20

21
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the LDOS is swept away from the Fermi level. When imaging with STM at low biases,
the LDOS near the Fermi level is probed. Therefore the tunneling current should be
higher at the ß-sites.
22

In fact, this triangular lattice observed by STM has also been explained in terms of
a charge-density wave state without the interlayer interactions. It has also been observed for monolayers of graphite.
The STM senses the features of the surface wavefunctions. By adjusting the bias
voltage, states are probed at different energy-distances from the Fermi level. Anomalies
observed on graphite are, for instance, the giant corrugation and the unusually sharp
resolution . The amplitude of the atomic corrugation can be as high as 6-10 Å and
have sometimes been attributed to elastic deformations of the soft graphite due to tipsample interaction. However, it can also sometimes be attributed to imaging at the
lowest possible voltage, probing states at the band edge only. The probed states then
have the character of standing waves on the surface, yielding an unusually good
resolution. The corrugation becomes anomalously large and does not decrease rapidly
with increasing gap distance.
23

24

Figure 6. STM constant-current mode image of HOPG, showing the atomic corrugation. The profile at
the top is along the line in the image. The curve at the lower right is the Fourier transform of the profile.
The bias voltage was 6.7 mV and the setpoint current 1.0 nA. The image is FFT filtered.

The easiness to resolve the carbon atoms and measure atomic spacings on HOPG is
used routinely for recalibration of the piezoelectric scanner.
The STM is also very sensitive to isolated non-periodic surface structures, such as
point defects, steps, grain boundaries and other defects. One example is shown in fig. 7
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for carbon atoms on the surface of a C-Si mixture. The edge of a ledge is seen to the left
in the image. A superimposed "superlattice" (A/3 x V I R30°) is observed in the vicinity
of the defect. It is caused by long-range electronic perturbations around the defect .
The same kind of superstructure has been observed near steps on pyrolytic graphite.
25

A

B

Figure 7. S T M current-mode image of carbon atoms in a sample of C-Si 50% mixture, showing a
superlattice. The bias voltage was 14.6 m V and the setpoint current 1.3 nA. ( A ) The superlattice is
clearly seen as brighter spots in the ordinary image. (B) An FFT of the image in A. The inner hexagon
corresponds to the superlattice and the outer one to the unperturbed lattice of HOPG.

TUNNELING SPECTROSCOPY
At moderate bias voltages the tunneling current is proportional to the LDOS (of the
sample and tip). Assuming constant density of states for the tip we write, in a simple
approximation, the tunneling current as ' :
26

27

Ep+V

I(V)oc

jp(E)T(E,V)dE,

(10)

E

F

where p(E) is the LDOS, T(E,V) the transmission coefficient, E the energy, Ep the
Fermi energy and V the applied voltage.
Now, by measuring the detailed dependence of the tunneling current on the applied
voltage, the electronic density of states as function of energy (voltage) can be determined. Scanning tunneling spectroscopy (STS), which is older than the STM, can be
performed in many different ways. Figures 8-12 show examples of STS. The method
used here is to measure how the tunneling current depends on the applied voltage under
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constant sample-tip separation. The feedback is momentarily interrupted and the
applied voltage is ramped simultaneously as the current is measured. The function /(V)
and its derivatives can be measured at different points on the surface. Average values of
dl/dV at different locations can be monitored simultaneously as the topography,
forming a three-dimensional image. In fact, the differential conductivity dl/dV has no
simple relation to the DOS, although a sharp feature in the DOS obviously gives a
feature in I(V) (or its derivatives). The transmission coefficient depends strongly on V
when V is an appreciable part of the work function. This voltage dependence is usually
unknown. When the voltage is not small, the data can be presented as normalized
differential conductance , (dI/dV)/(I/V) = d(lnI)/d{lnV), which eliminates a possible
exponential behaviour of T(E,V) on V. This procedure induces singularities at
semiconductor band edges. One avoids them by broadening V with Gaussian or
exponential smearing functions. In the exponential case:
28
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Figure 8. STM/STS image of graphite atoms on ß-SiC, showing topography and differential conductance in a three-dimensional image. The two images to the left show topography for two different bias
voltages. The simultaneously recorded differential conductance is shown in the two images to the right.

Figs. 9-10 show I(V) curves at different bias voltages (gap resistances, gap distances)
from points on HOPG and ß-SiC, respectively. Positive voltage means positive voltage
on the sample, representing electrons tunneling into it. A l l these spectra, as well as
spectras presented later, were taken in air at room temperature, including effects of the
surface cleanness. The curves on HOPG are symmetric up to a bias voltage of 50 mV.
For larger gap-distances (higher biases) the curves are anti-symmetric around zero bias
(slightly rectifying). This effect may arise from the sensitivity of the barrier to the sign
of the applied bias. However, it is more probable that it arises from field intensification
due to the specific geometry of the tip in use. In the study presented in figs. 9-10
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mechanically cut tips were used. The curves on SiC are remarkably symmetric. There
are also indications of a bandgap in them.
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Figure 9.
Current versus sample voltage on
highly oriented pyrolytic graphite, for 13
different voltages. The bias voltages for the
curves from a to / are 0, 1, 2, 5, 10, 15, 25, 50,
100, 200, 300,400 and 600 mV, respectively.

Figure 10. Current versus sample voltage
on ß-SiC, for bias-voltages o f - 2 5 , -50, -100,
-400, -1000, -2000 and -3000 mV, counted
from left to right in the upper half-plane.

Numerically differentiated I-V data from the same samples are presented in fig. 11.
For HOPG they show characteristic V-shaped curves, non-ohmic and with a slight offset from zero bias. The curves on SiC show some additional features. An inflection
point at 1.1-1.2 eV defines the conducting-band edge for the semiconducting material.
The Fermi level at 0 eV seems to have a slight offset towards the p-side. Also the
shapes of the curves indicate a weak p-type semiconductor material. An estimate of
the bandgap at the surface yields approximately 2.1 eV.
29

Figure 11. Differential conductivity on a sample of HOPG and on SiC for different bias voltages. The
data have been low-pass filtered.
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Fig. 12 shows examples of normalized differential conductances. The STM just
monitors states around the Fermi level and, for tunneling, the bias voltage should not
exceed the work function. Obviously, it is not possible with the STM to monitor states
far from the Fermi level.

Figure 12. ( A ) Normalized conductivity at a point on a sample of HOPG. The data have been low-pass
filtered. The most striking feature in the curve is the peak above 1 eV corresponding to the 7t*-antibonding s t a t e (1.3 eV) in graphite. (B) Normalized conductivity at a single point on a sample of ß-SiC.
The ratio //Vhas been exponentially broadened by 1 eV. The spectra indicate a graphite layer on the SiC,
since the peak at 1.2-1.6 eV probably corresponds to the TC*-antibonding state in graphite. There are
indications of peaks at 2.5 eV (and at -2.5 eV, not shown) for higher biases. These may correspond to the
7t-bonding state and to a surface-state in graphite.
30

BARRIER HEIGHT A N D WORK FUNCTION
By differentiation of equation (4) it is natural to define an apparent barrier height
("local effective work function") at constant bias with :
31
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Here 5 is the tip-sample distance and m is the electron mass. By modulating the voltage
applied to the z-piezo at constant bias, while monitoring lis), one can measure (p. As in
the case of 7(V)-spectroscopy it is possible to image d(\rü)lds on different points
forming an image, or monitoring <p-curves, at specific points. When the tip-sample
separation grows, (p will approach the sample surface work function &. It should then
be possible to measure the work function at a specific location, by taking the large-s
value of cp in the (p(s)-plot. However, this measurement is almost impossible to perform
in air, since "dirty" surfaces often lead to nonphysically small barrier heights. This
simple model takes into consideration neither that the gap distance depends on barrier
height, nor the effect of tip and sample deformations. We can, nevertheless, get an
estimate of the effective average tunnel barrier height by adapting equation (4) to the
/(s)-data, which has been done in fig. 13.
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Figure 13. Current versus tip displacement on HOPG (A) and on ß-SiC (B). The regression line gives
the average effective barrier height according to equation (1).
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A T O M I C FORCE MICROSCOPY
UM

The instrumentation of the AFM is almost the same as that of the STM. It does not
require conducting samples and can be operated in air, as well as in liquid and gases,
but also in ultra-high vacuum. While the STM probes the electronic density of states
near the Fermi level, the AFM images are related to surface electronic energies up to
the Fermi level, i.e. to the total charge density. The main use of the A F M is for topographic studies, but its related techniques are sometimes also used for measuring
mechanical properties (lateral forces " , f r i c t i o n ' , stiffness, viscoelasticity,
adhesion , tribological properties, thermal imaging , conductance, surface manipulations ' etc.). In the AFM, the force between a probing tip and the sample is
measured. Therefore, the technique is applicable also on isolators. This force-sensing
tip, together with the cantilever on which it is mounted, is the heart of an A F M ,
responsible for the sensitivity and resolution of the microscope. The force between tip
and sample deflects the cantilever in a measurable way. Therefore, i f the cantilever
spring constant k is known, the force can be computed.
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The most frequently used cantilevers are microfabricated silicon dioxide (SiC>2) or
silicon nitride (Si3N4) rectangular or triangular structures with pyramidal or conical
tips. The cantilevers are 100-200 |im long, with tip-radius (R) 10-50 nm and aspectratio (a) from 1.5:1 to 3:1 (apex angles 72° to 34°). The "sharpness" of the tip is crucial
for the resolution. Therefore it is a challenge to manufacture " supertips " ~ . One
method is to make electron-beam deposited (EBD) tips. After the tip has been coated
with a conducting thin layer, an electron beam from a scanning electron microscope
(SEM) is focused on its asperity with about 30,000 times magnification. In the presence
of a low background pressure of organic molecules, a carbon-like microtip will be
deposited. Another, often important, issue is to operate with clean tips without oxides
and organic contaminants. Both hydrogen peroxide and treatment in UV-light are used
for treatment of the tips. The exposure to UV-light (10-30 min.) produces ozone which
cleans the tips. The tips are also characterized by their cantilever spring constant k. The
commercially available cantilevers are delivered with only approximately given spring
constants. However, it is fairly easy to determine individual spring constants. One way
is to fit distance-deflection data to analytic expressions . Other methods include the
use of miniature capacitive force sensors or measurements of the cantilever resonance
frequencies with different end masses added . Estimations are also available from
theoretical considerations ' . The problem is then to get true values of the material
parameters. For silicon nitride cantilevers, both the Young's modulus and the density
depends strongly on the fabrication process used by the manufacturer. The exact
stoichiometry is not known and it varies significantly. The modulus for a thin film can
42
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also differ from the bulk values by a factor of 2. Normally, for topography studies, the
cantilevers have k values from 0.03 to 0.6 N m .
-1

Laser diod

Figure 14. Schematic diagram of our A F M . The sample is mounted directly on the piezo scanner. A
small tip on the cantilever reveals the forces through the bending of the Si3N4-cantilever. The deflection
of the cantilever is measured with a laser and photodiodes. The laser light is focused on the cantilever
and reflected into the photodetectors. The photodetectors sense the position of the reflected beam and
hence the deflection. The photodetector signal is sent back to the feedback loop. The radius and aspectratio of the tip are indicated in the figure by R and a. The lower figure shows the principle for operating
in a liquid.
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There are at least seven different methods for detecting the deflection of the cantilever. The most usual commercial method is the one used in our equipment. A laser
beam is focused on, and reflected from, the cantilever into photodetectors as in fig. 14.
The movement of the reflected beam is a measure of the cantilever deflection. A
variation in height on the surface of the sample gives a difference signal due to a shift
of the laser beam on the photodiodes.
The forces that are used to image surfaces non-destructively with the AFM are of the
order of 0.1-10 nN. Operated in the contact-mode, with the tip and sample atomically
close to each other and with a net repulsive force, it is possible to achieve atomic resolution on some surfaces. Examples are layered materials, ionic crystals and LangmuirBlodgett films.
When imaging with AFM, as with the STM, the tip is the crucial part. Artifacts
sometimes appear in the images. They could be caused by convolution between tip and
sample, images from multiple tips and damaging of the sample by the tip. The latter is
sometimes done on purpose (manipulation).
11

-14

The force sensitivity of the AFM is, typically, 10" N ( 1 0 N for the so-called noncontact SFM), while the displacement sensitivity is 0.1 Å vertically and 1 A laterally.

3.1 Physical principles
The interaction between tip and sample is a complex sum of different forces. They can
be classified as long-range, short-range, attractive and repulsive forces. The long-range
forces can be attractive or repulsive. Short-range forces are repulsive and more difficult
to treat theoretically. The involved forces are van der Waals (vdW), capillary, magnetic,
electrostatic, Pauli repulsion, ionic, ion-dipole, dipole-dipole, polarizability, Coulomb
double layer forces, adhesion etc. Here we discuss a simplified empirical potential for
the attractive van der Waals and repulsive atomic forces. I f the distance between two
molecules is r, the two-body Lennard-Jones potential i s :
50
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where Eo and a are empirical parameters. This simple model is used to describe the
interaction between the tip and sample. The energy has a minimal value of W = - Eo and
is zero for a distance r = a. Let p\ and pi be the number densities of molecules for tip
and sample. Then the microscopic Lennard-Jones potential can be integrated to describe
the force between a macroscopic spherical tip and a plane-parallel sample. The result
is* :
1
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Here k is the spring constant and u is the coordinate of the tip in the absence of forces.
Hence k(r - u) is the restoring force. This force is often expressed using the Hamaker
constant A, a constant which normally varies only in a narrow range. The Hamaker
constant is dependent on the index of refraction for tip, sample and the medium inbetween. A qualitative result from the equation has been presented graphically . It
shows bistable behaviour with a hysteresis loop. Experimentally this is verified in
fig. 15. The figure shows a measurement of cantilever deflection versus z-piezo
displacement. We start at (1) with a large tip-sample separation in the non-touching
regime. The surface approaches the tip to the left in the curve. When moving into the
attractive zone the force-derivative gets higher than the spring constant, and the cantilever jumps into contact with the sample (2). This small attractive force is due to vdW
interaction. Loading takes place in this touching regime (3). Retracting the tip from the
sample will at first move the tip with the sample, i.e. unloading (3-4-5). Back in the
attractive zone, the tip senses two extrema, and at (5) it jumps to the point of minimal
force. The difference between this minimum force and the non-touching line is defined
as the pull-out force.
51
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Figure I S . Example of a curve showing deflection versus z-displacement. The sample is scanned vertically and the deflection is measured. The three small figures illustrate the bending of the cantilever.

A proper modelling of the tip-surface interaction may be complex. There could be
strong deformations of the sample and also contaminants on top. The clear hysteresis
indicates that the tip adheres strongly to the surface. Adhesive forces and vdW forces
can be lowered by scanning in a liquid with dielectric and refractive indices close to
those of tip and sample . Si3N4 has refractive index n = 1.986 and dielectric constant
£ = 6.34. Ethanol and propanol meet these conditions rather well. The higher viscosity
of these liquids also dampens the tip vibration and hence reduces the noise. The
imaging forces in a liquid are typically ten times lower than in air.
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Images and force-curves have been calculated theoretically in the regime of small
interacting forces on highly oriented pyrolytic graphite (HOPG) (in the order of
l x l O " N) by Xu et al. ' .
One result is that it is benefiting to operate the AFM in
liquid for achieving atomic resolution. Another result is the explanation of inverted
images observed by Ohnesorge et al. . When scanning while the tip moved towards a
calcite surface, the images first appeared inverted, and then gradually became
noninverted. Ohnesorge et al. also observed that the net repulsive force has to be below
10" N in order not to destroy monoatomic steplines and create a perfectly ordered
surface. Figure 16 and 17 exemplifies AFM imaging with atomic resolution.
9

55 56
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Figure 16. The left figure shows a model of a single crystal of L i F , with face-centred-cubic structure.
The bigger atoms are the fluorine ions with a radius of 1.33 Å, while the radius of the lithium ions is
0.68 A . From a simple model it is easy to understand that the corrugation in A F M imaging is smaller in
the [ O i l ] than in the [001] direction. The same effect is seen in the error-signal mode A F M image to the
right, where only the fluorine atoms are visible. This image is slightly low-pass filtered and was taken in
air with cantilever spring constant k = 0.58 N m " and scan velocity 74 nm s" .
1

1

3.2 Modes of operation
Traditionally, A F M is used for topographical imaging and for measurements of
mechanical properties. Here the topographic mode and mapping of friction will be
covered. Other modes and related microscopies are treated in chapter 4.

TOPOGRAPHY
In the traditionally used contact-mode (repulsive-mode), the tip is scanned close to the
surface with a net repulsive force acting on the cantilever. The two basic topographic
modes of operation are the so-called force-mode (-constant height-mode) and the
height-mode (constant force-mode). These have much in common with the two
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topographic modes for the STM. In the former mode the force on the cantilever is
probed, while in the latter the z-piezo signal is monitored. The force is controlled by
keeping the deflection (difference signal) constant with the feedback system. The image
is constructed from the z-piezo displacement signal and gives a true vertical scale.
If the feedback is not active in the force-mode, the sample is scanned at a constant
height, measuring the deflection of the cantilever (constant height-mode). This mode
makes higher scan rates possible and can be used only on rather flat surfaces. There
exists a third mode inbetween the two mentioned above: Scanning in the force-mode
with an active feedback loop. This mode is often called the error-signal mode. It
emphasizes changes in elevation of the surface.

F i gure 17. Atomically resolved force-mode A F M images. Scan size is equal to image size. (A) A n unfiltered image of the unit cells on muscovite mica. The mica surface consists of SiQ} tetrahedra that form
hexagonal rings with a diameter of 5.2 Å. These hexagons are clearly resolved. Mica is suitable for
calibration of piezo scanners with small operating scan sizes. (B) Another mica image, now filtered by a
2d-FFT filter. ( C ) Non-filtered image of atoms on HOPG. (D) The surface of a sample of biotite mica
found near the University.
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FRICTION
The contrast in AFM images is often enhanced by microscopic friction forces. The tip
moves when the lateral force overcomes the static friction. This gives a stick-slip
behaviour and an image with asymmetric cross-section profiles. In fact, frictional
effects on the atomic level are sometimes the reason for the atomic resolution. A
simultaneous measurement of lateral and normal forces on the tip can give important
information about the surface. By scanning perpendicular to the length of the cantilever,
the lateral forces can be estimated by detecting the torsion of the cantilever with a four
segment photodiod. Here we discuss the measurements of normal deflection, which aim
at finding sample areas with different friction.
The lateral forces (friction) are separated by a bidirectional scanning. The bending of
the cantilever is different when scanning forward and backward due to these forces. A
measurement of the deflection then gets contributions from both normal displacements
and lateral forces. We write for the total measured height:

Zmeas

=

Zreal + Zpseudo,

(15)
where z l is the real height. The pseudoheight Zpseudo caused by lateral forces is
derived as the difference of two images scanned in reverse directions:
r e a
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(16)

Here Fp is the force parallel to the scan-direction, and Kp is the effective spring constant parallel to the surface. Kp can be computed from the normal spring constant, k,
and geometrical considerations. Hence it is possible to calculate the coefficient of
friction between tip and sample. In the same way, the influence of lateral forces in a
picture can be derived by adding the two pictures. Examples of lateral forces in AFM
imaging are shown in fig. 18. For a detailed description of friction effects in the
conventional deflection-mode AFM, see ref. 60.
59

If a high tip-to-sample force is applied, both the normal and lateral forces become
high. Hence, it may be possible to modify, manipulate and move microscopic surface
objects by "scraping" them with the AFM tip. This will be discussed in more detail
later.
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Figure 18. Illustration of lateral forces during scanning. The sample consists of a-SiC with 20% TiB2The area shown is 1720 x 1720 n m . Here k = 0.58 N m " , and all images were taken in the error-signal
mode. This mode directly monitors the cantilever deflection, but the results are difficult to interpret. The
two upper images show the same area, with a ridge structure on graphite, scanned in opposite directions.
The left image is scanned in the forward direction and the right one in the backward direction. The monitored forces are clearly different in the two images, corresponding both to height differences and lateral
forces. There can also be non-negligible contributions from twisting and horizontal bending of the
cantilever. The lower left image shows the absolute value of the difference between the upper two
images. Dark areas then correspond to a lower friction than in brighter areas. The last image is corrected
for friction since it is the sum of the two upper images. The spring constant was 0.58 N m " , and the tilt
(=11°) of the cantilever with respect to the sample is neglected.
2

1

1

3.3 Instrumental considerations and calibration
In every experiment considerations have to be taken about instrumental imperfections
and degradation - so also in SPMs. There may be imperfections and oscillations in SPM
data due to mechanical vibrations, electrical interference, acoustic noise, optical
interference, etc. An illustration of the optical interference is shown in fig. 19. The
discussion here is mainly about the AFM, but the same arguments hold also for the
STM. The mechanical design of the SPM and the elimination of vibrations is
fundamental for the noise level in the instrument. An excellent arrangement is to place
the microscope on a concrete block, which is suspended from elastic bung cords. Other
commonly used methods for vibration isolation are damping tables, rubber stacks, viton
ring stacks, sand boxes and air cushions. The instrumental noise is checked by a
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spectrum analyser on, for example, the z-signal. Another simple method is to scan with
the tip at a single point on a sample and analyse the frequencies and amplitudes in the
resulting image. A typical noise-spectrum shows a 1/f noise at low frequencies.
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Figure 19. A force curve recorded in air on isotropic graphite. The long wavelength appearance of the
curve in the non-touching regime (to the right), is most probably due to interference between reflected
light from cantilever and sample. This can be seen from the fact that the interference wavelength should
be half that of the laser wavelength of 670 nm. From this fisure we can estimate the wavelength åq to be
330-340 nm.

It is fundamental to have the piezoelectric tube scanners well calibrated. The
piezoelectric scanners also possesses non-linearity, creep and hysteresis. Under high
temperature, high voltage or just due to ageing effects, the scanners will be depoled.
Therefore, they must be repoled, or at least recalibrated, frequently. Calibration in the
lateral directions (x and y) is easily obtained through either imaging of diffraction
gratings, highly oriented pyrolytic graphite, mica etc., or by other methods
(transducers, interferometers). The lateral calibration includes correction for nonlinearity so that the scanner can be used over a wide range of operation. The calibration
of the vertical (z) motion is more difficult due to problems of finding well-defined
samples and because of hysteresis and non-linearity of the scanner. Due to the nonlinearity of the piezo, it is important to calibrate it for the particular range where it will
be used. One useful sample for z-calibration is the 2 nm steps of an etched (HF) mica
surface. Another method is to calibrate on the 1.4 A high steps on Si(OOl). In this case
there may be some problems due to oxides on the surface. Another recently developed
method , uses interference between the laser diode and a mirror-sample during
different tip-to-sample separations.
61
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Figure 20. Calibration of the A F M piezo scanners can easily be done in the horizontal directions, on
known atomic spacings or on a grating. The vertical calibration is more crucial. Although this calibration
is made by the manufacturer, i t may drift in time. This image is an example of calibration, or at least
checking of calibration, of a piezo scanner. A scan is performed over a surface with very sharp features
in order to get an approximate image of the tip shape. This standard pyramidal Si3N4 tip is formed as a
f i l m deposited on_an etched pit on a Si(100) surface. Therefore the tip is a nearly perfect pyramid with an
aspect ratio of V2 , i.e. an opening angle of 70.5°. The measured slope should then be 54.7°, on both
sides of the tip. The tip is mounted at an angle of 10-11°. Taking this into account, the measured angles
should be 64-65° and 44-45° for a well-calibrated scanner. These images show the procedure applied on a
surface of isotropic graphite exposed to deuterium. (A) Cross-section along the line in the image for a
well-calibrated scanner. (B) Averaging of all the cross-sections inside the rectangular box from the same
scan.

The drift of piezoelectric scanners may be a non-negligible effect. The drift is usually
caused by temperature gradients or by creep in the scanners, especially after change of
the lateral offset position. The piezoelectric effect can be explained as a first-order
phase transition. Therefore, there is a delay time in its response and a hysteresis. Such
effects are mostly observed at the boarders of the images, where the motion of the tip is
reversed. The drift is usually highest in the lateral directions. However, when studying
large flat surfaces, it is also significant in the z-direction normal to the surface. The drift
in the lateral directions creates a distorted, skewed image. Such non-avoidable
geometrical image distortions have to be corrected computationally " .
63
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The tip shape and sharpness is the limiting component for the resolution in SPMs.
The scanning technique with the finite-sized probe tip produce images that are actually
mixtures between the shapes of the tip and surface. This unwanted "convolution" is
crucial when imaging structures with features smaller than the characteristic dimensions
of the tip. These distortions introduce artifacts in the images, such as tip-imaging and
broadening of the surface features. In the most simple form, the virtual broadening of
the surface features can be estimated from purely geometrical effects, as exemplified in
fig. 21. The effect of convolution is also used to estimate the outermost tip-radius as in
fig. 22. Some large artifacts, revealed directly in the images, are shown in fig. 23. Less
significant broadening, from the tip, influences measurements of surface roughness.
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Figure 21. Example of estimation of the virtual broadening, vv, in images due to the convolution
between the A F M tip and a sharp surface object; effect from the aspect-ratio (A) of the tip (left) and the
effect from the outermost, assumed spherical (radius R), tip (right).

With the assumption of a purely geometrical interaction between the tip and sample, it
is possible to computationally reconstruct the image to give a more accurate picture of
the surface. However, in order to reconstruct the true surface, the exact tip geometry has
to be known. Still, it is only possible to reconstruct areas accessible to the tip during
scanning. The deconvolution of images is sometimes based on idealised spherical
tips . There are several methods to determine the shape of the tip. A common one is to
image well-defined colloidal gold spheres, or other microspheres . Other examples are
complete tip-imaging on very narrow spikes on a surface or on nuclear track pits .
An early method for reconstruction of the surface when the tip shape is known is based
on determination of the true contact point between tip and sample. The slope of the
image is equal to the slope of the true surface at a position shifted by a distance (shift
vector) . The extraction of the true surface is normally done by Legendre transforms.
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Figure 22. Example of a simple estimation of tip-radius R from a scan over a vertical step on graphite.
Under the assumption of a spherical tip and a small vertical step-height H compared with the tip-radius,
an upper value of R can be estimated as ( L + H / 2 . f f ) . Here L is the measured length of the step i n the
image. By taking twenty different cross-section profiles, like the one in the right figure, from different
locations in the left image, we get R = 15.8 + 1.3 nm for this standard pyramidal tip. Typical values
found with this method on standard tips are 8-20 nm. Such estimates agree well with values found by, for
instance, scanning electron microscopy .
2
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However, this method relies on numerical derivatives of the image data and is therefore
very sensitive to noise. For this purpose, Keller et al. developed an equivalent method
that does not require derivatives. The new surface is the envelope of a number of tip
surface functions over the surface. By scanning on a given structure, for example a
grating, it is possible to determine the shape of the tip. A similar method is described in
refs. 72-73. For each point in the image a corresponding maximal bounding surface for
the tip is calculated. The real tip is then equal or less than this maximal, which, in turn,
is used to reconstruct the image.
11

Figure 23. Studies of one tip artifact. (A) Constant-force mode image of a-SiC + 20%(vol) TiB2
exposed to deuterium. The small spot in the middle of the image corresponds to a convolution between
the tip and a very sharp feature on the surface. (B) Error-signal mode image of the detail described in A .
(C) Another constant-force mode image of the same type of artifact. (D) The same type of artifact observed on a surface of isotropic graphite exposed to deuterium at 80°C. Here the deposit is visible only
on the very top of each "tip".

INSTRUMENTAL EXTENSIONS AND
IMAGE PROCESSING

4.1 Tapping-mode in liquid
The contact-mode (repulsive-mode) A F M has conventionally been used for topographical imaging. This technique has been, and still is, very successful. The contactmode has a potential for atomic resolution. However, during the past few years
complementary methods for topographical imaging have been developed.
Related scanning probe microscopy instruments have been developed for probing
other physical properties of a surface. Examples of such instruments, which are more or
less integrated with the AFM, are the electrochemical scanning probe microscope
(ECSPM), the lateral force microscope (LFM), the chemical force microscope (CFM),
the magnetic force microscope (MFM), the electric force microscope (EFM) and force
modulation for identifying differences in elasticity.
As mentioned in chapter 3, there are occasionally some problems with the contactmode AFM. When operating in air several factors may increase the force between the
tip and the sample. Examples are electrostatic charge on the tip, contaminants and a
condensed water vapour on the surface. Such increased forces may cause sample
deformation and increased frictional forces. The additional forces are partly eliminated
by scanning in a liquid. The scanning in a liquid also reduces the van der Waals forces.
Another approach to lower the operating forces is the so-called non-contact mode,
where the tip is operated at a larger distance from the surface. This probes the attractive
van der Waals forces between tip and sample. The force derivative is used to control the
tip-to-sample distance. Therefore, a small vertical oscillation is added to the tip. The
vibrating cantilever is used to detect very weak forces through the change in resonance
frequency or vibration amplitude. In the so-called tapping-mode the cantilever is
oscillated with a piezoelectric crystal near its resonance frequency. As the tip
approaches the sample its oscillation amplitude decreases due to energy loss when the
tip "taps" the surface. The amplitude of the cantilever is detected and sent back to the
feedback system to adjust the tip-sample distance for constant amplitude. The
advantage of this method is the decreased lateral forces. However, the physics of the
tip-sample interaction is not well understood. Many systems are necessary to study in a
fluid environment. Taking advantage of both the fluid imaging and the tapping-mode is,
however, difficult. The viscous damping of the fluid makes it nearly impossible to drive
the cantilever at its resonance frequency .
74
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Recently, an idea for tapping-mode A F M imaging in liquid was presented by
P. K. Hansma et al. . Our commercial Nanoscope I I has quite recently been rebuilt
according to the schematic diagram in fig. 24, following the approach (and advice) of
Hansma et al.
15
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Figure 24. Schematic diagram of the experimental setup for tapping-mode in liquid. The components
within the dashed rectangle are added to the commercial microscope.

The cantilever is set in motion by modulating the tip-sample separation, i.e. the fluid
cell, with a voltage applied to the z-piezo of the scanner. A simple theory for a sampledriven vibrating cantilever can be found in ref. 50. The oscillation frequency and
amplitude of the cantilever is monitored by an ac detector, i.e. an absolute value circuit,
on the photodetector signal. The oscillation frequency is adjusted to the resonance
frequency of the cantilever. The amplitude signal is treated as to fit directly into the
feedback system of the standard instrument. The oscillating amplitude is set directly in
the software. The feedback system controls the sample up and down to keep the
amplitude (tapping force) constant. It is necessary to set the time response of the
feedback system slower than the oscillation frequency. The system allows us to switch
between the tapping-mode and the standard contact-mode during scanning. A typical
value of the oscillation amplitude of the cantilever is about 3 nm. Although the time
response of our ac detector is fast (fall time about 100 us) the tapping-mode requires a
slower imaging than the contact-mode, typically a few minutes. Figure 25 demonstrates
a much improved resolution with the tapping-mode on a hard golden surface under
water. The hillock features in fig. 25b look more or less the same due to convolution
with the AFM tip. In the tapping-mode (fig. 25d) individual features of these hillocks
are clearly resolved. Such differences between the two modes may be explained by the
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decreased lateral forces, and hence reduced twisting of the cantilever, in the new mode.
The decreased lateral forces are especially advantageous for the imaging of soft
macromolecules. Examples of such studies are presented in chapter 7. It has to be
pointed out that non-linearities of the ordinary z-piezo scanner sometimes influence the
scanning. Therefore, i f the surface features are not small, one has to use a separate
piezo for the z-oscillation.

A

contact-mode

B

contact-mode

Figure 25. Example showing the increased resolution of tapping-mode in liquid (water) compared to
the conventional contact-mode. These images are in top view with the grayscale reflecting the height of
the surface. The larger scale images have a total vertical scale of 100 nm (brighter is higher), while the
vertical scale of the smaller ones is 74 nm. The upper two images are from contact-mode imaging of a
golden f i l m , while the two images below are f r o m tapping-mode of the same areas. Besides the
disturbances (strikes), there are clear differences i n resolution. A standard triangular silicon nitride
cantilever with spring constant 0.12 N / m was used. The resonance frequency of the cantilever in the
liquid was 14 kHz. The scan rate for the tapping-mode images was 0.53 Hz and 1.3 Hz, respectively.
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4.2 Image processing
The data from scanning probe microscopy are stored in digital form. Hence, data
management and image processing are tightly connected to the imaging technique.
Image processing is used for displaying and improving the visual appearance of the
data, but also for measurements of features and structures. The aim is to extract as much
information as possible from the measured data. The SPM system is more or less
useless without a proper system for image processing. The standard system includes
procedures for 2D- and 3D-visualization, contour maps, measurement of surface
parameters and sizes, cross-sectional plotting, image restoration, various filtering of the
data, Fourier and other transformations, plotting, data rearrangements etc. Such
software for the basic functions are included in most of the commercial microscopes.
However, the advanced microscopist needs new, user-specified, data processing
routines.
The public domain image processing software NIH Image has been used frequently
in this work for image displaying, enhancement and measurements. Its macro-language
has been used to create routines for importing and making measurements in the SPM
images. Figure 26 shows one simple image improvement by multiple image acquisition.
A

B

Figure 26. Example of simple image improvement by multiple image acquisition. The sample is an
amorphous-C/Si:H coating ". (A) A single A F M image of an amorphous C-Si f i l m . The total vertical
scale is 8.1 nm. (B) The average of 16 similar images as in A .
7

The image resolution is increased, and the noise reduced, by averaging over a set of
scannings. Further noise-reduction is achieved by averaging images scanned with
different tip-directions, i.e. by using different parts of the tip. Averaging such rotated
images eliminates effects from the noise-sensitive fast-scan direction. The macrolanguage programmes have significant limitations when many operations have to be
carried out. Therefore, a time consuming source code programming has been carried
out. The most serious drawback is, however, that the originally 16 bits data are
converted to 8 bits, which gives too poor precision for most of the calculations. For this
reason, a menu-driven image processing programme, Nanoplot, operated under
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UNIX and based on the commercial Matlab, was developed. The system is completely
compatible with the SPM microscopes and uses all the 16-bit data. Since Matlab is a
well-developed software with extended mathematical packages, the analysis is easily
extended for all thinkable analyses. Another aim was to construct an in situ multiple
image acquisition programme with in situ drift corrections.

Figure 27. Example of a Screenshot when operating the menu-driven image processing programme
Nanoplot, developed within Matlab.
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SURFACE CHARACTERIZATION

Scanning probe microscopes are useful for studying the morphology of surfaces. The
A F M does not require any special sample preparation and it can therefore be used on
surfaces that would be destroyed by treatment. On larger scales, they produce results
comparable to scanning electron microscopy (SEM). However, SPM and SEM should
be considered as complementary. The three-dimensional data from the SPMs are stored
in digital form and are therefore easy to analyse and process. The unique property of the
SPMs to measure topography over several decades of length scales, from the atomic
scale up to hundreds of um, makes them ideal for studies of surface roughness. The
microstructure is important for many physical and chemical properties of a material.
Figure 28 shows one example for aged optical fibres, where we observed a correlation
between the surface roughness and the tensile strength. Nevertheless, the surface
roughness is difficult to quantify since it is hard to describe mathematically.
Quantitative measurements of surface roughness are fundamental for comparing
different surfaces. Statistical parameters have been widely used to describe the
roughness. These methods include vertical parameters like the root-mean-square
roughness and different kind of extreme value descriptors, as well as the distribution of
heights and histograms. For studies of surface morphology in general, there has been an
uncorrelated development of statistical roughness parameters; by now well over a
hundred (many of which with little significance). Spatial parameters, like the power
spectrum, autocovariance function, autocorrelation function, structure function and
variances of slope and curvature, have also been used. An extended overview of these
commonly used measurements, but also some fractal methods, have recently been
published . A l l these methods can be useful for qualitative or relative measurements.
However, they are all scale-dependent when applied on rough physical surfaces, i.e. the
instrumental resolution and scan-length strongly influence the measured values.
77

The theoretical models for the growth of surfaces are divided mainly into local
models and non-local models. In the non-local model the influence from transport of
matter from outside the growing surface is considered, while in the local model the
growth is controlled only by the immediate vicinity. For a review of models, see ref. 78.
A general result, for the simpler models, is that the surface roughening obeys scaling
laws (self-affinity). There also exists a critical length-scale separating regions of scale
with different fractal parameters. Both from the models and from experimental investigations, the roughness of surfaces, or layers formed from random processes, are
considered to be scale-invariant, at least over some region of scale. The mathematical
description of a surface should mirror this feature, and also be compatible with
theoretical models of its structure. The fractal description fulfils these conditions and is
used for a quantitative evaluation of the surface roughness. A fractal is, by definition, a
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Figure 28. Some results from A F M imaging of aged optical fibres (diameter 125 |lm). The fibres were
aged in tap water for different time periods and at different water temperatures. The ageing procedure
and measurements of their tensile strength were performed at another laboratory. We observed
correlations between the maximum vertical distance measured with A F M and the fracture strengths. (A)
A large-scale image of an unaged fibre. (B) The probability distributions of surface heights and the
strength for fibres aged under different conditions. The distributions are significantly broadened due to
ageing. (C-D) Magnified images with size 1.5 ,um x 1.5 um and vertical scale 23 nm. C is an unaged
fibre and D is another fibre aged at 80 °C for 5 month. The background curvature of the fibres has been
subtracted in these images.

set for which the so-called Hausdorff-Besicovitch (or fractal) dimension, D, exceeds the
normal topological dimension. A fractal surface has 2 < D < 3. The fractal dimension is
higher for a rough surface than for a flat one (with D = 2). Most models for calculating
D from SPM images assume the scaling to be equal in the lateral directions on the
surface, but not necessarily the same as in the normal direction. Such surfaces are called
self-affine and differ from self-similar surfaces with equal scaling in all three directions.
The fractal analysis is of growing use in surface science, because the scaling concept
simplifies considerably the characterization of surfaces. One advantage is that D is
independent of the studied length-scale on a fractal surface. Fractal analysis from SPM
images can be carried out over about five orders of magnitude. However, due to the
finite image size, the estimation of D from an SPM image depends on how it is
calculated. The fractal analysis has been evaluated and used in the appended papers in
this thesis.
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SIMULATION OF FRACTAL SURFACES
When comparing and improving different methods for fractal analysis, it is desirable to
have well-defined surfaces with specified fractal dimensions. However, it is impossible
to computationally generate a perfect fractal surface with a given fractal dimension.
Here a few algorithms for this purpose will be discussed. One of them, the successive
random addition algorithm, has been used to generate "ideal" surfaces. These surfaces
have, in turn, been taken as test cases when evaluating our algorithms for fractal
characterization of SPM images. The so-called Brownian motion describes a random
fractal. Here it is the base for the simulation of fractal surfaces. However, we start with
a simple one-dimensional description. Brownian motion is then described by a random
process Z(f), where Z is a random-valued function of the real variable t. The increments
in terms of the random variables, Z(t2)-Z{t\), is gaussian distributed. For the variances,
or the mean square increments, one gets:

(17)

where E denotes the mathematical expectation value, Vis the variance andH = 1/2. The
fundamental idea is that with a proper rescaling, and for different arbitrary t and t\ in
equation (17), it is possible to create statistically self-similar increments of Z with the
same distribution functions. When the equation is generalized to 0 < H < 1 it is called
fractional Brownian motion (fBm). For example, the two random functions Z(i) and
Z{rt)lr are statistically indistinguishable, since the second function is properly rescaled
by dividing the amplitudes with r . Here r is a real positive number. The parameter H
(the Hurst exponent) describes whether the function Z is flat or rough at small scales.
Examples of algorithms for generating graphs and surfaces with the properties given
above, are various versions of the midpoint displacement method or approximations of
the f B m by spectral methods. Surfaces generated by spectral methods (Fourier
transforms) are periodic, which is unacceptable for our investigations. In the basic
versions of the midpoint displacement method, more and more points are added by
creating points from the average of outer points and adding a specified gaussian random
offset (displacement). The method is further improved by adding the variance specified
displacements to every point and not just to the new midpoints. The new algorithm is
called successive random addition. This method has been used in this thesis to generate
surfaces, as follows.
2

H

H

79

First, points are generated on lattice points, as exemplified in fig. 29. First the altitude,
Z, is set to zero at the four corners i f the lattice. An independent gaussian variable,
with zero mean and unit variance is generated at the central point of the grid. In the next
generation new points (1 in the figure) are generated by interpolation of the four
diagonal neighbours. If d is the mesh size, i.e. resolution, of the first grid, the mesh size
is now decreased to dl^l. Therefore, the distance between points is scaled in each
generation, i.e. the so-called lacunarity, by r = Ia/J. The points of the rims have to be
treated separately. In each generation (n) gaussian random variables with zero mean and
variance a are added to all points. The variances are given by:
2
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(18)

Again, H is the Hurst exponent. The fractal dimension for the surface is D = 3 - H.
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Figure 29. Illustration of the successive random addition algorithm used on a 9 x 9 square grid to
generate a surface with a specified fractal dimension D. The numbers show in which generation, n, the
points are added. For further explanation; see the text.

The surfaces generated by this algorithm are self-affine, i.e. scale equally in the
lateral xy-directions, but differently in the z-direction. Two examples of topographical
maps generated by this algorithm, are shown in fig. 30. The same random numbers
were used for both surfaces. The specified fractal dimensions are 2.1 and 2.6,
respectively.
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Figure 30. Brownian fractal landscapes generated with the successive random addition algorithm. The
grayscale reflects the height in these topview images. The images of size 400x400 were extracted from
the centre of 1025x1025 generated images in order to minimize effects arising f r o m the rims in the
algorithm. These surfaces have specified fractal dimensions: ( A ) D = 2.1 {H = 0.9) and ( B ) D = 2.6
(H = 0.4). The same random numbers were used in the generation of both images.
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MEASUREMENT OF THE FRACTAL PARAMETERS
In this thesis, three different methods for fractal analysis have been considered. These
are the area-perimeter method, a variance method and two forms of the structure
function method. A new version of the variance method was developed. The structure
function method was extended from one to two dimensions. A l l methods are described
in detail in papers 1 and 7 of this thesis. Figure 31 shows the results of applying some
of the methods on computer-simulated images.
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Figure 31. Measured fractal dimension versus the "true" simulated fractal dimension (D). The fractal
dimensions were estimated for the simulated surfaces using three different methods: the area-perimeter
method (£>AP)> the quasi two-dimensional structure function method (£>§) and the variance method
( D y ) - Each cross represents the estimation of fractal dimension on one specific simulated surface.

The figure demonstrates that the area-perimeter method is not an advisable method
for precise evaluations. However, the results for the quasi two-dimensional structure
function method and the variance method are satisfactory. Such methods are used in
combination when evaluating the fractal dimension from SPM images. Our twodimensional structure function method gives Ds values identical to those from the quasi
two-dimensional analogy on the simulated surfaces. There are some advantages with
such an extended algorithm. However, it requires much longer computation times. The
fractal analysis provides a proper and outstanding method to describe rough surfaces
and to obtain precise values of the fractal dimension from SPM images. In fact, data
like in fig. 31 can be used to calibrate the methods and to further increase the precision
of the algorithms.

STUDIES OF
PLASMA-SURFACE INTERACTIONS

The studies of effects induced by plasma-surface interactions are fundamental for the
understanding of erosion and deposition processes on the first wall in controlled fusion
devices. The investigations are also necessary for evaluating a material's potential as a
possible wall-material. This chapter is a brief introduction to this field.
Thermonuclear fusion in a deuterium-tritium (DT) fusion reactor is a promising
large-scale energy source for the future. The concept is to confine the plasma and heat it
for ignition, so that the fusion plasma produces enough power to sustain itself without
any external energy source.
4

The basic reaction is: D + T -» ( He + 3.57 MeV) + (n + 14.06 MeV).
The most common concept among experimental machines is magnetic plasma
confinement in a toroidal vessel, so-called tokamak. The tokamak's main magnetic
confinement consists of a toroidal field from coils surrounding the vessel and a poloidal
field from a current in the plasma. The next major step towards a working
thermonuclear reactor, the planned ITER machine, will also be based on the tokamak
principle. In "limiter" tokamaks, the plasma boundary is defined by the limiters,
normally graphite tiles, which "push" the plasma from the wall and optimize the
boundary conditions. The so-called scrape-off layer (SOL) is the region between the
limiter and the inner tokamak wall. There are several ways to heat the plasma. The
normal ohmic heating is from the plasma current. Additional heating may be from
neutral beam injection (NBI) or ion cyclotron radio frequency heating (ICRF). In NBI,
deuterium, hydrogen or helium ions are accelerated, neutralized and injected into the
plasma. When ionized again, they will transfer their energy to the plasma. Antennas are
used to increase the energy of the plasma ions by the use of radio frequencies. Figure 32
shows examples of the lapse during a discharge in the TEXTOR tokamak in Jülich.
No magnetic plasma confinement is perfect. High fluxes of neutrons, electrons,
photons and ions will escape the plasma and hit the wall material. Also, the fusion
power has to be transported through the wall, which gives a high thermal load. The
plasma-facing material (PFM) is therefore exposed to many different plasma-surface
interactions, like physical sputtering, chemical erosion, desorption, evaporation, arcing,
ion implantation, chemical reactions, radiation damages, blistering and cracking. The
eroding and activating of wall material produce impurities and hydrogen retention and
release. Impurities in the plasma is a major problem for the whole operation of a
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tokamak. The ignition of the plasma requires impurity concentrations lower than
0.01%, 0.1% and 3% for impurities with, respectively, high, medium and low atomic
numbers Z. The heavy impurities contribute to high radiation losses, proportional to Z .
Fully stripped ions do not contribute to radiation losses as much, but heavy ions are not
fully stripped even at kinetic energies of 10 - 20 keV.
2

Figure 32. One example of the lapse during a discharge in the TEXTOR tokamak. The curves show the
electron temperature, electron density and total radiated power.

Ejection of surface atoms by nuclear collisions, i.e. physical sputtering, in a tokamak
is due to bombardment with fast particles. The sputtering yield from a surface is defined
as the number of sputtered atoms per incident ion. The physical sputtering is fairly
independent of the surface temperature. In chemical erosion the reaction between the
particles and the wall atoms depends strongly on temperature. The heat load in a
tokamak can give rise to substantial evaporation, especially at arc spots.

Figure 33. A F M constant-force mode images of isotropic graphite, before and after exposure in the
TEXTOR tokamak. The exposures were made during silicon-assisted operation of the tokamak. The flat
graphite layer is completely covered with an amorphous deposit, as revealed by the right image.
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The choice, or development, of a suitable plasma-facing material for the devices is
one of the most difficult challenges in the construction of a future power plant. The
material should withstand extreme thermal loads (up to tens of M W / m ) and high
fluxes of particles (D, T, He) with energies in the range between 10 eV and 1 keV, but
also high fluxes of high-energy neutrons. Therefore, the material should withstand
thermal shocks, have a high thermal conductivity, a low sputtering and thermal
expansion, a high melting point, a low tritium inventory, a low swelling and
embrittlement etc. There should be a small trapping of hydrogen but high trapping of
impurities like oxygen. These properties, especially the thermophysical, should not be
significantly degraded by the irradiation. The materials with high atomic number have
low sputtering yields, but give high radiation losses. Only light elements are used as
limiter materials. The light elements do not radiate strongly in the plasma core, where
they are fully stripped. The most widely used first-wall materials in the device,
especially for low-density plasmas, are various types of carbon-based materials. It is
essential to study the erosion behaviour of the carbon materials. The typical chemical
sputtering of carbon, when bombarded with hydrogen, is connected with the formation
of hydrocarbons. At high temperatures, there is also radiation-enhanced, thermal
sublimation of graphite, which may limit the operation temperature of graphite. The
properties of the carbon materials may be improved, for example by fibre
reinforcement. On wall materials close to the plasma there is usually a net erosion,
while at larger distances there is a net deposition. By doping with B, Si or Ti one can
lower the chemical sputtering yield. The understanding of recycling, retention and
mobility of hydrogen isotopes in the material is also of great interest, both for the
tritium inventory in the machine and for the composition of the plasma. In some of the
appended papers in this thesis, substrates have been exposed to the TEXTOR SOL after
the first wall was globally coated, or wall conditioned, with a suitable material. In the
siliconized machine, a silicon film is deposited by a glow discharge during a gasflow of
silane and helium. The main advantage of the siliconization is the gettering of oxygen,
which yields a lower oxygen level in the plasma. The sputtering process then creates
silicon as the dominant impurity of the plasma. Concluding, the material requirements
are often contradictory, and a compromise must be found.
2

A

B

C

+

Figure 34. (A-B) A F M images of a surface of isotropic graphite after exposure to 150 - 170 eV D from
a magnetron plasma, with total dose - 1 x 1 0 c m and target temperature 700 °C. Radiation damages
like bubbles or blisters are clearly visible. These amorphous carbon bubbles can be removed by
"scraping" with the A F M tip, as has been done in B. (C) This peculiar reconstruction was observed by
STM, on a non-exposed sample of C-Si mixture, probing carbon atoms (bias voltage 12.8 m V ) . It may
arise from carbon atoms on top of the "invisible" silicon.
2 1
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The candidate materials are exposed both under controlled laboratory conditions and
to tokamak plasmas. In the laboratory, samples are irradiated with deuterium or helium
ions from accelerators, glow-discharge facilities or magnetrons. The glow-discharge is
a device with a large electric field (dc or rc) creating a discharge between anode and
cathode electrodes, suspended in the gas. In the magnetron, a magnetic field is
superimposed on the electric field. The magnetron gives higher discharge currents and
higher deposition rates than the glow-discharge. One way of learning more about
plasma-surface interactions in tokamaks, and the most accurate way to determining the
impurity fluxes in the SOL, is to use collector probes. The substrates, mounted in the
surface collector probe , are inserted into the SOL. The samples are exposed during
operation of the tokamak. To study the impurity fluxes, as well as erosion and
deposition phenomena, the exposed substrates are investigated by surface sensitive
spectroscopies and high-resolution microscopies. The impurity fluxes in the SOL are
determined from the deposition rate on the probes. Microscopy studies are used to
reveal erosion and deposition mechanisms.
80

In the work of this thesis, the SPMs have, for the first time, been introduced to study
plasma-facing materials aimed for tokamaks. The microscopy offers new possibilities
for surface structure studies on the plasma-exposed materials. They make it possible to
trace very fine features on both non-exposed and plasma-eroded surfaces. Many
carbon-based materials have been examined, as candidates for first-wall materials. They
have been exposed to plasmas both in laboratory facilities and in tokamak reactors.
They include carbon fibres, silicon carbides, graphite-silicon mixtures and plasmasprayed layers (Al/SiC). The surface properties have been examined both with AFM
and other techniques. The microscopic studies have turned out to be valuable and
successful in the characterization of materials subjected to plasma-surface interactions.
In particular we have studied: (i) the very initial stages of radiation damages; (ii) the
distinction of different kinds of radiation damages; (iii) the surface roughness; (iv) the
deposit thickness; (v) the structure of co-deposited layers.
Critical issues, covered in the work, are the tip-dependent resolution in combination
with the imaging force. Sharp structures created by sputtering, erosion and various
radiation damaging are responsible for convolutions between tip and sample. Other
limitations, of the scanning probe microscopes, are set by the sample cleanness and
sample deformation. The tip-sample force has to be kept sufficiently low, in order not
to destroy possible soft deposits. In fact, a large imaging force was also used to modify
and "scrape" soft deposits, e.g. for estimating the thickness of the deposited layer.
In conclusion, the importance of learning more about plasma-surface interactions
could not be overstated. The scanning probe microscopy is a rewarding tool for surface
structural studies of these surfaces. In combination with ion-beam analysis, the SPMs
provide deep insight into the nature of deposits on plasma-facing surfaces in controlled
fusion devices.

IMAGING BIOMOLECULES

Scanning probe microscopy has obvious advantages over conventional methods when
studying biomolecular structures and molecules. It provides three-dimensional
information with molecular, or even submolecular, resolution. However, the main
benefit is the option to operate in fluids. Thereby one can image the biological structure
under physiological conditions and monitor structural changes in real time. Such a
powerful tool opens up the possibilities for new exciting discoveries, although the
biological application of the A F M is perhaps the most technical one. The A F M has
been used, for example, to study DNA, chromosomes, cellular membranes and proteins.
However, most efforts so far have focused on exploring the microscope's possibilities.
We have applied the technique to the erythrocyte human red blood cell and its elements.
In this thesis, the results for the cell protein spectrin are presented. The diameter of a
blood cell is 6-7 p.m.
The membrane of the cell is associated with a cytoskeleton, which underlies the
membrane structure. The protein actin is a major constituent of the cytoskeleton. At the
boundary between the plasma membrane and cytoskeleton proteins control responses to
external growth factors. They are probably also controlling the cell shape.
The major polypeptide protein spectrin (from spector, meaning ghost) comprises
20 - 25 % of all membrane proteins. Spectrin forms a filamentous coat on the inside of
the membrane. It is not a true membrane protein, but it is assumed to control the
location of membrane proteins. Spectrin interconnects actin in the cells and also binds
to another protein known as ankyrin. The spectrin molecule is highly flexible, elastic
and elongated. Due to its interaction with actin and other proteins it is assumed to be
responsible for the biconcave shape of the cell. It is probably composed of two subunits, with slightly different lengths, twisted around each other. Each subunit consists
of repeated segments.
There are, however, several critical issues in the non-destructive, high-resolution
A F M imaging of proteins and cells. Worth mentioning is the problem of keeping a
protein or a cell in place, i.e. to bind it to a surface. They have been attached to a
substrate material, either to a mica surface (electrostatically) or chemically to glass,
mica or to membranes. The imaging force also influences the resolution due to lateral
forces responsible for twisting of the cantilever.
In a non-aqueous environment, proteins can easily be dried on the substrate material.
However, it is nearly impossible to dry individual proteins in a controlled manner. An
example of a (possibly) successful drying is shown in fig. 35.
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Figure 35. Drying is a difficult method for preparing a spectrin sample. This sequence of error-signal
mode scannings show spectrins dried in air on a muscovite mica surface. The results are promising,
showing very narrow structures, 5-10 nm wide, and with the length expected for spectrins. I t is possible
that these images show the two subunits of spectrin separated. We have not been able to reproduce these
conditions, which demonstrates how delicate the drying process is.

By dehydration, the drying process is much more controllable. The tip-sample
interactions are also significantly lowered when scanning on a dehydrated sample, i.e.
the force, as exemplified in fig. 36. As shown in fig. 37, the dried samples of spectrin
aggregates can be micro-manipulated by cutting and moving.
The most interesting studies are, however, the ones in a liquid. The most attractive
studies are imaging in solution without any fixation or staining. However, both the
attachment and the high flexibility, elasticity and lateral mobility of macromolecules
make the A F M imaging a challenge. The force from the AFM tip must be kept sufficiently low in order not to destroy the macromolecule. Contact-mode AFM studies of
spectrin are presented in the appended paper 9. Some examples are shown in fig. 38.
The lateral forces between the tip and protein appears to limit the image resolution.
Even with a very low force (~10" N), it is not possible to increase the resolution by
using a sharper AFM tip, since the lateral forces probably make the cantilever twists.
Therefore, it is important to lower the lateral forces during imaging.
10
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Figure 36. A F M images of spectrin molecules dehydrated in propanol and dried on mica. The spectrins
seem to aggregate with some kind of shell structure on top. A virtual broadening of the spectrins occurs
due to geometric convolution and interactions between tip and sample. The first image is in the constantforce mode and the second is a magnified part in the error-signal mode. Scanning parameters were
k = 0.38 N m " and scan velocity 14 (tm s" . The graph shows effects in the force-curves f r o m
dehydrating the samples in acetone. The force has been calculated f r o m the deflection data as the
difference between the point of minimal force and the operating point. Both curves are recorded with
Ultralever "supertips" (Park Scientific). The imaging must be performed with a higher force on the nondehydrated sample (k = 0.20 N m " ) . The curve for the sample dehydrated in acetone exhibits a low
operation force below 1.4 nN (k = 0.35 N m " ) .
1

1

1

1

Figure 37. Constant-force mode images that demonstrate manipulation of dried spectrins with the A F M
tip. The first image is the original aggregate of spectrins. The tip-sample force was increased, and a
smaller 100 nm x 100 nm rectangular area in the middle was scanned. In the second image the original
area has been scanned with a low force again. The removal of spectrins is obvious. In the last image the
aggregate has also been cut, in the same manner, along a line. These images show a substantial broadening of the proteins, partly from the drying process, but also due to tip effects. This is further discussed
in the appended paper 9 of this thesis.

In order to lower the lateral imaging force and mcrease the resolution, the method of
tapping-mode in liquid, described in chapter 4, was applied to the spectrins. The results
are preliminary. Although the lateral forces are lower with this method, there are still
problems with keeping the spectrins in place. As in the case of the contact-mode
imaging, the spectrins showed a tendency to line up towards the fast-scan direction. The
image resolution is not noticeably enhanced, due to the sample movement. Figure 39
shows both tapping-mode and contact-mode images of spectrins incubated on a mica
surface in a buffer solution. The spectrins were bound enough to be observed in the
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tapping-mode. However, when switching to the contact-mode, they were rather quickly
swept away by the tip, indicating lower lateral forces with the tapping-mode compared
to the contact-mode.

Figure 38. Images from contact-mode scannings of spectrin in buffer solutions. The first image just
shows how simple i t is to resolve the unit cell of mica, and hence to calibrate the scanner, even in a
liquid. The other two images are f r o m scanning of spectrins bound to an epoxy-activated membrane.
Both images are showing the same area, the first in error-signal mode and the second in constant-force
mode.

Figure 39. A sequence of images of spectrins when scanned with the tapping-mode in a buffer solution.
The grayscale in the images are the vertical height with a total scale of 6 nm. (A-B) Consecutive scans in
the tapping-mode. ( C ) When shifting to the contact-mode, the spectrins are immediately swept away
with the tip.

SUMMARY AND FUTURE WORK
^ ^ ^ ^

8.1 Summary of the appended papers
PAPER 1:

Fractal analysis of scanning probe microscopy images

The first paper includes the basic framework for surface roughness measurements with
scanning probe microscopies. Such measurements are used in several of the other
papers. The use of fractal methods simplifies the characterization of surfaces considerably. Since these methods are scale-invariant, they are especially attractive for
describing surfaces formed from random processes. They also give useful quantitative
measures of surface roughness. The aim of the paper is both to critically evaluate
existing methods for extracting the fractal dimension and to develop new algorithms.
From theoretical considerations, it was found that methods using structure functions or
variances give reliable fractal parameters from SPM images. The standard deviation in
the calculation of fractal dimensions is less than 0.04. In fact, our estimated fractal
dimension (calculated from "artificial SPM images") as a function of the "theoretical"
fractal dimension, can be used to calibrate the algorithms in order to get more precise
values. The methods were used also to analyse the images of graphite surfaces
subjected to erosion and deposition processes in a tokamak. They could distinguish
areas subjected to different processes. However, on real images one critical issue is the
removal of background overall tilt. Such tilts are due to inexact mounting of the sample
in the instrument. The removal of background may be crucial for the fractal calculation.
It is concluded that the subtraction of background must be treated with care. It is also
important to use complementary theoretical methods in order to detect eventual
anisotropics and separate length-regions with different fractal dimensions.

PAPER 2:

Behavior of SiC/Al coatings under high-dose irradiation with
deuterium and helium ions

This study concerns the rather exotic class of plasma-sprayed materials considered as
plasma-facing materials. The material is made by vacuum plasma-spray co-deposition,
spraying molten Al and solid SiC particles. The samples were exposed under laboratory
conditions with high doses of low-energy deuterium and He ions. Our A F M studies
revealed the very initial stage of radiation damages due to the deuterium exposure. The
distributions of SiC and Al were homogenous both before and after D irradiation.
4
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However, the exposures induced structural changes on the coatings. Bubbles and
blisters were observed on Al but not on SiC after irradiation. The surface damage
depends on the ion flux. Depth profiling of the deuterium concentration showed that
most of the deuterium is implanted in the near-surface layer, of about 100-150 nm.
There was also a smaller amount of deuterium at deeper regions, more than 600-700 nm
from the surface. This deuterium content can not be explained by the direct implantation of deuterium ions. The surface roughness measurements with the AFM reveal that
the large surface roughness of the Al-matrix and migration of deuterium along the grain
boundaries is responsible for the deuterium content at deeper regions. The AFM study
hints that this class of materials are not good candidates for plasma-facing materials.

PAPER 3-4: Surface characterization of SiC composites exposed to deuterium
ions, using atomic force microscopy
and
Scanning probe microscopy and thermo-mechanical
characterization of silicon carbide composites
These two papers are summarized together since they both deal with silicon carbide
composites as candidate plasma-facing materials. The silicon carbide composites are
interesting due to their physical and chemical properties. The aim of these papers were
both to develop composites with high thermal shock resistance and to examine the
uptake of deuterium and the surface structure after irradiation with deuterium ions. Here
the samples are sintered a-SiC or ß-SiC, sometimes doped with AIN, TiB2 or graphite.
The thermo-mechanical properties of the manufactured samples were measured at
another laboratory. The measured quantities were apparent density (Archimedes
method), porosity, thermal conductivity (laser flash technique), thermal expansion
(dilatometry), elastic modulus (E-meter, resonance frequencies), Vickers hardness,
bending strength (3-point flexural strength) and toughness (single edge notched beam
or Vickers indentation). The resistance to thermal shocks was evaluated from repeated
thermal shocks at increasing temperature differences. The presence of a secondary
phase in the silicon carbides increased the resistance to shocks. There was then less
degradation in the elastic modulus and bending strength due to thermal shocks.
The virgin sample surfaces were characterized by means of scanning probe microscopy and several surface-sensitive methods. The surface morphology was similar for
the a-SiC and ß-SiC. However, for the ß-SiC there was some transformation to a-SiC
during sintering. These surfaces contained a few percent of pure graphite. The surface
structure for the other samples was different, and the dopants occurred as separate
phases, which were easily recognized. All the samples were irradiated with low-energy
deuterium ions in a glow-discharge facility. The change in surface structure after the
exposure was observed with AFM. Local radiation damages were detected. These
occurred on other phases than the silicon carbide grains. The surface roughness of the
substrates was measured. We did not find any correlation between the roughness and
the deuterium content in the samples. Instead, we observed most of the structural
changes to take place on the graphite. The samples doped with graphite also retained
the highest amount of deuterium. Even a small amount of graphite gives a deuterium
retention almost the same as for pure graphite. The reason, visible in the AFM images,
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is the accumulation of graphite in the composites surface layer. The work concerning
this interesting class of materials is in progress.

PAPER 5:

Deuterium interaction with silicon - graphite materials exposed to
the tokamak plasma

Also in this paper, a specific class of materials have been tested as possible candidates
for plasma-facing materials, namely graphite-silicon mixtures. The samples contained
up to 50 wt.% of Si. It was shown that these samples consist of elemental silicon and
carbon with just a very small admixture of silicon carbide. The samples were exposed
either to low-energy deuterium ions under laboratory conditions or in the TEXTOR
tokamak. The exposure to the TEXTOR plasma resulted in the formation of co-deposited layers consisting of deuterium and plasma impurity atoms. The AFM studies
showed the surfaces to be tightly covered by the deposit. Although the deposited layers
were relatively thin, changes in surface structures were observed and the layers are
suspected to be amorphous. At locations with small distances to the plasma, bubble-like
structures appeared. They are initial stages of imperfections covered by deposits from
plasma impurities. The measurement of deuterium concentration reveals that the
deuterium content in the samples decreases with the increase of silicon content in the
substrates.
The laboratory exposures with deuterium gave surface layers with bubbles or blisters.
We noted that these structures occur on graphite and not on silicon, since we made
comparable studies on pure graphite exposed in the same way. Also for these laboratory
exposures, more deuterium was retained on samples with a higher amount of carbon.
The migration of deuterium into the bulk and the thermal release of deuterium were
also studied. This is the first report on interaction of deuterium with this class of
materials. The results are promising, but further experiments are necessary.

PAPER 6:

AFM and STM characterization of surfaces exposed to high flux
deuterium plasma

The paper contains results of scanning probe microscopy on plasma-exposed graphites
and C-Si mixtures. A plate of graphite was exposed to the TEXTOR plasma in order to
examine the deposits at different radial distances from the plasma. The C-Si mixture
was exposed to approximately l x l O c m 150-170 eV deuterium ions from a magnetron plasma (target temperature 700 °C). The irradiation resulted in a surface layer with
bubbles or blisters, as mentioned in paper 5. The characteristic dimensions of these features were determined. In fact, the layer of bubbles could easily be manipulated with
the A F M tip. By applying a high tip-to-sample force, we were able to remove or
destroy the bubbles on the exposed sample. In this manner, i.e. by scraping a hole in the
layer, its thickness was estimated to 15-30 nm, a value that correlates well with the presence of deuterium, as measured by nuclear reaction analysis. Moreover, the same type
2 1
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of bubbles, although somewhat smaller, were observed on pure graphite irradiated in
the same way. These could also be removed by scraping. Hence we attribute these
structures to graphite grains in the C-Si mixture.
The graphite plate, exposed in the TEXTOR tokamak, was analysed with microscopy, ion-beam analysis and colorimetry at several different points, corresponding to
different distances from the plasma edge. There were no spots on the sample where the
bare graphite substrate could be seen. However, the AFM was able to distinguish different surface features along the plate. Close to the plasma the surface was rough due to
significant erosion by sputtering and thermal effects. In fact, even individual craters
were observed, They were probably formed by impact of particle agglomerates. At
larger distances from the plasma, where the deposit is thicker, the surface is smoother.
At the largest distances from the plasma edge the graphite surface was relatively nonaffected. Such relations, in terms of surface roughness, are further analysed in paper 7.

PAPER 7:

Roughness determination of plasma-modified surface-layers with
atomic force microscopy

This work contains a detailed characterization of graphite surfaces exposed to the
deuterium plasma in TEXTOR. Both the composition and structure of the deposits were
studied with the SPMs, with emphasis on roughness measurements. The surface
roughness was parametrized in terms of fractal parameters, as described in paper 1. The
SPMs in combination with fractal and ion-beam analyses provided insight into the
nature of the deposits. We found a clear correlation between the surface roughness and
the composition and thickness of the deposits. The formation of the layers is explained
in terms of erosion and deposition processes on the surfaces. The results show the
feasibility of fractal analysis for the quantitative description of surfaces subjected to the
tokamak plasma. In general, the results support these methods as useful for describing
any layers in their initial stage growth.

PAPER 8:

Silicon fluxes in the scrape-off layer plasma during siliconassisted operation of T E X T O R

This is mainly a study of the silicon fluxes in the scrape-off layer in TEXTOR. Surface
graphite collector probes were analysed with several techniques. The deposited species
on the probes reflect the silicon and impurity fluxes in the scrape-off layer. The experiments were performed both before and after wall conditioning of the tokamak with
silicon. The tokamak discharges were fuelled with different gases (H, D, S1H4), some
with so-called SiH4 puffing. The deposited layers had a smooth appearance, and tightly
covered the substrates. Hillock structures, more pronounced with the exposure time, are
typical for these layers. As expected, following the siliconization, the carbon fluxes
were to a large extent replaced by silicon fluxes. Also other impurity fluxes were significantly reduced due to the siliconization. There was an increased sputtering of metals
in the silane plasma. The oxygen impurity concentrations both in the core plasma and
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on the samples were strongly reduced after siliconization due to gettering of oxygen by
the silicon. Discharges with higher plasma densities reduced the ionic fluxes in the SOL
due to lower edge temperatures and decreased sputtering of atoms. After a long time of
operation the oxygen levels increased to the original ones.

PAPER 9:

Imaging human erythrocyte spectrin with atomic force microscopy

Studying the protein spectrin is of importance for understanding the human red blood
cell and its membrane. In this paper the main purpose is to study spectrin under almost
physiological conditions. We also investigate the potential of the AFM as a tool for
high-resolution imaging and modification of biological macromolecules.
The difficulty in imaging spectrin, besides finding and identifying it in the fluid cell,
lies in its softness, shape and sample attachment. The sample attachment, in buffer solution, was made in two ways; directly incubated on mica, as well as covalently bound to
an epoxy-activated membrane. The latter method was more successful in keeping the
proteins in place, although the scanning had to be made with imaging forces as small as
a tenth of a nanonewton. For comparison, various dried samples were also scanned.
The most critical feature for a high resolution is the tip shape and also, to some
extent, the sample deformation caused by the tip. Our study did not show any
significant increase of the resolution by using a sharper tip. However, the imaging force
was much lower with a sharper tip. We estimated the virtual broadening of the spectrin
to be approximately 10 nm. The length and height of spectrin molecules were found to
be around 100 nm and 5 nm, respectively. The true width was estimated to be around 5
nm. A weak indication of the spectrin substructure is discussed. Our results support
those obtained by others with transmission electron microscopy. The easiness of
spectrin manipulation, even on dried samples, is demonstrated. Further support for the
spectrin model has been presented more recently by Yan et alß They crystallized and
studied one of the repeated segments (i.e. the 14th) of spectrin. The segment consists of
a three-helix bundle, and the intersegment flexibility is addressed from the hydrophobic
interactions between the segments. One bundle is about 50 Å long and 20 Å in
diameter. In order to further increase the resolution of our instrument, a new tappingmode in liquid has been built. At the moment, only preliminary results are available
(see chap. 7).
]
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8.2 Outlook and future work
In the present work, scanning probe microscopies have been applied on plasma-facing
materials for fusion reactors and on proteins. The micro characterization of the
presented candidate first-wall materials, will not end with this study. There are still
several evident questions to be answered. A better understanding of the connection
between the surface features and the exposure is needed. The origin of bubbles/blisters
on the deuterium irradiated graphite has to be clarified. As pointed out in paper 6, it is
not fully understood whether this is a temperature effect or not. It is therefore essential
to analyse samples exposed at different fluxes and target temperatures. Resumed studies
are also necessary since the manufacturing process of materials is continuously
improved. One example is from our collaborators: Improved silicon carbide composites
have been developed by use of laser-synthesized SiC powder . There are also other
candidate materials to be tested. Beryllium is interesting to study, not the least because
it is aimed for the primary wall and limiters in the planned ITER machine. There are
also more basic considerations, not connected to a specific material. One example is
how the deuterium retention is correlated to the "effective" surface area and the
deuterium exposure angle.
82

The microscopic structure of the deposits formed on the surfaces in a tokamak has
been determined. Therefore, future efforts should consider the deposits formed during
specific conditions, such as in the vicinity of the gas inlet during silane-puffing.
The presented SPM methods for roughness characterization are useful for the
characterization of several of the surfaces. However, the refinement of these methods
should be continued. One goal is to account for the size of the probing tip. Further
investigations concerning the removal of the sample overall tilt in the instrument,
would also be valuable.
The use of scanning probe microscopies for the study of biological molecules and
cells is a promising trend in this field, and much work is in progress. Our tapping-mode
in liquid might provide a step towards higher resolution and extended studies. However,
at this stage, it is fully clear that also other instrumental improvements are important.
This includes the manufacturing of refined AFM tips and the development of new
methods for sample attachment.
In conclusion, scanning probe microscopies are important for microstructural
characterization in many different fields. The work described in this thesis represents
applications in two such fields; the first SPM studies of plasma-surface interactions on
plasma-facing materials and the first SPM imaging of the human protein spectrin.
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Fractal analysis of scanning probe
microscopy images
N. Almqvist
Luleå University of Technology, Department of Physics, S-971 87 Luleå, Sweden.

Abstract
The accuracy and precision of several algorithms, including newly developed, for calculating the fractal dimension from scanning probe microscopy images of material surfaces
are investigated. The algorithms are based on the area-perimeter method, a variance
method or versions of the structure function method. The latter two methods show good
correspondence to computer simulated images, with known fractal dimensions, and
have successfully been applied also on real images. The results show that these two
methods give reliable fractal dimensions and are well suited to describe surface roughness quantitatively.
Keywords:
Surface structure, morphology, roughness, and topography; Atomic force microscopy;
Amorphous surfaces; Computer simulations; Carbon; Deuterium
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1. Introduction
The surface roughness is fundamental for several physical properties and physical
phenomena on a solid surface. By use of scanning probe microscopes (SPM), for example the scanning tunneling microscope (STM) and the atomic force microscope
(AFM), the surface topography can be determined with a spatial resolution down to
the atomic scale. Nevertheless, the surface roughness is difficult to quantify since it is
hard to describe mathematically. Several researchers have used statistical parameters,
both vertical and spatial, to describe the roughness. Such methods can be useful for
qualitative or relative measurements. However, they are all scale-dependent when
applied on rough physical surfaces, i.e. the instrumental resolution and scan-length
strongly influence the measured values.
The roughness of surfaces or layers formed from random processes are usually
scale-invariant, at least over some region of scale. The mathematical description of a
surface should mirror this feature, and also be compatible with theoretical models of its
structure, such as kinetic growth models. The fractal description fulfils these conditions
and is used for a quantitative evaluation of the surface roughness. A fractal is, by definition, a set for which the so-called Hausdorff-Besicovitch (or fractal) dimension, D,
strictly exceeds the topological dimension. A fractal surface has 2 < D < 3. The fractal
dimension is higher for a rough surface than for a flat one with D = 2. Commonly used
models for calculating D from SPM images assume the scaling to be equal in the lateral
directions on the surface but not necessary the same as in the normal direction. Such
surfaces are called self-affine and differ from self-similar surfaces with equal scaling in
all three directions.
The fractal analysis is of growing use in surface science, because the scaling concept simplifies significantly the characterization of surfaces. One advantage is that D is
independent of the studied length-scale on a fractal surface. Fractal analysis from SPM
images can be carried out on 5 orders of magnitude. Other techniques, like gas adsorption and x-ray scattering, are sometimes more efficient but applicable only to a limited
size range of the surface structures. Then the fractal analysis from SPM images may be
used to develop methods for extrapolating results from the other methods. However,
the estimation of D from an SPM image depends on the way to calculate it. Real
surfaces sometimes also show fractal behaviour over just some limited length-scale.
The fractal parameters are valuable in describing such surfaces. Earlier, several algorithms have been used to calculate D from SPM images, the most popular ones being
the integrated Fourier-spectra (power-spectrum) method [1], the area-perimeter (or
slit-island) method [2], the structure function (variance of increments) method [3], variography [4] and variational [5-7] methods. The integrated Fourier-spectra method
needs an image with a high number of pixels (up to 1024x1024) to give reliable results
[8]. The area-perimeter method has been reported to be useful for images as small as
256x256 pixels [8]. On the other hand, it has also been reported to give an uncertainty
in D as high as ± 0 . 3 [1,9-10] and not to be applicable to flat regions. The structure
function and variation methods are applicable to images with a few hundred pixels in
size. They distinguish local regions with different fractal dimensions as well as nonfractal regimes. These methods still have to be developed, and there is a lack of knowledge concerning their accuracy, precision and applicability. In fact, rather ambiguous
results have been reported by different workers.
The aim of this paper is to critically evaluate existing methods for extracting the
fractal dimension from SPM images, to develop new algorithms and to apply them on
real images. The area-perimeter method, a variance method and two forms of the
structure function method are considered in detail. One example where fractal analysis
of surface roughness is important is for plasma-facing surfaces in controlled fusion
devices. We exemplify the methods by using them to characterize such a surface. We
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have previously used the structure function to characterize the surfaces of deuteriumexposed silicon carbides [11]. In another study [12] we also included a variance
method to characterize graphites exposed to plasmas. It should be pointed out that it is
the local fractal dimension D = 3 - H, where H is the Hurst exponent, that is evaluated.

2. Evaluation of the fractal dimension

2.1. The area-perimeter

method

An evaluation of fractal dimension with the area-perimeter method uses the fact
that the intersection between a plane and a self-affine surface generates self-similar
lakes or islands. The correlation law between perimeter (L) and area (A) for islands (or
lakes) yields L(S)/8 °= [A(8)I&] ' .
Here 8 is the unit of measurement of L and A,
while D' is the fractal dimension of the coastlines. The fractal dimension of the surface
is D = D' + 1. By using yardsticks with size equal to the pixel-size we can write:
D 12

L

<

x

{D-\)I2_

(1)

A

This method has been frequently used by several groups [13,14] on various surfaces. In
the current study, 100 "levels" between the minimal and maximal vertical height in the
image are used. For each contour, the number of pixels forming perimeter and area of
islands are counted. Islands touching the image boarders, as well as islands with an
area smaller than 30 pixel , are neglected [9]. The fractal dimension, DAP = D, is calculated from the least-square linear regression line in a log-log plot of the perimeter
versus area.
2

2.2. The variance

method

The variance approach is similar, but not exactly the same, as the one described in
ref. [15]. The average variance is calculated as:

(2)
where B

2

is the number of data points in a measurement box, Z; is the height in each

point, Z is the average height in the box and () denotes averaging over all non-overlapping boxes covering the total image. The idea is that all data points in an image are
used one time for each specific boxsize. This gives good statistical reliability, and an
identical data set is used for each variance calculation. On 400x400 pixel images, there
are 14 boxsizes that exactly cover the total image. The variance, a , increases with the
measurement boxsize B as [3]:
2

2

a (B,A)

2

2

oc £ ( 3 - D ) - (2A) (3-ö).

(3)

Here A is the instrumental resolution, i.e. the distance between data points. When D is
not extremely high, the latter term is much smaller than the first. The last term is neglected also when considering B as the instrument scan size, i.e. multiple image
variography. The fractal dimension, D y = D , is computed from the slope of a least-
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square regression line f i t to the data points in a log-log plot. On simulated fractal
images, which will be described below, this method shows good linearity in the log-log
plot of o~ versus B. It is just for very high fractal dimensions (D > 2.8) and at small
boxsizes in the log-log plot, that the non-linear last term in Eq. (4) can be traced. In
such cases, the non-linear region in the log-log plot is ignored.
2

2.3. The structure function

method

If z(ij) is the measured height in pixel (ij) of an image, the two-dimensional
discrete structure function in pixel (k,m) is calculated as:
N-k

S(k,m) = S(T) =

{

N

_

k

)

\

N

_

m

)

I

N-m

^[z(i,j)-z(i

2=1

+

k,j+m)f,

j=l

(4)
k = 0,1,2, . . . , / V - l ; m = 0,1,2, . . . J V - l .
Here N is the number of pixels in each direction and T is a lag vector or a distance
T = 111. The sum is evaluated, giving a two-dimensional map of the structure function.
Any anisotropics is revealed in this map. Then S(T), for each T, is averaged over different directions in the map. As T increases, successively more pixel-to-pixel angles are
involved. At T= 200 pixels, about 400 different angles in the interval 0°-180° are used.
This algorithm is denoted the two-dimensional structure function method even though it
is not strictly two-dimensional. Previously, a simplified quasi two-dimensional
method
has been used [3]. Then S(x) is calculated on one-dimensional profiles in the fast-scan
direction. The final structure function is the average over all the line-scan profiles of the
AFM image. The main advantages with this simplified scheme is the fast computation
and the suppression of noise in the fast-scan direction. The structure function is known
to be reliable up to only about one tenth of the image size. Thereafter, it starts to fluctuate due to the influence of the digital limits. It is assumed to obey the approximate
scaling relation:
S(T) H T |

2 ( 3

-°>.

(5)

The fractal dimension, Ds = D , is in both algorithms calculated from the least-square
regression line in a log-log plot of S(T) versus T. Besides the fractal dimension it is
also possible to estimate the scaling constant, G; a parameter directly correlated to the
height amplitude of the surface.

3. Results and discussion

3.1. Computer-simulated

surfaces

It is not known to what extent the described algorithms give a true value of the fractal
dimension. To investigate the accuracy and precision of the algorithms, they were
applied on computer-generated surfaces with known fractal dimensions. The
successive random addition algorithm [16] was used to generate (fractional Brownian)
self affine fractal surfaces with fractal dimension D. The algorithm add points to a grid in
a successive way. In each generation, Gaussian distributed random numbers, with va-
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riances decreasing with the nearest-neighbour distance, are added to all gridpoints.
Images of size 400x400 were extracted from the centre of 1025x1025 generated images
in order to minimise effects arising from the rims in the simulating algorithm. The three
basic algorithms described above were used to calculate the fractal dimension on the
400x400 images. Examples of log-log plots are shown in Fig. 1. The differences
between the calculated and simulated fractal dimensions were evaluated. Some results
are shown in Fig. 2. Each fractal dimension is the average from 20 different images and
the error bars are the standard deviations. The figure demonstrates that the area-perimeter method is not a reliable method for precise evaluations, since the standard
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Fig. 1. Example of log-log plots for estimating the fractal dimension. A l l of a
simulated surface with prescribed fractal dimension D = 2.4: (a) The area-perimeter
method, (b) The quasi two-dimensional structure function and (c) the variance
method.
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deviation is up to 0.15. However, the results from the quasi two-dimensional structure
function and the variance are satisfactory. They both overestimate slightly the fractal
dimensions at low and medium-high values. The standard deviations in the calculations
are up to 0.04, partly due to the non-uniqueness in the simulation of images. Random
surfaces are known to have a Gaussian distribution of surface heights. Figure 3 shows
the probability distributions of heights for two different surfaces, simulated with the
same random numbers and with, respectively, D = 2.1 and 2.5. At D = 2.5 the distribution is fairly Gaussian but at the lower D = 2.1 divergences are seen. Some of the lowD simulated surfaces showed even larger discrepancies than in Fig. 3. Hence, the
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precisions should be considered as higher limits. What is more important, a striking
correlation between the algorithms was found after a paired comparison and a study of
the mean difference between these two methods on the same images. The 99%
confidence limits for Ds-Dy, based on the Student's t-distribution, are [-8 ± 3] x I O .
Hence, the methods give almost identical results on the same surfaces. The slightly
higher value with the variance method is, however, statistically significant. The
variance method requires a minimum of computation time and is, in a sense, twodimensional. The structure function has the advantage of being better in resolving local
scales, or regions, with separate fractal dimensions, but one has to collect multiple
images with different scan sizes into the same log-log plot. The two-dimensional
structure function method gives Ds values identical to its quasi two-dimensional
analogy on simulated surfaces. However, the calculation is reliable out to a slightly
larger scale of about one fifth of the image size. The influence of image size to the
estimation of fractal dimension was checked for the quasi two-dimensional method. The
fractal dimensions were calculated for different image sizes (in steps of 100 pixels). No
differences in fractal dimensions between images larger than 300 pixels were observed,
demonstrating that 400x400 images are large enough for reliable calculations.
3

-2.0

-1.5

-1.0

-0.5
Height

0.0

0.5

Fig. 3. Probability distribution of heights for two surfaces simulated to have
fractal dimensions 2.1 and 2.5.

3.2. Scanning probe microscopy images
Graphite samples were exposed to the so called scrape-off layer plasma in a controlled thermonuclear fusion device; the TEXTOR tokamak. The samples exposed at
different radial distances from the plasma edge were analysed with AFM and also with
ion-beam analysis techniques. The exposure resulted in the formation of co-deposited
layers consisting of hydrogen isotopes mixed with plasma impurity atoms [17]. The
formation of the co-deposited layers is governed by both erosion and deposition processes in the tokamak. Material removed by sputtering, chemical erosion or desorption
from one place in the machine acts as an impurity in the plasma and is deposited on
-7-
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another place. The high impurity fluxes near the plasma results in the deposition of
atoms, while, at the same time, the surface is eroded due to particle impact of energetic
particles and because of thermal effects. However, there was a net deposition on the
samples. As measured by nuclear reaction analysis and Rutherford backscattering
spectroscopy the deposited plasma impurity atoms are carbon, silicon, boron, oxygen
and small amounts of metals. The formation of the co-deposited layers is accompanied
by a distinct change in the surface roughness. At larger distances from the plasma deposition has more influence than erosion on the co-deposited layer. Here we apply the
scaling theory to describe the surface roughness from the SPM images.
A Nanoscope I I (Digital Instruments) AFM was applied on these rough graphite
substrates. The cantilevers used were Ultralevers (Park Scientific Instruments) and
the sharp silicon tips were treated for 20 minutes in UV-light, in order to remove
organic contaminants, before operation. Figure 4 shows examples of AFM images on
samples exposed at different distances to the plasma. While the images of the virgin
graphite show sharp graphitic terraces and edges, the surface structure of the samples
exposed to the plasma is completely different. The surface seen in Fig. 4a was exposed
close to the plasma, about 8 mm from the plasma edge. The surface is rough compared
to the original surface and no terraces or edges are seen. The co-deposited surface
layer is about 20 nm thick [17]. When applying the fractal methods on the real SPM
images some problems arise. One is the removal of background overall tilt of the
sample, which can be crucial in the estimation of fractal dimension [4]. Several instrumentation factors may also affect the estimation of fractal dimension, for example the
non-detection of overhangs, the tip shape and its absolute orientation. The variance
method and the two structure function methods were applied to determine the fractal
dimension of the surface exposed 8 mm from the plasma. A collection of structure
functions from images with different scan sizes is shown in Fig. 5. Also on this real
surface, there are small differences between the structure function methods. The extended algorithm gives a slightly higher value of the fractal dimension. The figure shows
the results with subtraction of background in two different ways. In the first set of
curves, (a), the best-fitted least-square plane was subtracted in each image, while the
fitted plane from the largest image was used on all images in (b). Some differences
between the two sets of curves are seen. Nevertheless, the differences appear mainly
at large distances where the calculation anyway is not reliable. The fractal dimensions
from the curves in (a) are typically 0.02 larger than in (b). A clear mismatch is found
between the curves from images of different scan sizes. Similar shifts appear between
the variance curves. Such differences may be attributed to the scan rate, the adjustment
of the feedback loop, the background subtraction, high frequency noise or the non-linearity of the z-piezo in combination with the plane subtraction. In this study, the first
three of these can be excluded. Neither has noise any significant effect since low-pass
filtering of the images yielded about the same mismatch. Finally, the non-linearity of
the z-piezo can also be excluded since the mismatch occurs independently of the plane
subtraction. One speculation is that they may be caused by the digitisation in the instrument for small scan sizes and large scan offsets. Fortunately, the mismatch has a
minor influence when determining fractal dimensions. The structure functions in Fig. 5
show a crossover at 70-80 nm between two regions of different fractal dimensions.
From a combination of the presented methods it is concluded that at the large-scale
region (75 - 1500 nm) Ds = 2.42 ± 0.05, while at the small scale (roughness within a
surface bump) Ds = 2.26 ± 0.04. At the smallest scale the surface appears flat. The variance curves weakly reveal the crossover, shifted to boxsizes about 200 nm in size.
The fractal dimension from the variance curves is D y = 2.44 + 0.07 and D y = 2.29 ±
0.02 from, respectively, the large- and small-scale images. From other scans on the
surface, these values turn out to be reproducible. In comparison, the non-exposed virgin
graphite had D = 2.24 + 0.02 (at the scale 5 - 500 nm) and D y = 2.33 ± 0.04.
s
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Fig. 4. A F M topographs of the rough graphite samples exposed to the plasma. The
surface plots are virtually illuminated, (a) The surface exposed 8 m m f r o m the
plasma edge, (b) A surface exposed 35 mm f r o m the plasma, where the codeposited layer is thick.
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It is concluded that the scaling theory describes the increased surface roughness on
the sample exposed close to the plasma due to significant erosion of the layers. Even
though the surfaces are not fractal on an overall scale, the methods provide precise measurements of the roughness of layers in its initial stage of growth. Moreover, fractal
analysis of a series of samples exposed at different distances from the plasma revealed
a distinct correlation between the roughness and the amount of deposited atoms. There
is a decrease in fractal dimension with thickening deposition. The fractal dimension is
low, down to 2.14, on samples where the deposited layer is thick (up to 120 nm). An
important remark is that the calculation of D, for low fractal dimensions, was considerably affected by image disturbances in the fast-scan direction. Such imperfections were
easily detected since an anisotropy-like behaviour was observed. The fractal dimension
from the quasi two-dimensional method yielded different results when calculated
parallel respectively perpendicular to the fast-scan direction. The two-dimensional
method gave a fractal dimension in-between these extremes.
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Fig. 5. A collection of structure-function graphs from images with different scan
sizes. A l l scans are f r o m within the largest-scan area. Lines show the twodimensional structure function and markers are f r o m the quasi two-dimensional
algorithm. The two set of curves correspond to two separate procedures of
compensiting for surface tilt: (a) subtracting the least-square fitting plane in each
image, (b) subtracting the least-square fitting plane from the largest image in all
images.

The conventional statistical parameters, for example the root-mean-square roughness (rms) G, did not detect any correlation between the roughness and the deposited
thickness, neither the roughness structure on a specific length scale. Assuming the
length (L) of an SPM scan to be much larger than the resolution of the instrument, the
variation of the rms roughness with the fractal parameters varies as [18]:
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a o c G

D

-

2

L

3

-

D

,

(6)

where G is the scaling constant. Hence, for a rough surface (D = 3) a is proportional to
G, while for a flat surface (D = 2) a increases proportionally to the scan length. In many
cases, the differences in height amplitudes between the examined surfaces have only
slight variations, i.e. G remains nearly constant. Then rms measurements from the
same image sizes can, in principle, be used for comparative measurements of surface
roughness. However, that was not done in this study. There were differences between
the maximum heights detected on the samples exposed at different distances from the
plasma. Therefore, the mentioned statistical parameters were not suitable for comparative purposes. However, the fractal analysis in combination with the ion-beam analysis
provides a consistent picture of the formation of the co-deposited layers.

4. Summary and conclusion
The accuracy and precision of some promising algorithms for determining fractal dimension from SPM images were explored. The quasi two-dimensional structure
function method and the proposed variance method were demonstrated to be suitable
for the characterization of SPM images larger than about 300x300 pixels. The differences between the methods are small but significant. The structure function method was
also verified by the fully two-dimensional algorithm, developed here. The two-dimensional algorithm can be used to determine anisotropics on surfaces. The proposed
methods were employed to surfaces of graphite subjected to erosion and deposition
processes by a tokamak plasma. The subtraction of background in the images should be
treated with care, but in this study it was not found to be crucial. A mismatch between
log-log curves from scans of different sizes was observed and is not fully understood.
Therefore, it is necessary to use complementary theoretical methods, as well as comparing results obtained with different background subtraction. Concluding, the fractal
analysis, with the described adequate methods, provides an outstanding method to
describe rough surfaces from SPM images. Precise values of the fractal dimension is
easily obtained. Further studies could include the influence of tip-geometry on the estimation of fractal parameters.
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Abstract
Al-SiC coatings obtained by vacuum piasma spraying co-deposition are considered as a new class of plasma-facing materials (PFMs)
for fusion devices. The technical requirements for PFMs are scringent.^since they have to withstand severe operation conditions,
including bombardment by high fluxes of particles escaping the plasma. A number of Al-SiC coatings (containing 20 or 50wt.% SiC)
deposited on Cu, stainless steel or graphite substrates were irradiated under laboratory conditions with high doses of deuterium or
He ions. The surface properties of the materials were characterized before and after irradiation using several analytical techniques
(Rutherford backscattering, nuclear reaction analysis, secondary ion mass spectrometry, Auger electron spectroscopy, energydispersive spectroscopy, microscopic methods and laser profilometry). Exposure to low-energy deuterium ions or deuterium plasma
resulted in the implantation of 7-9 x 10' D c m in the near-surface layer. The initial steps of blister formation were also observed.
Changes in the surface structure were noted following irradiation with "He* ions (1.7-2 MeV). Damage in the surface layer of the
materials was dependent on the ion flux.
6

- 2

1. Introduction
Materials surrounding the plasma i n controlled-fusion
machines undergo distinct modification and deterioration, caused by high thermal loads and bombardment
by plasma particles [ 1 ] . The harmful effects of plasmasurface interactions are limiting factors in the design
and construction of an efficient thermonuclear reactor
for-energy production. Studies have been carried out to
manufacture and select the most appropriate materials for tokamak plasma-facing components (PFCs).
Graphite has long been extensively used as a protective
material and there exists a vast database on its behavior
in tokamaks [ 2 , 3 ] , Recently, a lot of attention has been
focused on different classes of composites and layered
materials, including carbon-fiber composites [ 4 - 6 ] , as
being possibly suitable for PFC production. There
is also increasing interest in the application of Sicontaining materials; siliconized layers [ 7 ] , silicon carbides [ 5 , 8, 9 ] or Si-graphite mixtures [ 1 0 ] . Other
candidate materials considered include metallic layers
with imbedded SiC, obtained by vacuum plasma spraying (VPS) co-deposition [ 1 1 , 12].
t Luleå University of Technology, Department of Physics, 951 87
Luleå, Sweden.
^Commission of the European Communities, JRC Ispra Site,
Institute for Advanced Materials, 21020 Ispra, Varese, Italy.
•Associazione EURATOM-ENEA sulla Fusione, CRE Frascati,
CP65-0004, Frascati, Rome, Italy.
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However, before being tested under real tokamak
conditions, the selected candidate materials have to be
extensively tested in the laboratory to evaluate their
properties. Therefore, this paper describes the characterization of vacuum plasma-sprayed A l - S i C layers in the
initial state and after irradiation with low-energy deuterium (100-400 eV) or megaelectronvolt "He ions. Both
deuterium [ 1 ] and He [ 1 , 13] ions are expected to
interact with PFCs in controlled-fusion devices. The aim
of the investigation was to recognize (1) the surface
structure and composition of the layers, (2) the deuterium retention i n the materials after irradiation under
different conditions, and (3). the radiation damage produced by the deuterium and helium ions.

2. Experimental details
The investigation was carried out w i t h A l - S i C (20 or
50 w t . % SiC) coatings obtained using the VPS technique,
which is based on the injection of A l and SiC solid
particles into an A r plasma to form a spray of molten
metal and solid ceramic grains. The stream is directed
onto a collecting surface or a shaped container, where
the material solidifies and forms a composite deposit.
The ceramic particles do not melt during co-deposition;
therefore, the process of spraying the premixed powders
can be considered as deposition in which the solid SiC
impinges with high speed onto the semi-solid layers of

© 1994 - Elsevier Sequoia. All rights reserved
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the materials already deposited, while the molten Al
droplets cover the solid particles, embedding them. The
aim of co-deposition is to obtain uniformly distributed
SiC grains in the matrix. The composite layers were
deposited on different substrates, including Cu, A l ,
graphite and stainless steel. Deposits up to 1.5-2 mm
thick were produced. Both non-polished and polished
surfaces of the coatings were studied.
The materials were irradiated with deuterium or He
ions. Irradiation with low-energy deuterium ions was
performed using plasma generated in a glow-discharge
facility. Some experiments were carried out with the
direct implantation of D ions of energy 300 eV, using
a low-energy accelerator (Danfysik). To bombard surfaces with H e ions of energy 1.7-2 M e V , a Van de
GraafT accelerator was used ( A N 2000. High-Voltage
Engineering Co.).
Before and after irradiation, the coatings were characterized by a number of surface-sensitive techniques. The
composition of the outermost layers was studied with
Auger electron spectroscopy (AES, Varian equipment)
and secondary ion mass spectrometry (SIMS, LeyboldHeraur/Riber equipment), while that of the near-surface
layers was determined by means of Rutherford backscattering spectroscopy (RBS) using an analysing beam
of H e with energy 1.7 or 1.8 M e V . The areal distribution of the components in the surface region was traced
using energy-dispersive X-ray spectroscopy (EDS, Link
Analytical), and changes i n the surface topography were
observed using scanning electron microscopy ( J E O L
5400) and atomic force microscopy ( A F M , Nanoscope
I I ) . Images were obtained by operating the A F M equipment i n both constant force and constant height modes,
using silicon nitride cantilevers of 100 urn with a spring
constant o f 0 . 5 8 N m .
The surface roughness of the non-pohshed, "as delivered" surfaces was measured with a laser profilometer
(Rodenstock). The deuterium concentration on surfaces
exposed to deuterium ions was determined by means of
nuclear reaction analysis ( N R A ) using a H e analysing
beam at 770 keV and detecting the protons emitted in
the He(d,p) He process.
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3. Results and discussions
3.1. Characterization of non-exposed
layers
The scanning electron micrograph i n (Fig. 1) shows
the surface topography of the non-polished surface of
A l - 5 0 % S i C deposited on Cu. The micrograph is representative of all the coatings under investigation. The
as-delivered deposits are rough, which makes their real
surface area very large. Measurements of the surface
roughness made with the laser profilometer showed

Fig. 1. Surface
topography
AI-50%SiC coalinc.

of

non-polished

(**as-de!ivcrcd")

an average roughness i? of approximately 3 um but
there were areas with the maximum amplitude R
approaching 100 pm (distance from the top of a grain
to the bottom of a pit). Removal of the outer rough
layer of the deposit, by polishing it with diamond paste,
revealed the microstructure of the A l - S i C coating
(Fig.2). Irregular (5-15 pm) grains can be seen in the
matrix. Details of the Al-SiC microstructure and roughness are discussed later. As detected using the EDS
technique, the matrix consists of A l with admixtures of
Cu contaminant from the Cu substrate, whereas only Si
together with C are detected in the grains.
The SIMS, AES, and RBS measurements allowed
characterization of the overall composition of the surface
and subsurface layers of the coatings. The SIMS analysis,
performed in a few spots on the polished specimen
(Al-20%SiC). indicated a nearly homogeneous surface
composition. Very small variations in the composition
were found by depth profiling, performed using an ion
gun with A r ions of energy 5 keV with a current
of 2.5 uA.
These results were qualitatively confirmed by sputterassisted AES analysis. After 1 h of sputter erosion with
A r ions of energy 5 keV, the ratio of atomic concentrations c Jc
was found to be in the range 0.11-0.12,
which is in good agreement with the atomic ratio
a

m
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3.2. Irradiation with high-energy *He'
The irradiation was performed with doses of
5 x 10 -8 x 10 c m " and fluxes of up io 3 x 1 0 c m "
s . For low fluxes, no significant changes in the surface
structure and composition of the layers were found,
independently of the ion dose, and the surface topography remained unchanged when compared with the initial
condition. However, intensive irradiation with fluxes
exceeding 2 x l 0 ' - c m ~
s~' induced morphological
reconstruction in the layers.
The morphological changes are shown in Figs. 3 and
4(a) for the non-polished and the polished surfaces
respectively. A comparison between Figs. I and Fig. 3
indicates that the irradiated surface remains as rough as
the initial surface, but the grains on the irradiated target
are turned into spherically shaped structures. No formation of large agglomerates or blisters and flakes can be
seen. Neither blistered nor flaked structures are found
on the He-bombarded polished surface, bul a crackedmud structure appears after irradiation. Distinct cracks
and grooves are visible between the SiC grains and
A l matrix.
The most likely explanation for the surface rearrangement is the distinct temperature rise (about 700-750 °C)
in the outer layers of the coating, resulting from the
energy deposition by the incoming megaelectronvolt
16
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Fig. 2. Surface topography of polished Al-20%SiC coating.

(c /c = 0.09) inferred f r o m the nominal composition.
Also, RBS analysis carried out i n 6-10 different spots
on several A l - S i C samples (with 2 0 % or 50% Si) showed
only insignificant variations of the c -Jc ratio characteristic for the surface and subsurface layers. Such small
differences in the local surface composition can be
interpreted i n terms of stochastic distribution of the SiC
particles during their deposition together with the
molten A l .
The fairly homogeneous composition and absence of
segregation effects on a macroscale, as found using the
three analytical methods, indicate that the SiC particles
probably remain in their original impact positions in
the matrix after the complete solidification of the composite. However, impurity atoms were also detected in
the deposits. I n particular, rough as-deposited layers
contained some light impurities (C, N , O, S and Cl)
together with C u or stainless steel components, depending on the substrate of the coating. As confirmed by
RBS, the content of C u on the rough surfaces was up
to 4 x 1 0 c m ~ . I n a few cases, small quantities of W
(up to 3 x 1 0 c m ~ ) f r o m the filament of the plasma
generator were detected. A much lower content of heavy
(up to 1 x 1 0 Cu c m ) and light impurities was typical
for the polished specimen.
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Fig. 3. Surface topography of He-irradiated A!-50%SiC coating (dose
of 1800 keV "He* ions, 5 x 1 0 ' c n T ) .
7
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Fig.4. (a) Surface topography and distribution (b) of Si and (c) Al on the He-irradiated AI-50%SiC coating (dose of 1800 kcV "He* ions.
8 x 10" cm ).
- 2

"He* ions. The energy deposited within the micrometer
range induces surface melting of the non-actively cooled
sample. However, the topographical changes are not
accompanied by any significant change i n the distribution of A l or SiC particles, as exemplified by the EDS
micrographs i n Figs. 4(b) and 4(c). The positive-negative
character of the pattern generally proves that the separation of the A l and SiC phases is retained, and no
macrosegregation of the components is induced by the
megaelectronvolt H e irradiation—at least with the
doses and fluxes applied i n the experiments performed
here. Similar EDS patterns have been recorded for the
irradiated rough surface. I n addition, RBS analysis of
the He-bombarded layers did not show any distinct
4

changes in the composition of the coatings compared
with the initial composition,
3.3. Irradiation with deuterium
The irradiation was performed using either a glowdischarge plasma facility or by means of direct implantation of D
ions f r o m a low-energy accelerator,
Bombardment of the polished A l - 5 0 % S i C substrate
with a total dose of 5 x 10 c m " of D of ions energy
300 eV resulted in the saturation of the implanted layer
by 3 x 10 c m " . Furthermore, N R A measurements performed immediately after irradiation showed that the
implanted deuterium was deposited i n the near-surface
layer of thickness not exceeding 100 mn, which is in
+
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agreement with the range predicted theoretically by T R I M
calculations.
D u r i n g exposure of A l - S i C to the glow-discharge
deuterium plasma, the samples were biased at 400 V,

and the total dose estimated from current measurements
was about l x l O c m ~ - Following exposure, several
different points on each sample were analysed by means
of N R A . The deuterium content was in the ranges
7 - 1 0 x 1 0 c m " and 7 - 9 x 1 0 c m ~ for the coatings
with 20% and 50% SiC respectively. The results indicate
fairly uniform areal distributions of deuterium atoms
and the absence of distinct differences between the
coatings containing different amounts of SiC.
Figures 5(a) and 5(b) show the N R A spectrum and
the depth profile of the deposited deuterium. The profile
is relatively narrow, proving that most of the deuterium
occurs in the near-surface layer 100-150 nm thick.
However, there is also a contribution of deuterium from
deeper regions, extending to 600-700 nm, which cannot
be. explained by the direct implantation of low-energy
deuterium ions f r o m the plasma. Therefore, the surface
structure on a nanoscale should be considered.
Detailed comparative studies of the surfaces were
made w i t h A F M for the polished coatings, non-exposed
and treated w i t h glow-discharge deuterium plasma.
Figure 6(a) shows the SiC grain (area 1) and the A l
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Fig. 6. (a) Atomic force micrograph and surface roughness of (b) Si grains and (c) Al matrix of the non-irradiated, polished Al-50%SiC.
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matrix (area 2), and a step of 100 nm on the boundary
between the phases. The surface roughness can be
inferred from Figs. 6(b) and 6(c) for SiC and A l respectively. The SiC grain is fairly smooth (within 20 nm f r o m
top to valley), with only a few spikes of 10-15 nm;
however, the typical roughness of the A l matrix exceeds
150-200 nm. Bombardment of the coating with lowenergy deuterium ions induces structural changes, which
are pronounced on the A l surface. The matrix (Fig. 7(a),

area 2. and Fig. 7(b)) is uniformly covered with bubbles
or blisters 20-50 nm in diameter; whereas the SiC grain
topography (Fig. 7(a), area 1) remains unchanged compared with the initial topography. However, there are
no flakes or open blisters on the A l surface. This indicates
that the initial stage of radiation damage has been
detected by A F M .
O n the basis of the A F M results, we can suggest that
the broad deuterium depth profiles observed with N R A

M. Rubel el a!.

SiC-Al coatings exposed to D~ and He*

on the coatings exposed to the deuterium plasma are
caused by the surface roughness and also by the migration of deuterium into the bulk of the material along
the A l - A l and A l - S i C grain boundaries. The suggestion
of the deuterium migration along the A l grain boundaries
in S i C - A i materials is supported by the observation
that, for non-doped SiC substrates (treated with the
deuterium plasma in the same manner as the SiC-Al
composites), no deuterium migration and a fairly narrow
depth distribution of deuterium have been found.

4. Conclusions
Composites of SiC-Al, produced using the VPS technique, have been studied before and after irradiation
with deuterium and He ions. To our knowledge, this is
the first report concerning the investigation of deuterium
or helium ion simulated radiation damage of such composites. The most significant results obtained by means
of complementary surface-sensitive spectroscopies and
microscopies can be summarized as follows.
(1) Irradiation with H e ions of energy 1.7-2 MeV
induces rearrangement of the outer layer of the coating,
resulting f r o m the surface melting caused by energy
deposition. The rearrangement occurs for doses exceeding 5 x 1 0 ' c m
and fluxes approaching 3 x 10 c m "
s" . N o blisters or flakes are formed on the coatings
irradiated with high-energy He.
(2) Exposure of the surfaces to a glow-discharge
deuterium plasma results in the deposition of 7-10 x I O '
D e m " . Under such conditions, an initial stage of
blistering is observed on the A l matrix, whereas the SiC
grains remain uneroded.
(3) Deposited deuterium is mostly retained in the
surface layer 100-150 nm thick, but certain amounts of
deuterium are also found in deeper layers of up to
600-700 nm.
(4) Irradiation with deuterium or He ions does not
simulate macrosegregation of the A l and SiC phases.
The homogeneous distribution of the components of the
coating remains unchanged following ion irradiation.
The results obtained can be considered as preliminary,
but they lead to rather unfavorable conclusions on
A l - S i C coatings as candidate materials for PFCs. The
+
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coatings undergo ion-induced erosion even under relatively mild conditions. I n addition, the deuterium deposited accumulates not only in blisters in the Al matrix
but also penetrates beneath the surface, probably along
the A l - S i C grain boundaries. Such effects should be
taken into account when the tritium inventory in future
fusion devices is expected.
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Abstract
We study the influence of deuterium plasma on the surface structure of SiC based composites. The substrates are silicon
carbides doped with titanium diboride. aluminium nitride or graphite. A number of surface sensitive techniques are used to
characterize the substrates, before and after exposure to low-energy deuterium ions, the main method being atomic force
microscopy. The microscope reveals distinct morphological changes on the irradiated samples. The density and surface area of the
samples probably influence the content of deuterium in the surfaces. However, this study shows that the amount of graphite
aggregated on the surfaces is of crucial importance for the uptake of deuterium.
Keywords'. Silicon carbide; Deuterium: Atomic force microscopy; Surface roughness

1. Introduction
Silicon carbides (SiC) are interesting f o r a lot o f
applications o w i n g to their physical and chemical properties. They possess extreme mechanical hardness, l o w
specific gravity and high chemical resistance. One possible application is as candidate plasma-facing materials
( P F M ) f o r the first wall i n controlled fusion devices.
Significant material properties are then chemical stability and resistance to various f o r m s o f radiation. Interaction o f ions, electrons or neutrons with P F M s results
in serious damage to the irradiated surfaces. Thus the
candidate materials must be tested both i n laboratory
facilities and i n f u s i o n machines, e.g. tokamaks. The
t r i t i u m inventory i n a machine, as well as the particle
recycling and isotopic composition o f the plasma, are
determined by the uptake and m o b i l i t y o f hydrogen
isotopes. Therefore, much w o r k has been devoted to
characterization o f surfaces exposed to hydrogen isotopes [1—7]. The microstructure o f the surface, i.e.
surface area and grain boundaries, as well as the density and composition o f the material, can considerably
influence the uptake o f deuterium. A l s o mechanical
0921-5093/95/S09.50 © 1995 — Elsevier Science S.A. A l l rights reserved
SSDI
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properties are strongly influenced by the microstructure.
A t o m i c force microscopy ( A F M ) [8] provides threedimensional, ultra-high resolution imaging o f surfaces
and overlayers d o w n to the atomic scale. I t allows us to
study the surface state, i.e. composition and structure,
o f the plasma-exposed substrates. I n the present w o r k
we consider not only the near-atomic scale. W e also use
the A F M to measure height profiles over several
decades o f length scales, i n order to find characteristic
dimensions o f surface features.
The aim o f this investigation is to analyse various
SiC based composites exposed to a deuterium plasma.
W e focus on surface structure, roughness and damage
f o r m a t i o n , as well as on the amount o f retained deut e r i u m , after exposure to low-energy deuterium ( D )
ions.
+

2. Experimental
The experiments were carried out w i t h materials
based on SiC and doped w i t h t i t a n i u m diboride ( T i B ) ,
2
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a l u m i n i u m nitride ( A I N ) or graphite. They were produced by m i x i n g a-SiC (hexagonal) or ß-SiC (cubic)
powder w i t h the dopant, m o u l d i n g them w i t h a small
amount o f b o r o n additives and heating to 2050-2100
°C i n inert gas atmosphere. The samples used f o r this
investigation were pure a-SiC and ß-SiC. y.-SiC mixed
w i t h T i B (20 v o l . % ) . ß-SiC mixed w i t h A I N (10 w t . % )
and a-SiC mixed w i t h graphite (2, 3.5 or 7 w t . % )
They were irradiated w i t h 400 eV low-energy deuterium ions f r o m a plasma generated in a glow-discharge facility. A l l samples were irradiated under the
same conditions. The total fluence was 1 x 10 ' c m ~
and the target temperature 50 ° C . The samples were
transported in air to the laboratory f o r surface analysis.
We applied scanning electron microscopy ( S E M ) ,
energy dispersive X-ray spectroscopy (EDS), scanning
tunneling microscopy ( S T M ) and A F M to determine
surface structure and composition.
The surface composition o f the substrates was also
investigated by means o f high energy ion beam techniques. Nuclear reaction analysis ( N R A ) was used f o r
the q u a n t i f i c a t i o n o f deuterium [ H e ( d , p ) H e . 770 keV
' H e ~ beam]. R u t h e r f o r d backscattering spectroscopy
(RBS). w i t h a H e ~ analysing beam o f energy 1.8
M e V . was applied to determine the elemental composition o f the near-surface layer.
The A F M is a Nanoscope I I ( D i g i t a l Instruments)
equipped w i t h 0.7 pm and 17 / i m piezo-tube scanners.
The vertical --ranges are 0.9 / i m and 4 / i m . respectively. The scanners were calibrated horizontally on
muscovite mica and on photoresist gratings. Vertically
the calibration was checked t h r o u g h self-imaging o f the
p y r a m i d a l t i p o n sharp surface structures as described
in Ref. [9]. A l l images are three-dimensional, achieved
in the constant-force mode. They are illuminated by the
image processing software to better outline features on
the surfaces. Each image consists o f 400 line scans
(400 x 400 pixels). The A F M scans were made in air
w i t h standard V-shaped silicon nitride cantilevers
(Nanoprobes) f r o m Digital Instruments and w i t h V shaped silicon cantilevers (Ultralevers) f r o m Park Scientific Instruments. We used cantilevers w i t h theoretical
spring constants o f 0.58 N m
and 0.35 N m ' f o r
the Nanoprobes and the Ultralevers. respectively. The
Nanoprobes have integrated pyramidal tips [10], while
the Ultralevers have sharper integrated conical tips.
A c c o r d i n g to the manufacturer the t i p radius f o r Ultralevers is about 10 n m and the aspect ratio is ' 2 : l .
Where not indicated, images in this paper have been
recorded w i t h the Ultralever. A l l the presented images
are representative o f the surface under investigation
and have been selected f r o m a large collection o f i m ages. Occasionally, complementary studies were perf o r m e d w i t h the Nanoscope operated as a scanning
tunneling microscope ( S T M ) . Then mechanically cut
P t - I r tips were used, the piezo-scanner was calibrated
2

2

3

1
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on highly ordered pyrolytic graphite and the scanning
was performed in air. T o remove large-scale fluctuations the best fit second-order polynomial i n b o t h the x
and r directions was subtracted before the roughness
parameters were calculated. The f r a c t a l parameters
were calculated w i t h i n our menu-driven image processing p r o g r a m . N a n o p l o t . developed by us under U N I X
w i t h i n the commerciallv available M a t l a b .

3. Results and discussion

2

4

4

_

A20I

3.1. Surface
samples

composition

and structure

of

non-exposed

Figs. 1-3 show A F M images o f the composites before the exposures. I n general, all samples have f a i r l y
homogenous structures. The structure and grain distribution o f the y.-SiC composite on the 5 a m x 5 pm
scale can be seen in Fig. 1(a) but are also evaluated
f r o m larger scale images. The structure is f a i r l y r o u g h .
Some o f the grains have grooves/plaits. N o r m a l l y the
grain diameter is 1-1.5 pm and the height is 0 . 7 - 1 . 2
/ / m . The surface also has sharp crystallites and platelike grains w i t h steps between terraces. Some o f these
are f r o m pure graphite on the surface and some are
f r o m the SiC. The step heights between terraces are

(a)

_

v

(b)
Fig. 1. A F M images of the non-exposed x-SiC composite, (a) The
topography with a lateral resolution of 12.5 nm per pixel, (b) One
example of hexagonal structures.
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Fig. 2. Images of the non-exposed ß-S\C composite, (a) A F M image
with a resolution of 12.5 nm per pixel, (b) Example of STM image
showing hexagonal structures.

often 2.5-4 nm. Crystallites usually have dimensions
smaller than 1 um. but single crystallites are up to a
few micrometers in size. Hexagonal structures frequently occur, as exemplified in Fig. 1(b).
The A F M tip shape contributes to image f o r m a t i o n
when a surface structure is sharper than the tip apex
[11]. Images o f all our samples have been recorded w i t h
b o t h types o f tip. and only small tip-generated differences are observed.
Complementary S T M studies show that it is easy to
resolve graphite w i t h atomic resolution on a-SiC and
/?-SiC samples. Scanning tunneling spectroscopy (STS)
w i t h the S T M is hard to p e r f o r m under these conditions w i t h mechanically cut tips and operating in air.
because o f water vapour and p o l l u t i o n on the sample.
Nevertheless, we recorded curves o f the normalized
conductivity on ß-SiC. We filtered the data by broadening [12] w i t h an exponential f u n c t i o n . The curves
were reproducible and indicated a peak at + 1.2 to 1.3
eV (sample positive), which approximately agrees w i t h
density-of-state calculations made by others [13]. H o w ever, we cannot distinguish between this state and the
T : * anti-bonding state in graphite.
A s expected, there are no clear differences i n surface
morphology between the ß-SiC and the a-SiC. The
grains and crystallites in the ß-S\C (Fig. 2) have diame-

Fig. 3. Micrographs of the z - S i C - T i B , (20 vol.%) composite. Silicon
and titanium exist in separate phases and there are crystallites of T i B ,
in the SiC. (a) Backscattered SEM image showing mass contrast
between SiC and T i B . (b) X-ray mapping showing the distribution of
Si. (c) X-ray mapping showing the distribution of T i .
2
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A n RBS study o f the substrates was p e r f o r m e d in
order to determine in-depth d i s t r i b u t i o n o f m a j o r components (C, Si and dopant atoms) as well as to identify
and quantify i m p u r i t y atoms i n the composites. The
examination revealed that the in-depth d i s t r i b u t i o n o f
components is fairly u n i f o r m i n a-SiC, /?-SiC, S i C - A I N
and S i C - T i B , substrates. The near-surface composition
o f these materials was close t o the n o m i n a l . However,
the near-surface layer o f silicon carbides doped w i t h
graphite was distinctly enriched w i t h carbon. The content o f carbon in that layer amounts to 84. 91 and 82
at.% in substrates doped w i t h 2, 3.5 and 7 w t . % o f
graphite, respectively. T a k i n g into account carbon f r o m
SiC, the nominal atomic concentration o f carbon i n
those substrates was equal to 53% (SiC + 2% C). 55%
(SiC + 3.5% C) and 60% (SiC + 7% C ) . only.
Therefore, there is a pronounced accumulation o f the
graphite dopant on the composite surfaces. The m a i n
i m p u r i t y atom f o u n d on the surfaces is tungsten, w i t h a
concentration i n the range (0.25-1.25) x 1 0 c m " .
15

3.2. Deuterium-exposed

(b)

^

samples

The irradiation w i t h 400 eV low-energy deuterium
ions was f r o m a plasma generated in a glow-discharge
facility. The fluence o f 1 x 10 c m ~ , estimated f r o m
current measurements, resulted i n a deuterium content
on the samples o f the order o f 1 0 ' c m * .
A general observation f r o m large-scale A F M images
is that, f o l l o w i n g the exposure, the initially r o u g h surfaces become smoother. O n a smaller microscopic scale
the surfaces have a more porous structure and also
sometimes bubble-like structures. This is exemplified by
the irradiated ß-SiC in Fig. 5, w h i c h should be c o m pared to Fig. 2. There are no ledges after the exposure.
Instead rather smooth grooves can be seen. O n the
smaller scale, a m o r p h o l o g y w i t h small holes, and
occasionally also bubble-like features, can be distinguished. The bubbles are 10-15 n m high and 2 0 - 5 0 n m
21

Fig. 4. A F M images of the non-exposed sr-SiC-TiB, (20 vol.%)
composite: (a) 5 u.m x 5 um image, (b) The characteristic structure of
the T i B , phase. Standard Nanoprobe tips were used.

ters o f 2 - 3 pm. Between these grains are also smaller
structures, about 0.5 pm i n diameter. Some o f the flat
and sharp grains exhibit ledges. There are also individual structures near grain boundaries, p r o b a b l y corresponding to other elements, e.g. b o r o n . Hexagonal
crystallites are visible also on this surface. A reason f o r
this may be the well-known fact [14] that w i t h ß-SiC as
starting powder some t r a n s f o r m a t i o n t o a-SiC w i l l take
place. As shown by X - r a y photoelectron spectroscopy
(XPS), the SiC surfaces also contain a few percent pure
graphite [15].
T h e surface structures o f the silicon carbides mixed
w i t h t i t a n i u m diboride or a l u m i n i u m nitride are significantly different. The distribution o f t i t a n i u m and silicon
in the S i C - T i B , composite is shown by the E D S micrographs i n Fig. 3. There are up t o 10 pm grains o f
t i t a n i u m diboride i n the SiC. The surface topography is
also shown i n F i g . 4. The flat white areas i n these images
are due to attenuation w i t h respect to the z -scale. The
average surface roughness is as high as on the pure
silicon carbides. The m a x i m u m peak-to-valley heights
are even greater. The surface is very sharp, w i t h platelets
and many ledges/plaits. The w i d t h o f the ledges is
n o r m a l l y somewhat above 10 n m and the height 5 - 1 2
n m . T h e structures seen i n F i g . 4(b) correlate well w i t h
transmission electron microscopy images o f pure T i B ,
presented by, f o r instance, Tennery et al. [16].

2

2

7

2

Fig. 5. A F M 5 /^m x 5 /um image of the irradiated ß-S\C
This image was recorded with the standard tip.

surface.
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However, platelets and folds can still be recognized.
There are big, rather unaffected, soft grains looking like
the grains in the pure a-SiC. The estimated average
peak-to-valley roughness on these grains is about 1.5
n m . Areas that seem more affected by the radiation are
also identified. O n these areas bubble-shaped structures
occur, about 30 nm wide and 3 0 - 4 0 n m high. The
w i d t h is then overestimated, since it is obvious f r o m the
image i n F i g . 6(c) that there is a contribution f r o m the
tip-shape i n the image. Occasionally, we also f o u n d
smaller bubbles (12 n m x 32 n m and 9 nm high) i n
between 40 n m wide and shallow hillocks. F r o m these
images we suspect the T i B to be more affected than the
SiC by the irradiation.
The microstructure o f silicon carbide grains in the
irradiated S i C - A I N composite ( F i g . 7) is similar to the
structure on the exposed /?-SiC. Also here, small bumps
occur on both phases. These are about 25 nm in
diameter and 1-3 n m i n height. O n the flat areas there
are also holes, a few nanometres deep. A small-sized
porosity i n the A I N grains can be seen. The step height
between terraces on the platelets ranges f r o m about 15
n m to over 100 n m .
The m o r p h o l o g y on the exposed S i C - g r a p h i t e mixture is completely different f r o m that o f the other
samples. I t is difficult to distinguish the grains even in
large scale 15 / j m x 15 pm A F M images, since the
whole surface is covered w i t h a smaller bumpy structure. These structures most likely consist o f irradiated
carbon. The A F M images m F i g . 8 show that the
coverage is tight and very smooth. There are many
small grains, about half a micrometer in size. Soft
hillock structures are typical f o r this surface (Fig. 8(c)).
A smaller-scale, and less pronounced, structure w i t h
microscopic hillocks is also present (Fig. 8(d)). These
are 15-30 nm wide and 0.7-0.8 n m high. Similar
structures have also been observed by others on amorphous hydrogenated carbon on magnetic storage media
[17] and on glow-discharge hydrogenated amorphous
carbon films [18].
Several points on each sample were analysed w i t h
N R A to determine the deuterium content i n the surfaces. The concentrations o f deuterium deposited on
the samples are presented i n Table 1. The deuterium
retention is highest on the graphite containing SiC and
lowest on the samples mixed w i t h T i B or A I N . Such
differences may be attributed to differences i n density,
porosity and surface geometry. Density differences can
explain the high deuterium content on the graphitemixed samples, but could not explain the content on
the pure ß-SiC. I n an earlier study [15] we f o u n d that
deuterium retention is favoured on carbon substrates
compared to silicon-containing ones. Therefore, we also
irradiated pure graphite i n the same way as the silicon
carbides. The deuterium retention on the pure graphite
was 1.4 x 1 0 " c m ~ , i.e. only slightly higher than on
2

Fig. 6. A F M images of the irradiated / ? - S i C - T i B , surface. The
images were achieved with the standard tip. (a) A rather non-affected
5 / i m x 5 um area of silicon carbide. The microscopic structure on
these surfaces is hollow with peak-to-valley heights of about 1.5 nm.
(b) A magnified image from one of the more affected regions in (a).
The image resolution is 6 nm per pixel, (c) The damage recorded with
a resolution of 0.5 nm per pixel. Note the shape of structures,
indicating convolution effects between the A F M imaging tip and the
surface features.

in diameter on a hollow background ( 2 . 5 - 3 n m peakto-valley).
Fig. 6 shows the structural changes f o r the a - S i C T i B mixture, which can be compared w i t h F i g . 4. Here
the ledges o f the non-exposed sample have disappeared.
The surface is not as sharp as the initial structure.
2

2

2
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the surfaces o f SiC doped with graphite. Hence, it is
probable that i n this study also we detect the deposition
of deuterium on graphite.
3.3. Surface

roughness

The surface roughness and m o r p h o l o g y play crucial
roles in many properties o f the silicon carbides, includ-
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ing the deuterium retention [19]. A high surface roughness can allow deuterium penetration into the bulk
t h r o u g h grain boundaries etc. Therefore, surface roughness and surface area are i m p o r t a n t parameters to
study. Here we w i l l consider the characterization o f
surface roughness.
There are a number o f methods t o characterize surface roughness. The root-mean-square roughness (rms)
and different kinds o f extreme-values descriptors [20],
as well as autocorrelation functions [21], have t r a d i t i o n ally been used, to characterize surfaces w i t h S T M
A F M . The rms is closely related to the surface
height-density f u n c t i o n , which assumes a Gaussian
height distribution. One disadvantage w i t h these classical methods is that they depend on scan size and image
resolution. We have used a scale-invariant method [22]
based on the well-developed f r a c t a l geometry. A suitable parameter is the structure f u n c t i o n S(t). where t is
a distance. F r o m S(t) the fractal dimension D and the
scaling constant G can be estimated. The fractal dimension o f a surface has a value i n the interval 2 - 3 and is
higher f o r a rough surface than f o r a flat ( f o r which it
is 2). Previously, f r a c t a l dimensions have been measured t h r o u g h surface adsorption techniques and the
fractal geometry has also been incorporated into molecular dynamic codes [23.24]. The scaling constant is
directly correlated t o the height amplitude o f the surface. I f ; ( / ) is the height profile along one line-scan i n
the fast-scan direction, the one-dimensional structure
f u n c t i o n is calculated as:

* < > « ^ I W ) - . ( H of

0

50

100

150

Fig. 7. The irradiated / i - S i C - A I N surface imaged with the standard
tip. (a) 5 am x 5 /im A F M image, (b) Example of a part of a
slip-trace, probably connected to high temperature creep in A I N .
found with the A F M . The lateral resolution is 2.4 nm per pixei. (c)
Detail with bumps found on the surface. This image is low-pass
filtered and the image resolution is 0.5 nm per pixei.

where t = 0,1,2....,A— 1. Here ; is a distance. / is the
pixel index along the line, and N is the total number o f
pixels (i.e. 400).
The structure functions f o r all 400 line profiles are
calculated and then averaged. This simplified, quasi
two-dimensional, scheme f o r determination o f the
structure f u n c t i o n has also been used by Oden et al.
[25]. T h e method has a weak instrument bias. Fig. 9
exemplifies this f u n c t i o n f o r the exposed sample o f
S i C - g r a p h i t e (2 w t . % ) . Each curve covers a specific
length scale, i.e. scan size. I f the scan size is O. we can
expect the structure f u n c t i o n to be reliably calculated
f o r Q/400 < / < O/10. W h e n t increases towards the
scan size the structure f u n c t i o n starts to fluctuate.
Large features on the surface also contribute to the
fluctuations. The isolated curve w i t h the highest resolut i o n is f o r a special 160 n m x 160 n m area w i t h small
hills ( 6 . 5 - 8 n m wide, 1.5-2 nm high). The break in this
curve, at about 6 n m , indicates the lateral size o f the
hills. Below 6 nm the fractal dimension is about 2.38.
F o r the surfaces i n this study we measured both
m a x i m u m peak-to-valley roughness ( / \ . ) , rms roughness, f r a c t a l dimension (D) and scaling constant ( G ) .
max
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Fig. 8. A F M images of irradiated a-SiC-graphite surfaces, (a) 5 um x 5 /im image of the sample with 2 wt.% graphite, ( b - d ) Images of the
sample with 7 wt.% graphite.

R
and rms were measured on fixed image sizes (2. 3.
5 and 15 / i m ) . Every value was averaged f r o m about
15-30 different images. Both these parameters decrease
due to exposure o f the samples. Table 2 contains some
results f r o m rms measurements over 5 / i m x 5 / t m
areas. There are no significant differences between the
rms values f r o m different samples. I n the table are also
included f r a c t a l parameters, calculated over the same
areas. A b o u t 10 curves o f the structure f u n c t i o n , i.e. 10
different areas, were used to calculate each value in the
table. The standard error in the fractal dimension,
calculated f r o m the regression line fit to the structure
functions, was always well below 0.01. However, considering also other sources o f errors, we estimate the
standard errors to be about 0.03. The standard error
f o r the scaling constant is ( 1 - 2 ) x 10 .
The f r a c t a l parameters do not differ m u c h between
the surfaces, nor between the t w o types o f t i p . H o w mitx

ever, some interesting features can be inferred f r o m the
fractal dimension. The S i C - g r a p h i t e (2 w t . % ) surface is
the roughest, o n the scale 4 0 - 5 0 0 n m . The fractal
dimension 2.31 is significantly higher than on the
smoother S i C - T i B and S i C - A I N surfaces. The ß-SiC
has a high fractal dimension. Compared w i t h Table 1,
there is a correlation between the f r a c t a l dimension and
2

9

Table l
Density and deuterium retention for the samples
Substrate

/?-SiC
A-SiC + A I N (10 wt.%)
z - S i C ~ T i B (20 vol.%)
x-SiC + graphite (2 wt.%)
z-SiC + graphite (7 wt.%)
2

Density
(g c m - " )

Deuterium retention
( x IO - D c m ~ )

2.96
2.94
2.97
3.08
2.78

1.15
0.95
0.90
1.3
1.3

17

:

Distance [m]
Fig. 9. Illustration of the structure function for the 2-SiC-graphite (2
wt.%). The different curves are calculated from images recorded with
scan sizes 0.16, 3. 5 and 17 um. The slope, k. of the regression line in
the plot gives the fractal dimension D = 3 — k 2.
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Table 2
Selected data from roughness measurements on the exposed samples
Substrate

Rms roughness, a
(nm)

Fractal dimension. D

Scaling constant. G
( x 10"')

A-SiC
y?-SiC + A I N (10 wt.%)
z - S i C ^ T i B , (20 vol.%)
2-S1C + graphite (2 wt.%)
a-SiC 4- graphite (7 wt.%)

156 ± 3 6
212 ± 4 2
212 ± 5 6
243 ± 56
165 ± 24

2.30
2.23
2.23
2.31
2.24

20
3
1.5
60
6

The root-mean-square roughness is measured over 5 itm x 5 øm areas and the fractal parameters are representative for the interval 40-500 nm

the deuterium content. However, this relationship is
violated by the S i C - g r a p h i t e (7 w t . % ) sample, which
has a high retention o f deuterium but a l o w fractal
dimension. However, the micro-roughness o f this surface is also smaller than that o f a-SiC doped w i t h T i B ,
or 2% graphite.

4. Summary and conclusions
The A F M provides reproducible measurements o f
the microscopic surface roughness. We observed
changes in surface m o r p h o l o g y and surface structure
due to the deuterium exposure o f the silicon carbide
composites. W e have also observed local r a d i a t i o n
damage i n the f o r m o f bubble-like structures. These
bubbles seem to occur on other phases than the SiC
grains. I n an earlier study [7] o f graphite irradiated
w i t h high energy deuterium ions at 700 ° C , we observed blister/cluster f o r m a t i o n . I n this study we d i d
not trace such structures.
We conclude that the concentration o f carbon on the
surfaces is o f crucial importance f o r retention o f the
deuterium deposited f r o m the plasma. Most o f the
structural changes take place on the graphite, which
also retains a h i g h a m o u n t o f deuterium. The silicon
carbides mixed w i t h graphite show the most p r o nounced changes after the exposure. A l l o f them have
a high deuterium retention. Even a nominally small
admixture o f graphite (a few w t . % ) gave a deuterium
retention about the same as f o r pure graphite, because
o f accumulation o f " f r e e " carbon i n the composite
surface layer. A l s o a high surface roughness should
f a v o u r the deuterium uptake, and our study gives some
indication o f such a relation. However, the difference
in surface roughness
between the samples was
too small to allow us to isolate this effect f r o m the
others.
I n our o p i n i o n composites based on SiC can be
considered as first w a l l materials i n controlled f u s i o n
devices, but f u r t h e r laboratory experiments as well as
refined processing methods are necessary and under
way.
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ABSTRACT
A series of S i C based composites has been manufactured by sintering. Since such materials
are considered for fusion applications the evaluation of their thermo-mechanical properties
and behaviour under deuterium irradiation are of primary interest. In this paper we report
on extensive bulk and surface characterization of pure and doped (AIN, TiB2, graphite)
silicon carbides which were treated by a deuterium plasma. The change in surface structure
following the irradiation is addressed and major factors influencing the deuterium retention
are discussed.

1

INTRODUCTION

Thermo-mechanical properties and chemical resistance in reactive environment make silicon carbides attractive for many practical applications where severe requirements concerning the strength and thermal conductivity are important For instance, such materials are
applied for jet turbines and they are also considered to be used in fusion technology for the
first wall components in future controlled fusion devices. Therefore, very broad laboratory
tests as well as tests in today's fusion must be performed in order to evaluate and select
most promising composites. Thermo-mechanical properties, surface parameters and
hydrogen isotope retention are among the most important issues in assessment of a
material's relevance for fusion technology. Improvements in production of multicomponent
composites are necessary because many materials show serious structural deficiencies, especially when the distribution of dopants is considered. For instance, it has been found for
a number of Si or SiC containing materials that the distribution of dopants was highly nonuniform, both in the sense of areal distribution and the grain size. As a result, high deuterium accumulation was detected in those porous structures [1], which would lead both to
high tritium inventory and problems with the plasma density control [2]. Therefore, much
work has been devoted to characterization of surfaces exposed to a hydrogen plasma [1-7].
In this work we have applied scanning probe microscopy (scanning tunneling and atomic
force) to study fine structures on surfaces of unaffected and deuterium-irradiated surfaces.
The aim of this work is twofold:
a) the development of SiC based composites with improved thermal shock resistance;
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b) examination of surface structure and deuterium content in the materials following
the irradiation with a deuterium plasma.

2

EXPERIMENTAL

2.1 Materials
A series of SiC based materials was produced by sintering of powders mixed to an appropriate proportion:
a - SiC powder (A-10 Starck, Germany) has been homogeneously mixed with 325 mesh
T1B2 powder (20 % by volume) or Lonza KS-7 graphite powder (2.8, 4.9, 9.7 % by
volume) and 0.6 wt. % amorphous powder of boron and 1.0 wt. % of carbon black as sintering aids;
ß - SiC powder (B-10 Starck) has been mixed with 0.5 % of boron and 0.4 % of carbon
as sintering aids. AIN powder (10% by vol., grade C, Starck) was added to prepare the
SiC/AIN composite.
All the blends were milled in ethyl alcohol for 3 hours using a planetary mill and alumina jar as milling media. Alumina uptake was lower than 0.3 % by weight. The dried and
granulated powder blends were uniaxially compacted in steel dies at 100 - 200 MPa in the
form of pellet or bars. Pressureless sintering was performed in a graphite furnace at 2050 2100 °C for 20 min. in flowing He. A detailed description of the preparation of SiC based
composites is given elsewhere [7-9].
2.2 Characterization of materials and exposure conditions
Thermo-mechanical properties of the sintered materials were determined in terms of relative density, Young's and shear moduli by resonance method, thermal expansion coefficient, Vickers hardness and 3-point flexural strength. Thermal conductivity was measured
using laser flash technique.
These materials were examined also by surface sensitive spectroscopies and high resolution microscopies in order to determine the surface structure and composition. The following methods were applied: Rutherford backscattering spectroscopy (RBS), X-ray photoelectron spectroscopy (XPS), energy dispersive X-ray spectroscopy (EDS), scanning
electron microscopy (SEM), scanning tunneling microscopy (STM) and atomic force
microscopy (AFM). The AFM images presented herein are representative for the surface
under investigation. Special precautions have been undertaken to avoid artifacts related to
tip effects. Moreover, AFM studies were used to determine the surface roughness of the
composites.
Nuclear reaction analysis (NRA) was used for the quantification of deuterium
[ He(d,p) He] retained in the plasma exposed substrates. The irradiation of materials was
made with 400 eV deuterium ions from the plasma generated in a glow-discharge facility.
All samples were irradiated under the same conditions. The total fluence was 1 x 10 cm"
and the target temperature 50 °C.
3

4
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3

RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

3.1 Thermo-mechanical properties
The main characteristics of the tested materials are collected in Table 1. The properties of
pure SiC, obtained from a powder, are also included for comparison with the composites.
Table 1. Thermo-mechanical properties of SiC based composites.

Property

SiC
ß
powder

Sintering temp. ("C)
Relative density (%)*
Thermal conductivity (W/m K )
Th. cond. at 0 poros. (W/m K )
Therm, exp. coeff. [20-1000°C]
(xlO )
Youngs' modulus, E (GPa)
Poisson ratio, v
Vickers hardness (GPa)
Bending strength (MPa)
6

Materials
SiC
SiC
SiC
SiC
SiC
SiC
10 vol. % 20 vol. % 2.8 vol. % 4.9 vol. % 9.7 vol. %
a
AIN
graphite graphite graphite powder
TiB
2

2050
92.8
64.5
69.5

2100
91.6
56.6
64.4

4.92
351
0.16
20
260

4.93
354
0.18

—
335

2100
86.0

2075
95.3

—
—

—
—

2100
95.6
79.6
86.6

2100
89.6
73.0
86.9

2100
97.5
75.8
78.7

5.3

—

—

—

—

366
0.15

343
0.16

248
0.17

—

—

—

326

328

200

4.87
420
0.14
25
368

0.14
17.5
260

* Theoretical density

In comparison to our previous reports, the results collected in Table 1 show that certain
improvements have been obtained in the materials preparation. The presence of a secondary phase seems to be more effective in increasing the resistance to thermal shock-damage
propagation. Concerning mechanical properties, the SiC/AIN composite seems to be promising with respect to bending strength and the SiC/TiB2 with respect to toughness. In general, bending strengths are not highly satisfactory, possibly due to quite large flaws during
the powder processing, which has not yet been fully optimised. The work is in progress, especially concerning homogeneity in the distribution and grain size of dopant phases and
sintering aids, reduction of critical flaws by high pressure isostatic compaction or colloidal
processing and improved densification by gas pressure sintering.
3.2 Surface composition and structure of non-exposed samples
Figure 1 shows the C ls photoelectron lines recorded for graphite (a) and ß - silicon
carbide (b). The latter spectrum clearly shows the chemical shift of the C Is feature to
lower binding energy, indicating the presence of carbidic bonds. However, one also perceives the shoulder corresponding to elemental carbon (graphite) in the composite. The
amount of free carbon in the outermost layer is approximately 20 at. %. The presence of elemental carbon on the composite surfaces has been traced also with STM.
Studies performed by RBS revealed that the in-depth distribution of components (C, Si
and dopant atoms) is fairly uniform in a-SiC, ß-SiC, SiC-AIN and SiC-TiB2 substrates.
The near-surface composition of these materials is close to the nominal one. However, the
near-surface layer of silicon carbides doped with graphite is distinctly enriched with
carbon. The content of carbon in that layer amounts to 84, 91 and 82 at. % in substrates
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doped with 2.8,4.9 and 9.7 vol. % of graphite, respectively. Taking into account carbon
from SiC, the nominal atomic concentration of carbon in those substrates is equal to 53 %
(SiC + 2.8% C), i
.
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BINDING E N E R G Y (eV)
Fig. 1. XPS spectra of C ls photoelectron line in: (a) graphite; (b) ß-SiC

55 % (SiC + 4.9% C) and 60 % (SiC + 9.7% C), only. Therefore, there is a pronounced
accumulation of the graphite dopant on the composite surfaces. The main impurity atom
found on the surfaces is tungsten with a concentration in the range of (0.25-1.25) x
10 cm . An EDS study allowed to detect the areal distribution of T1B2 and AIN dopants.
As shown previously [10], their distribution is rather inhomogeneous and the grain size of
dopants in the SiC matrix varies from 5 to 8 (tm.
15

-2

Fig. 2. A F M 13 um x 13 um image of the non-exposed ß-SiC composite:
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AFM images reveal that the surface structure of the original a-SiC composite is fairly
rough. There are grains with diameters 1-1.5 \im and heights 0.7-1.2 \im. Some of the
grains have grooves/plaits.. The surface also has sharp crystallites and plate-like grains
with steps between terraces. Some of these are from pure graphite on the surface and some
are from the SiC. The step heights between terraces are often 2.5-4 nm. Crystallites usually
have dimensions smaller than 1 (jm, but single crystallites are up to a few micrometers in
size. Figure 2 shows a large-scale AFM image recorded on the original ß-SiC surface. The
surface morphology of the ß-SiC is about the same as for the a-SiC, with diameters 2-3 p.m.
for the grains and crystallites.
The topography of T1B2 doped SiC is shown in Figure 3. The maximum peak-to-valley
heights are slightly bigger than on the pure sihcon carbides. The average surface roughness
is about the same. The surface is very sharp with platelets and many ledges/plaits. The
width of the ledges is normally somewhat above 10 nm and the height is 5-12 nm. The
structures seen in fig. 3b correlate well with transmission electron microscopy images of
pure TiB2 presented by, for instance, Tennery et al. [11].

Fig. 3. A F M images of the non-exposed ci-SiC/TiB2 (20 vol. %) composite: (a) 13 um x 13 um image,
(b) The characteristic structure of the TiB2 phase.

3.3 Deuterium-exposed samples
Theresultscollected in Table 2 show the deuterium contents on the plasma-exposed
surfaces. The concentration is of the order of 10 cm , but there are certain differences
observed for the different samples. The highest deuterium content is observed on the SiC/C
substrates, whereas the lowest concentration is detected on surfaces of TiB2 or AIN containing composites. In an earlier study [1] we found that deuterium retention is favoured on
carbon substrates compared to silicon-containing ones. Therefore, we also irradiated pure
graphite in the same way as the silicon carbides. The deuterium retention on the pure
graphite was 1.4 x 10 cm , i.e. only slightly higher than on the surfaces of SiC doped
with graphite. Therefore, we conclude that the deuterium retention on graphite-doped composites is strongly related to the high content of carbon in the near surface layer of these
composites - as detected with RBS and described in the previous paragraph.
17

17

-2

-2
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Table 2. Surface concentration of deuterium on plasma-exposed substrates.

Substrate
ß-SiC
ß-SiC + AlN (10%)
a-SiC + TiB2 (20%)
a-SiC + graphite (2.8 %)
a-SiC + graphite (9.7 %)

Deuterium retention
(x 1 0
Plan )
1 7

2

1.15
0.95
0.90
1.3
1.3

A general observation from AFM images is that, following the exposure, the initially
rough surfaces become smoother. On a smaller microscopic scale the surfaces have a more
porous structure, and also sometimes bubble-like structures. This is exemplified for the irradiated ß-SiC in fig. 4. There are no ledges after the exposure. Instead rather smooth
grooves

can be seen. On the smaller scale, a morphology with small holes, and occasionally also
bubble-like features, can be distinguished. The bubbles are 10-15 nm high and 20-50 nm in
diameter on a hollow background (2.5-3 nm peak-to-valley). Figure 5 shows the structural
changes for the a-SiC/TiB2 mixture, which can be compared with fig. 3. The flat bright
areas in the images are due to attenuation with respect to the z-scale. Here the ledges of the
non-exposed sample have disappeared. The surface is not as sharp as the initial structure.
However, platelets and folds can still be recognised. There are big, rather unaffected, soft
grains looking like the grains in the pure a-SiC. The estimated average peak-to-valley
roughness on these grains is about 1.5 nm. Areas that seem more affected by the radiation
are also identified. On these areas bubble-shaped structures occur, about 30 nm wide and
30-40 nm high. The width is then slightly overestimated, since it has a contribution from
tip-imaging. Occasionally, we also found smaller bubbles (12 nm x 32 nm and up to 9 nm
high) in-between the 40 nm wide and shallow hillocks seen in fig. 5b. From the images we
suspect the T1B2 to be more affected than the SiC by the irradiation. The microstructure of
silicon carbide grains in the irradiated SiC/AIN composite is similar to the structure on the
exposed ß-SiC. Also here, small bumps occur on both phases. These are about 25 nm in
diameter and 1-3 nm in height. On the flat areas there are also holes, a few nanometres
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deep. A small-sized porosity in the AIN grains can be seen. The step height between
terraces on the platelets ranges from about 15 nm to over 100 nm.

Fig. 5. A F M images of the irradiated ß-SiC/TiB2 surface. The silicon carbide grains are rather non-affected,
except on the smaller areas visible in (a).

The morphology on the exposed SiC/graphite mixture is different from that of the other
samples. In most cases it is difficult to distinguish the original grains even in large-scale
15 (Jm x 15 |im AFM images, since the whole surface is covered with a smaller bumpy
structure. These structures most likely consist of irradiated carbon. The coverage is tight
and smooth, although the surface structure is steep enough to give some tip-imaging, as in
fig 6a. There are many small grains, about half a micron in size. Soft hillock structures are
typical for this surface and a smaller-scale, and less pronounced, structure with microscopic
hillocks is also present

Fig. 6. A F M images of the irradiated a-SiC/2.8% graphite surfaces.
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SUMMARY AND CONCLUSIONS

A number of methods have been used to characterize the SiC based substrates, before and
after exposure to low-energy deuterium ions. Distinct morphological changes have been
traced with AFM on the plasma exposed surfaces in comparison to the surface state of nonexposed materials. This study shows that the amount of graphite aggregated on the surfaces
is of crucial importance for the uptake and retention of deuterium. Most of the structural
changes take place on the graphite, which also retains a high amount of deuterium. We
have also observed local radiation damage in the form of bubble-like structures. The
bubbles appear mostly on other phases than the SiC grains. The work is in progress and the
results of thermo-mechanical tests and surface characterization are useful in production of
new SiC based composites.
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Si/icon-containing
composites
are considered
as plasma facing materials
in controlled
fusion devices.
Comparative
studies of deuterium
interaction
with carbon
based substrates
were performed
for graphite-silicon
mixtures
(5-50
wt% of Si), carbon fibres and isotropic
graphite.
Both virgin and deuterium
treated surfaces
were characterized
by
means of several surface sensitive
techniques.
The substrates
were exposed
to the deuterium
plasma in the TEXTOR
tokamak,
in a magnetron
or in a hollow
cathode.
The uptake,
retention
and release of deuterium
were
investigated.
Migration
of deuterium
from the plasma
deposited
layer to the bulk of the substrates
was found for the
graphitesilicon mixtures.
The structure
of the deuterium-containing
deposits
was studied
using atomic force
microscopy.
The initial stage of bubble
formation
was observed
on the surfaces
exposed
to the tokamak
plasma.

1. Introduction
Plasma-wall interaction in fusion devices is accompanied by a
number o f processes such as sputtering, i m p l a n t a t i o n , deposition
and chemical erosion which distinctly m o d i f y w a l l surfaces and
contribute to the c o n t a m i n a t i o n o f the plasma by i m p u r i t y
a t o m s . G r a p h i t e has become the most extensively used material
for plasma facing components ( P F C ) and there is a vast data base
on hydrogen behaviour i n graphites and its impact on t o k a m a k
o p e r a t i o n ' . H o w e v e r , composite materials (for example, carbon
fibres' ) and doped graphites ( w i t h B. T i B . ) gather much attent i o n as candidates f o r the p r o d u c t i o n o f P F C . M o r e o v e r , there
is increasing interest in the a p p l i c a t i o n o f silicon-containing
materials: siliconized layers'', silicon carbides - o r graphites
doped w i t h Si. T h i s c o n t r i b u t i o n brings a report on silicon-doped
graphites exposed to the d e u t e r i u m plasma in a t o k a m a k reactor
or i n l a b o r a t o r y facilities. T h i s is the first report o n C-Si mixtures
as candidate materials f o r plasma facing components. F o r that
reason it was i m p o r t a n t b o t h l o characterize the composition
12

4

s

111

11

and structure o f initial (non-exposed) a n d plasma treated C - S i
substrates and to determine the uptake a n d retention o f deuterium by materials c o n t a i n i n g different a m o u n t s o f Si. I t was
also i m p o r t a n t t o investigate i f the deposited deuterium penetrated i n t o the bulk o f the substrates since such processes might
have a crucial impact on the t r i t i u m inventory in the walls o f
4

machines operated w i t h D - T m i x t u r e s ' .
2. Experimental
T h e investigation was carried o u t w i t h C - S i materials containing
5. 10. 15. 20 o r 50 w t % o f Si ( F U 2224/1-5, Schunk G m b H ) .

T h e materials were produced by m i x i n g graphite and silicon
powders, m o u l d i n g them a n d heating gradually i n vacuum o r
under inert gas atmosphere to temperatures exceeding 2300X.
C o m p a r a t i v e studies were p e r f o r m e d f o r isotropic graphite and
two-directional carbon fibre composites. T h e exposures o f the
materials to the deuterium plasma were p e r f o r m e d in the T E X T O R t o k a m a k or under laboratory conditions i n a magnetron
or in a h o l l o w cathode device.
T h e samples exposed in T E X T O R (strips 60 x 10 x 3 mm) were
m o u n t e d side by side on a graphite block placed o n the test
limiter holder. One set o f samples was facing 27 ohmically heated
discharges in D d u r i n g a total exposure time o f 90 s and a second
set was exposed to 34 discharges (some o f them were additionally
heated w i t h neutral beams) f o r a t o t a l o f 114 s.
I n the hollow cathode the exposures were made at 6O-70°C
w i t h 100 eV D ions at a total fluence in the range 3x 10 2.5 x 10 c m ~ . whereas i n the magnetron the substrates were
irradiated w i t h 150-175 eV D at a t o t a l fluence o f 1 x 10 c t r r :
the target temperature was 700"C.
F o l l o w i n g the exposure the samples were transported i n air t o
the surface analysis station and characterized by means o f ion
beam techniques such as nuclear reaction analysis ( N R A ) f o r
the determination o f deuterium ( H e ( d , p ) H e ) and boron
("B(p.3:) Be) content and R u t h e r f o r d backscattering spectroscopy (RBS) f o r the determination o f other species deposited
o n surfaces. Several methods were applied in order to define
surface composition and structure: X - r a y photoelectron spectroscopy ( X P S ) , energy dispersive X - r a y spectroscopy (EDS)
and scanning electron ( S E M ) , a t o m i c force ( A F M ) and scanning
tunnelling ( S T M ) microscopies. Previously, i t was f o u n d for car2
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b o n fibre composites ( C F C ) that the deuterium deposited o n
their surfaces had penetrated i n t o the b u l k

7 8

a n d t h e surface

since patterns typical f o r graphite, b u t n o t for SiC. have been
recorded. O n the other h a n d , pure elemental silicon has not been

concentration o f D had been decreasing w i t h time. T h e n , to check

detected ( b y X P S a n d S T M ) o n the surfaces because o f the

the possible change i n the deuterium concentration i n the near

surface o x i d a t i o n o f silicon t o S i - O compounds. A p a r t f r o m C

surface layer o f C-Si. N R A measurements were performed shortly

and Si there are also i m p u r i t y atoms such as C l . S and alkaline

after the exposure as well as 3 a n d 15 m o n t h s later. T h e content

metals. T h e i r presence i n the materials m a y partly be responsible
for the increased r a d i o a c t i v i t y f o l l o w i n g the i r r a d i a t i o n o f C - S i

o f deuterium inside the exposed materials was also investigated.

1

g r o u n d level was determined i n the b u l k o f the non-exposed

w i t h fission n e u t r o n s ' .
I n Table 1 are collected the N R A results o f the deuterium
determination i n the b u l k o f respective materials. T h e deuterium

materials.

b a c k g r o u n d level was determined i n the non-exposed substrates

3. Results and discussion

which were cleaved a n d freshly opened surfaces were investigated. T h e measurements were made w i t h 770 keV ' H e " beam
( i n f o r m a t i o n depth a b o u t 1.5 /mr) a n d the surface concentrations

3.1. Characterization of non-exposed materials. T h e most i m p o r -

were converted t o b u l k concentrations. T h e lowest background

F o r that purpose the samples were cleaved and freshly opened
surfaces were analysed. Before such tests the deuterium back-

tant issue in the characterization o f the non-exposed samples was
to recognize the microstructure o f the mixtures a n d to determine
the chemical states o f the components i n the substrates. Figure
1 presents scanning electron micrographs and E D S spectra recorded f o r the non-exposed surface o f the C - S i 2 0 % substrate.
The topography m i c r o g r a p h (Figure 1(a)) indicates that the surface is rather rough and single grains can be distinguished. I n the
backscattered electron image (mass contrast image. Figure 1(b))
bright areas indicate the d i s t r i b u t i o n o f silicon grains whereas
the dark background corresponds t o c a r b o n . T h e p o i n t analysis
by means o f E D S proves that silicon a n d carbon occur as separate
phases. Figure 2 shows the X P S spectra ( C Is photoelectron line)
recorded f o r (a) isotropic g r a p h i t e ; ( b ) C - S i 5 0 % m i x t u r e ; a n d
(c) silicon carbide. F o r pure graphite a n d C - S i 5 0 % the m a i n C
\s line appears at 284.6 eV whereas i n silicon carbide the C l i
feature is shifted by 1.2 eV t o lower values o f b i n d i n g energy.
1

C o m p a r i s o n o f the measured values w i t h the literature d a t a indicates that carbon occurs m a i n i y i n the elemental f o r m i n the
C - S i mixture. The substrate p r o b a b l y also contains a few per
cent o f SiC since there is a small shoulder visible i n the right side
o f spectrum (b) i n the p o s i t i o n characteristic f o r the C Is line i n
silicon carbide. The result has also been confirmed w i t h S T M
430
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BINDING ENERGY (eV)
Figure 2. XPS spectra of C Is photoelectron line i n : (a) isotropic graphite;
(b) C-Si 50%.' and (c) ß-SiC.
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Table 1. Dculc rium background level in materials

Substrate

Bulk deuterium concentration
(D c i r r ' )
(Ppm)

Graphite
CFC
C Si 5%
C Si 10%
C- Si 15%
C-Si 20%
C Si 50%

4.0 x
l.Sx
5.5 x
5.6x
9.8 x
6.0 x
4.0 x

1

10 "
10'"
10
10
10'"
10'"
10"

Table 2. Deuterium deposition and retention on graphite and C -Si
mixtures exposed to ohmic discharges for a total of 90 s. Measurements
made 10 and 90 days following the exposure to the plasma

1
4
12
12
21
13
I

r

r

Substrate

Deuterium concentration ( D e m -)
10 days after exposure
90 days after exposure

Graphite
CFC
C-Si 5%
C Si 15%
C Si 20%

2.9 x
2.9 x
2.4 x
2.2x
2.0 x

10'
10'"
10 "
I0
10'"

2.9
2.4
2.3
2.1
2.0

:

| :

x 10'
x |0'
x 10'"
x I0
x 10'"
:

r

level is observed in isotropic graphite and C - S i 5 0 % whereas

t o the presence o f i n i t i a l surface imperfections covered with the

much

deposit.

higher

concentrations

are found

inside

other C - S i

mixtures. T h e differences in the deuterium content may be attri-

Table 2 presents concentrations o f deuterium deposited o n

buted t o the porosity o f the materials. The C - S i substrates are

graphite. C F C a n d C Si surfaces (5 -20% Si) exposed at
T E X T O R . T h e measurements were made in t w o lime steps

rough and porous and. when stored in air. lake up pronounced
amounts o f water vapour (including also the naturally occurring

namely. 10 and 90 days after exposure. T h e D content varies

0.015% D - c o n t a i n i n g water) as checked by mass spectrometry

for different substrates exposed under the same conditions. The

d u r i n g outgassing o f the materials in v a c u u m .

highest D concentration is observed o n isotropic graphite and
the deuterium content decreases w i t h the increase o f Si content

3.2. Plasma exposed substrates. Exposure o f materials to the
T E X T O R plasma results in the formation o f co-deposited layers''

in the substrates. The result is interesting but it is considered as
p r e l i m i n a r y . Further exposures and investigations arc necessary

c o n t a i n i n g deuterium together w i t h plasma i m p u r i t y species:

to f u r t h e r elucidate the deuterium deposition.inventory on C -

:

c a r b o n , b o r o n (up t o 5 x 1 0 ' " cm ) a n d metal atoms ( N i .
Fc. C r ) o r i g i n a t i n g f r o m the T E X T O R liner. Pronounced quantities o f oxygen, partly getlcrcd or taken up f r o m the atmosphere

Si surfaces. M o r e o v e r , the deuterium content remains nearly
constant o n graphite and o n all the C - S i substrates for at least

by the deposited boron'" are also detected. N R A measurements

3 m o n t h s after the exposure. 7"he decrease i n the D concentration
is observed f o r carbon fibres because o f the m i g r a t i o n of the

and optical analysis o f coloured patterns o f interference fringes"'

deposited deuterium into the bulk. The effect has been discussed

developed o n surfaces allow an estimate o f the thickness o f the
deposited layer: 130 o r 240 n m (depending o n the exposure

previously*.

-

conditions) d o w n to 15 n m . Even these relatively t h i n deposits
change the surface topography o f the substrates. A t o m i c force

L a b o r a t o r y experiments were p c r t o r m c d in order t o compare
the deposition o f deuterium on different surfaces. The exposures
i n the h o l l o w cathode discharge (60 C ) resulted i n the formation

micrographs i n Figure 3(a) and (b) show the C - S i 10% surface
exposed at 75 and 35 m m f r o m the plasma edge i n T E X T O R .

o f thick (2.5-4 um) deposits c o n t a i n i n g d e u t e r i u m . O n the C F C
and C - S i 2 0 % surfaces irradiated w i t h a t o t a l dose o f 2.5 x 10

respectively. T h e area hidden 75 m m in the scrape-ofT layer contains 4 x 10"' D cm
and crystallites are seen w i t h fairly sharp

D ~ cm ' concentrations o f 1.78 x 10"' cm
and 8.5 x 1 0 c m
were detected, respectively. These results show again that more

edges. T h e structure is similar t o the one observed o n the non-

deuterium is retained on carbon substrates than o n silicon-con-

exposed sample. However, the surface exposed closer to the

t a i n i n g ones. T h e i m p l a n t a t i o n experiments performed in the
m a g n e t r o n w i t h targeis kept at elevated temperature (700 C) led

:

plasma edge is tightly covered by an amorphous (proved by
S T M ) deposit o f 'soft' appearance which contains 4 x 10 D

:

2

:

lS

:

:

c m - . I n the right part on the picture there arc also perceived

to a retention o f 2-4 x 10'° D cm
after i r r a d i a t i o n w i t h a total
dose o f 1 x 10-' D cm . However, there was n o clear relation

small areas o f bubble-like structure w h i c h may well be attributed

o f the a m o u n t retained as a function o f the Si content in the

-

:

Figure 3. Atomic force micrographs of the C-Si 10% substrate exposed to the scrape-off layer plasma at T E X T O R : (a) 75 m m : and (b) 35 mm from
the plasma edge.
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:l

Figure 4. Atomic force micrographs of the C-Si 50% substrate irradiated with deuterium (1 x 10 cm \ 700 C) in magnetron : (a) general view of the
surface; (b) blistered area.

irradiated substrates. The d e u t e r i u m i m p l a n t e d was detected in

3.3. In-depth penetration of deuterium. The b u l k content o f deu-

t h i n layers n o t exceeding 100 n m . Surface changes were observed
as exemplified by the a t o m i c force micrographs i n Figure 4(a) and

t e r i u m was investigated on fresh surfaces f o r m e d by cleaving the

(b). The outermost layer o f the exposed samples is a m o r p h o u s

T h e measurements were made in order to check i f deuterium

(detected again w i t h S T M ) b u t certain features can be dis-

penetrated i n t o the bulk o f C - S i . N o deuterium above back-

tinguished : crystallites

blisters 5-15 n m i n diameter. T h e A F M investigation does not

g r o u n d level was f o u n d inside the materials shortly (up t o 3
months) f o l l o w i n g the exposure. The same k i n d o f measurements

provide a definite answer whether the blisters occur o n graphite
or silicon grains. H o w e v e r , we have an indirect indication that

the detection o f deuterium w h i c h had migrated i n t o the bulk o f

blisters appear o n graphite grains since similar, but somewhat

the C - S i materials. I n the bulk o f the samples exposed at T E X -

smaller, structures have been observed on the whole surface
o f isotropic graphite exposed t o the plasma under the same

T O R the concentrations were 3-5 times higher than the deut e r i u m b a c k g r o u n d level (see Table 1). However, in the case o f

conditions. M o r e o v e r , the blisters shown i n Figure 4(b) arc quite

thick deposits (large deuterium reservoir) f o r m e d d u r i n g the

a n d vertically

elongated

bubbles

or

samples exposed at T E X T O R or a h o l l o w cathode discharge.

repeated 1 year later (15 months after the exposure) resulted in

o n D * irradiated

exposure i n the h o l l o w cathode discharge the b u l k concentrations

graphite (2.5 x 10"' c m , 650 C ) a n d by our g r o u p o n the r f

were 6 x 10 '' a n d 3 x 1 0 " c t r r ' in the substrates c o n t a i n i n g 15

1

similar to the ones detected by Niwase et al'
2

1S

antenna p r o t e c t i o n tiles f r o m J E T .
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and 2 0 % Si, respectively. These concentrations are 50-60 times
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Table 3. Deuterium retention in carbon based materials after exposure
to the plasma and annealing lor 1.5 h in vacuum. Samples exposed to
ohmic and N B I heated discharges for totally 114 s

detrapping characteristic between the non-annealed and thermally treated samples are p r o b a b l y a t t r i b u t e d to the presence o f
chemical C - D bonds w i t h

differing

b o n d strengths in the

deposits. Weakly b o u n d deuterium is easily released from the
Temperature
CO

Graphite
(D cm~ )

20
300
550
800
1100

9.7x 10
7.1 x 10
2.5 x IO "
3.0 x 1 0
1.1 x IO

C-Si 5%
(Dem")

CFC
(Dem" )

:

2

8.5 x
6.6x
2.5 x
3.2 x

lT

,T

1

li

6.5x 10

17

10
10 '
10 "
10

non-annealed deposit whereas such weakly bound species are not
present i n the annealed deposit. This explanation is supported
by the fact that high energy detrapping o f hydrogen isotopes is

,;

mostly attributed to electronic excitations and is sensitive to the

1

2.4 x 10'"
1.5 X 10
0.8 x 10

!

!S

c o m p o s i t i o n o f the irradiated l a y e r " .

1S

1S

15

4. Summary
G r a p h i t e - s i l i c o n substrates c o n t a i n i n g up to 50 w t % o f Si were

higher than the i n i t i a l b a c k g r o u n d content. T h e results obtained
indicate that the deposited deuterium migrates f r o m the surface
layer into the b u l k o f C - S i but the process is slower t h a n i n the
case o f carbon fibres in w h i c h deuterium diffuses relatively easily:
the diffusion coefficient in C F C is 6.1 x 1 0 c m " s ~ at r o o m
temperature*.
14

!

studied i n order to define their i n i t i a l state and the effects o f
deuterium interaction w i t h the m a t e r i a l s ; deposition, retention,
in-depth penetration a n d thermal or i o n induced release. The
results indicate that the C - S i substrates contain mainly a mixture
o f elemental silicon a n d c a r b o n w i t h a small admixture of silicon
carbide. Experiments performed at T E X T O R and in laboratory
apparatus show that under the same exposure conditions less

3.4. Thermal and ion induced release of deuterium. T h e r m a l release
o f deuterium f r o m the deposits was studied at 300. 550. 800

deuterium is accumulated o n the C - S i substrates than on graphite. Exposures t o the deuterium plasma result also in structural

and 1100 C for graphite and C-Si 5 % . A t a given temperature the

changes o f the surfaces, and the f o r m a t i o n o f small blisters is

samples were heated i n vacuum for 1.5 h a n d after c o o l i n g d o w n

observed. Certain amounts o f deuterium migrate f r o m the surface

the N R A investigations were made. T h e results are s h o w n i n

layer i n t o the b u l k because o f the porosity o f the mixtures.
A n n e a l i n g in v a c u u m (800°C a n d higher) leads to the release o f

:

Table 3. The d e u t e r i u m concentration decreases g r a d u a l l y w i t h
=

the increase o f temperature f r o m 20 l o 5 5 0 C . R a p i d desorption
o f deuterium is observed when the temperature is increased t o

m o r e than 9 9 % o f deposited d e u t e r i u m . A s mentioned in the
I n t r o d u c t i o n this was the first report concerning the interaction

800 C or higher. H o w e v e r , even at HOO'C some d e u t e r i u m is

o f deuterium w i t h C - S i substrates w h i c h are candidate first wall

still detectable in the surface region o f the samples.

materials. The results are p r o m i s i n g a n d further laboratory and

C

J

+

t o k a m a k experiments as well as t h e r m a l , mechanical and neutron

I o n induced d e t r a p p i n g was studied w i t h a 770 k e V H e beam
for deposits kept at r o o m temperature o r annealed t o 550°C. The

i r r a d i a t i o n tests are underway i n order to obtain the global

results are exemplified i n Figure 5 f o r the C - S i 2 0 % sample. A t

characteristics o f the substrates.

r o o m temperature the most intensive release ( 2 7 - 3 3 % ) occurs at
the beginning o f the process (dose up to 1 x 1 0

15

2

cm' )

when
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Abstract
+

This paper reports the results o f scanning tunneling ( S T M ) and atomic force microscopy ( A F M ) studies of D
irradiated graphite and graphite-silicon mixtures. T h e microscopes were used f o r studying surface topography and
for measuring the surface roughness. The substrates were exposed at various temperatures (60 and 700°C) to
different doses o f deuterium ions i n simulators of plasma - surface interactions and i n the T E X T O R tokamak. Also
nuclear reaction analysis ( N R A ) and R u t h e r f o r d backscattering spectroscopy were applied f o r the qualitative and
quantitative determination of surface composition. T h e initial stages o f r a d i a t i o n damage, nanometer-sized
bubbles/blisters, were f o u n d i n plasma-eroded surfaces. These structures only appeared i n the graphite phase on
the multicomponent material. T h e microroughness o f the surfaces was measured. W e also used the A F M f o r probing
the thickness o f the plasma-modified layers. T h e results correlate w i t h the presence o f deuterium measured by N R A
depth-profiling. Moreover, the A F M reveals the co-deposited layers f o r m e d on surfaces facing the tokamak plasma.
The appearance of these layers is clearly correlated t o the amount of co-deposited atoms.

1. Introduction

2. Experimental

Erosion and deposition processes in fusion devices
are of primary interest f o r studies o f ion transport i n
the near-wall region and f o r evaluation of candidate
materials f o r the first wall o f a f u t u r e reactor. Recently, possibilities f o r detailed studies of ultra-fine
topographical features on surfaces have been distinctly
extended thanks to scanning tunneling ( S T M ) and
atomic force microscopy ( A F M ) . They provide threedimensional, high-resolution imaging of surfaces and
overlayers, down to the atomic scale.
W e have applied S T M / A F M f o r detailed topographical characterization o f the surface of deuteriumirradiated composites and o f deposits f o r m e d on surfaces exposed to the scrape-off layer plasma i n a tokamak. Some results on surface topography have already
been reported [1,2]. W e have also employed the A F M
as a tool f o r determining the thickness of surface layers
m o d i f i e d by i o n irradiation.

W e have studied graphite ( I G 110U, Toyo Tanso)
and graphite-silicon composites w i t h 5 to 50 w t % of Si
( F U 2224/1-5, Schunk G m b H ) . T h e substrates (10 X 20
m m ) were exposed to low energy deuterium ions,
either w i t h 400 eV D
f r o m the r f glow plasma (total
dose approx. 2 x 1 0 c m , target temperature 60°C)
or w i t h 150-170 e V D
f r o m the magnetron plasma
(total dose approx. 1 X 1 0 c m , target temperature

0022-3115/95/S09.50 © 1995 Elsevier Science B.V.
SSDI 0022-3115(94)00611-3
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700°C).
A n o t h e r study was p e r f o r m e d w i t h a graphite plate
(70 X 16 X 2 m m , E K 98, R i n g s d o r f f ) exposed to the
scrape-off layer plasma i n the T E X T O R tokamak. The
plate, mounted on the housing of the Stockholm-TEXT O R probe [3], was oriented perpendicular to the
toroidal f i e l d direction and exposed during 23 discharges (total exposure time 67 s, line-average density
of (1.5-4.5) X 1 0
m ~ ) in hydrogen or deuterium,
including 8 pulses additionally heated w i t h neutral
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beams. The exposures were made shortly after the first
and the second siliconization of T E X T O R [4],
T h e surfaces were studied w i t h a Nanoscope I I
(Digital Instruments) S T M / A F M equipment, r u n i n
air. T h e A F M scans were made w i t h standard cantilevers w i t h a spring constant k = 0.58 N m
(Digital
Instruments) and occasionally w i t h Ultralevers (k = 0.35
N m , Park Scientific Instruments). I n the S T M , mechanically cut P t / I r tips were used. The A F M images
were recorded w i t h care to avoid tip-connected artifacts (surface structures sharper than the A F M t i p
become more or less distorted). T h e images presented
here are representative f o r the investigated surfaces.
The surface composition of the plasma-treated substrates was investigated by means o f high-energy i o n
beam techniques. Nuclear reaction analysis ( N R A ) was
used f o r the q u a n t i f i c a t i o n and depth profiling o f deuterium [ H e ( d , p ) H e , 770 k e V H e beam], whereas
R u t h e r f o r d backscattering spectroscopy (RBS) allowed
the determination o f plasma impurity atoms (silicon,
- 1

- 1

3

4

3

+

boron, metals) deposited on the surfaces.

3. Results and discussion
3.1. Initial structure

of

graphite

O n the non-exposed samples carbon atoms were
resolved, w i t h A F M and S T M , on both graphites and
C-Si mixtures. I n Fig. 1 a the triangular lattice, typical
f o r S T M images o f graphite, is clearly visible, and an
interatomic distance o f 0.25 n m has been measured.
However, the medium-scale image (Fig. l b ) shows a
rather rough surface w i t h graphitic terraces and steps,
ranging f r o m single atomic layers to almost 100 n m .
The rms roughness measured over larger areas (10 X 10
u . m ) is about 500 n m . Exposure of these atomically
u n i f o r m graphite surfaces to deuterium, even f o r f l u ences as low as 1 X 1 0 c m , results in amorphization
of the outermost layers. A s a consequence, atomic
resolution cannot be achieved w i t h S T M / A F M f o r the
2

15

- 2

plasma-treated substrates.
3.2. Carbon-silicon

composites

C a r b o n - s i l i c o n substrates contain graphite and silicon i n separate phases, as f o u n d w i t h X-ray photoelect r o n spectroscopy and energy dispersive X-ray spectroscopy. The A F M investigation shows that the nonexposed C - S i mixtures are very rough, w i t h typical
grain sizes i n the u.m range [1].
Several C-Si substrates w i t h different Si contents
were irradiated i n plasma facilities (see Experimental).
The total areal densities of deuterium found w i t h N R A
on the irradiated surfaces were (1.0-1.25) X 1 0 after
1 7

Fig. 1. Images of non-exposed isotropic graphite, (a) STM
image recorded in the current mode. Carbon atoms, in a
triangular lattice, are separated by 0.25 nm. A sample bias
voltage of +16.8 mV and a tunneling current of 1.33 nA were
used, (b) A F M topographic image recorded in the constantforce mode.

irradiation at 60°C and (3.3-5) X 1 0 c m " at 700°C.
Therefore, the retention coefficients are ( 5 - 6 ) X 10 ~
and (3.3-5) X 1 0 " at 60 and 700°C, i n line w i t h earlier
16

2

2

5

findings [5].
The surface topography of the C - S i 50% composite
irradiated at 700°C is as rough as before the exposure.
The A F M reveals the grain boundaries, and there are
differences i n the grain appearance. Some o f the grains
are fairly smooth, whereas blisters/bubbles occur on
the others. Such differences are not observed on nonexposed surfaces. Therefore, one can conclude that the
A F M images show grains of two d i f f e r e n t phases, which
are influenced by the D
ions i n d i f f e r e n t manners.
We have an indirect evidence that the new structures
occur on the graphite grains, because quite similar
blisters have been observed on pure graphites exposed
like the C - S i substrates. The only difference is the
blister size, which is somewhat smaller on pure graphite,
w i t h visible diameters of 5 - 8 n m and heights o f 4 - 8
n m . Since these structures are high and narrow, a
virtual broadening due to convolution between the
+
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whole implanted layer is m o n i t o r e d w i t h the A F M t i p .
The validity o f this measurement can be inferred f r o m
the N R A depth-profiling, which proves the presence o f
D mostly in the surface region w i t h i n a iayer not
deeper than 40 nm. Moreover, theoretical calculations
predict a deposition o f 150-200 e V D
i n the top 50
nm only [7],
Thermal effects are probably not responsible for the
appearance of bubbles/blisters since similar, but not
as pronounced, bubbles/hillocks were f o u n d aiso on
the graphite irradiated at 60°C.

200

+

3.3. Tokamak

deposits

T h e exposure of surfaces to particle fluxes in a
tokamak scrape-off layer is o f a more complicated
nature than the exposure made under controlled laboratory conditions. This is because o f the very high
fluxes (up to 1 x 1 0 c m
s ~ ' ) , consisting of hydrogen isotopes (mostly) and heavier ions, a rather broad
energy distribution of the incoming particles and because o f thermal effects. A s a result, co-deposits (hydrogen isotopes mixed w i t h plasma impurity ions) are
f o r m e d on the exposed surfaces. Such layers have a
stratified structure [9], because they are built step-bystep during consecutive discharges. However, no detailed knowledge about the surface topography of the
co-deposits has been available.
Fig. 3 illustrates the radial distribution of deuterium
and silicon deposited on the plate exposed to the
scrape-off plasma at T E X T O R , at distances 6-75 m m
f r o m the plasma edge. The figure also shows the thickness of the deposit, as estimated f r o m the color fringes
[9] and assuming n = 2.0 and Æ = 0.1 f o r the refraction and absorption constants o f the deposit onto the
graphite substrate. The shape follows the Si and D
19
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Fig. I. Blistered surtace layer on the graphite grain ot the
irradiated C-Si 50% mixture, (a) The topography after the
irradiation, (b) A crater created by scraping the blistered layer
with the A F M tip. (c) The profile of the crater along the
dashed line shown in (b).

A F M t i p and blisters has to be considered when determ i n i n g the true diameter o f these bubbles. A correct i o n of 2 - 4 nm, to be subtracted f r o m the visible
diameters, is motivated by studies of image profiles.
A n additional calculation of the fractal dimension
on small length scales [6] yields 2.19 + 0.05 and 2.11 +
0.02, respectively, f o r the blistered surfaces on pure
graphite and on the C - S i mixture.
A blistered area on a graphite grain o f C - S i 50% is
shown i n Fig. 2a. The layer is amorphous w i t h a blister
diameter o f 5-25 nm and height of around 10 nm.
Bubbles w i t h heights o f up to 25 n m have been f o u n d
on other areas. T o determine the thickness of this layer
we have applied a high repulsive tip-to-sample force
(above 0.2 u-N) i n order to scrape the deposit o f f the
substrate (Figs. 2b and 2c). The measured thickness is
15-30 nm, although we can not directly prove that the
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Fig. 3. Radial distributions of deuterium and silicon, and
thickness of the total deposit on the graphite plate exposed
for 67 s to the scrape-off layer plasma at TEXTOR. Letters
(a)-(0 mark radial distances at which the A F M images in Fig.
4 were taken.
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distributions, and the maximum value of around 120
n m corresponds to an average deposition rate o f 1.8
n m s" . The deposit also contains hydrogen, carbon (a
C / S i ratio of 2 / 3 [10]) and small amounts o f boron
and metals f r o m the T E X T O R inconel liner. T h e quasi
parabolic shape of the plot does not fully reflect the
ion fluxes. As shown by Langmuir probe and Li-beam
scattering measurements [11], fluxes decrease rapidly,
but smoothly, along the radial coordinate f r o m the
plasma edge to the wall. Therefore, one may conclude
that the deposition profiles result f r o m the superposit i o n of competitive erosion/deposition processes. A
1
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"net deposition" is noticed on the plate, but near the
plasma (up to, say, 25 m m ) sputtering and thermal
effects strongly influence the deposit. This is probably
due to high-power pulses w i t h N B I , because such
peaked profiles have not been detected f o r deposits
f o r m e d under ohmic conditions. H i g h thermal loads
may be decisive f o r the deuterium content since deut e r i u m is more sensitive than silicon to sputtering and
thermally induced desorption. I n F i g . 3 the maxima of
the deuterium p r o f i l e is slightly shifted to the wall side
in comparison to the Si p r o f i l e . T h e deposit thickness
is directly related to the amount of the deposited

Fig. 4. Surface topography of the graphite plate exposed to the scrape-off layer plasma at T E X T O R . The A F M images show the
deposit at different distances from last closed flux surface: (a) 10 mm, (b) 15 mm, (c) 22 mm, (d) 27 mm, (e) 60 mm and (f) 73 mm
from the plasma edge.

N. Almquist et al./Journal
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species [9]. T o study the relation between the thickness
of the deposit and the surface structure, A F M images
were recorded at 15 points along the radial direction.
The results f o r a few points, marked i n F i g . 3, are
shown i n Figs. 4a-4f. These images should be compared w i t h Fig. 1.
A first observation is that the initially rough graphite
surface is covered w i t h a smooth layer. Certain features of the substrate can still be distinguished, but the
coverage is tight and there are no spots i n which the
bare substrate is seen. However, the coverage is not
u n i f o r m along the plate and several clear differences
are noticed.
I n the first image Fig. 4a recorded close to the
plasma on the area w i t h macroscopic ion tracks, the
layer is thin and graphitic terraces can be i d e n t i f i e d .
There are small, fairly regular pits (20-30 n m i n diameter), which are probably craters f o r m e d under the
impact of particle agglomerates. Such structures have
not been f o u n d at radial positions above 20 m m . The
deposit is smoother and thicker f u r t h e r away f r o m the
plasma (Figs. 4 b - 4 d ) . H i l l o c k structures are typical f o r
the layer. These hillocks are either due to substrate
roughness or specific structures of their own. They
disappear at radial positions beyond 6 0 - 7 0 m m (Figs.
4 e - 4 f ) . Here, the substrate features beneath the deposit are again visible and graphitic terraces appear,
especially in the last image ( F i g . 4 f ) .
There is a clear correlation between the A F M i m ages and the radial distribution o f co-deposited atoms
shown in Fig. 3. The smoothest layer is observed at
areas w i t h a deposition exceeding 100 n m . W e suggest
that the hillock structures are predecessors and early
forms of thick directional deposits, which are o f t e n
detected on limiters and other plasma-facing components i n tokamaks [1,2,12]. Moreover, evolution of deposits as a f u n c t i o n of the exposure time has been
investigated and some results are presented i n Ref.
[10].

4. Summary
O u r results show the usefulness o f S T M / A F M f o r
studies o f effects induced by plasma-surface interaction. The application of high-resolution microscopes
combined w i t h i o n - b e a m analysis allowed us to trace
fine structural features both on the non-exposed and
plasma-eroded surfaces. O u r major results are:
(a) The initial stages o f blistering on graphite and C-Si
mixtures have been visualized.
(b) The radiation damage on d i f f e r e n t phases o f m u l t i -
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component composites has been distinguished.
(c) T h e surface roughness of the plasma-exposed materials has been measured.
(d) The thickness o f the blistered layers f o r m e d under
the D - i r r a d i a t i o n has been estimated.
(e) The structure o f co-deposited layers (deuterium
and plasma i m p u r i t y atoms) f o r m e d during exposure in a tokamak has been determined.
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Abstract
Graphite surfaces exposed to the deuterium plasma in the TEXTOR tokamak were characterized in detail by means of scanning probe
microscopy, ion beam analysis and colorimetry methods. The aim is to study the composition and structure of thin layer deposits formed on
surfaces subjected to the tokamak plasma. The surface roughness was measured and parametrized in terms of fractal dimension and scaling
constant. Several different methods for the fractal analysis of plasma-exposed surfaces have been critically evaluated. The main emphasis of
this paper is on the correlation between surface roughness (fractal parameters), the amount of deposited atoms and the layer thickness.
Keywords: Atomic force microscopy; Graphite; Deuterium; Surface roughness

1. Introduction

Plasma-wall interactions in controlled fusion devices lead
to serious modification of surfaces subjected to high fluences
of particles escaping the plasma. Therefore, erosion and deposition processes are of fundamental interest in studies of
first-wall materials. Most of the existing tokamaks have walls
partly or fully lined with graphite or carbon-fibre composites.
It is known [ 1 ] that codeposited layers, containing hydrogen
isotopes and plasma impurity atoms, are formed in some part
of the machine during the tokamak operation. The uptake and
mobility of hydrogen in plasma-facing components strongly
influence the particle control and plasma condition. A lot of
work has already been done to determine the composition
and macrostructure of thick deposits [ 2-5 ] . However, studies
on the structure of thin layers, in the initial stage of their
growth, have become possible and started very recently [ 6 ] .
A proper description, down to the nanoscale, of the surface
state is essential. It can only be accomplished by applying a
combination of complementary analytical methods offering
satisfactory depth and spatial resolution. In the latter case
scanning probe microscopies (SPMs), in particular atomic
force microscopy ( A F M ) , are well suited for this task due to
their three-dimensional high-resolution imaging with a minimal requirement of sample preparation. In principle only
SPM allow imaging of codeposited layers in the very initial
stage of formation. The layer formation results in the change

of the surface roughness. Rough layers, formed in a random
process, are almost always scale-invariant [ 7 ] . Therefore, we
have chosen to describe surfaces quantitatively in terms of a
scale-independent fractal dimension, D, which is known to
be higher for a rough surface than for a flat one.
The emphasis of this paper is to find a correlation between
the structure (roughness) of the deposits and their composition and thickness. A comparison is also made between
virgin graphite surfaces and those covered with codeposits
formed during exposure to the tokamak plasma.

2. Experimental
2.1. Surface

analysis

In the present work we apply A F M , ion beam analysis
techniques and a colorimetry method to characterize graphite
( E K 98, Ringsdorff GmbH) surfaces: virgin and exposed to
the deuterium plasma in the T E X T O R tokamak using the
collector probe system described elsewhere [ 8 ] . The plate
samples were mounted perpendicular to the toroidal field
direction, and they were facing the ion fluxes in the scrapeoff layer during several plasma pulses of 2.9-3.8 s duration.
The total exposure time was 2.9, 6 or 67 s to pulses in the
presence of siliconized walls of T E X T O R [ 9 ] .
The AFM microscope was a Nanoscope II (Digital Instruments) equipment with 0.7, 12 and 17 u,m piezo-tube scan-
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ners. The A F M scans were made with standard cantilevers
with a spring constant fc=0.58 N m~'. The scanners were
calibrated on muscovite mica and on photoresist gratings.
The images were recorded in air. A selection was made of
representative images without visible tip artifacts. The threedimensional images presented in this paper are artificially
illuminated to outline fine features on the surfaces.
Rutherford backscattering spectroscopy ( R B S ) was
applied to determine the content of plasma impurity atoms
deposited on surfaces (Si, B, metals) and nuclear reaction
analysis ( N R A ) for the quantification and depth profiling of
deuterium ( He(d,p) He, 770 k e V H e beam).
The thickness of the codeposits was also estimated with a
colorimetry method, based on optical analysis of interference
(colour) fringes characteristic for amorphous thin layers containing C , Si and D.
3

4

3

2.2. Algorithms for the fractal

+

characterization

(1995)

which is directly correlated to the height amplitude of the
surface.
On real surfaces the structure function has the advantage
of being able to resolve local scales, or regions, with separate
fractal dimensions. A drawback is that the calculation is reliable only out to a scale of about one tenth of the image size.
Its two-dimensional analogue has to be considered to detect
a possible anisotropy of the surface structure. We have tested
a two-dimensional algorithm on a few surfaces. We did not
detect any anisotropy and by averaging over all possible
directions we ended up with nearly identical curves as for the
quasi two-dimensional calculation. Hence, we consider the
faster quasi two-dimensional calculation as sufficient to use
in this study. The two-dimensional calculation is reliable out
to about one fifth of the image size.
Our variance method is similar, but not exactly the same,
as the one described in Ref. [ 13 ] . The variance, cr*', increases
with the measurement box size S as [ 12] :
2

2

S(r) = (\z(r + r ) - z ( r ) | >
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Surface roughness is difficult to describe mathematically.
Statistical parameters have been widely used, such as the
vertical root-mean-square roughness (rms). However, all
parameters depend on the scale of measurement and they are
not able to describe the surface uniquely. A scale-independent
quantitative description of a surface requires the extension of
Euclidean geometry into fractal geometry, which allows geometrical objects to have a non-integer fractal dimension,
2<,D > 3. For a flat surface D = 2. Here D is the local fractal
dimension which is related to the Hurst exponent, H, through
25 = 3 — JY. The estimation of D for a physical surface, measured by SPM, depends on how it is calculated. The major
point of this chapter is a critical evaluation of the most appropriate approach for the fractal analysis of our samples (for a
review of the role of fractals in the growth of rough surfaces,
seeMeakin [ 1 0 ] ) .
We have found the perimeter-area (slit-island) method to
give uncertainties in D as large as ± 0 . 1 5 . Therefore, we
present calculations with two other methods in this paper,
based on either the structure function or the image variogram.
Both of them, single- or multiple-image algorithms, require
fast computation for regular use with the A F M system.
The algorithm using the structure function is implemented
as by Oden et al. [ 11 ] . If z(r) is the topographic height at a
position r, one can assume [ 12] the structure function S ( T )
to obey the approximate scaling relation:

(2)

The fractal dimension, D , is computed from the slope of a
least-square regression line-fit to the data points in a log-log
plot. We use all data points in an image for every box size in
order to get good statistical reliability in the variance calculations. The variance is calculated as:
v
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where B is the number of data points in a box, Z, is the height
in each point, Z is the average height in the box and < > denotes
averaging over all non-overlapping boxes covering the total
image. In our case, with 400 X 400 pixels, we have 14 box
sizes that exaeüy cover the total image. The method requires
a minimum of computation time and is, in a sense, twodimensional, but it will probably fail if there are scales with
significantly separate fractal dimensions. On physical surfaces we normally account for box sizes up to half of the
image size.
We have used computer-simulated images with known
fractal dimensions to test the accuracy of the described algorithms and their ability to determine the fractal dimension of
400 X 400 pixels A F M images. Both methods are quite satisfactory, although they overestimate slightly the fractal
dimensions at low and medium-high fractal dimensions. The
standard deviation of the fractal dimension from a series of
images, with equal simulated fractal dimensions, is less than
0.04. The values of D are slightly higher than those of D .
Images of size 400 X 400 are big enough to give proper statistics in the evaluation of fractal dimension.
We conclude that, with some limitations, both the variance
and structure function methods are accurate and easily
extended to multiple-image calculations. However, SPM
images introduce the ambiguous problem ofremovingoverall
tilt of the sample surface in the instrument The instrument
does not detect overhangs or the absolute orientation of the
probing tip. We always subtract the least-squarefittingplane,
v

Here T is a vector or a distance ( T ) and ( ) means spatial
averaging. In the basic quasi two-dimensional approach we
first calculate the structure function of profiles in the fastscan direction. We then average over the 400 profiles of the
A F M image. This simplified scheme has the advantage of
suppressing noise in the fast-scan direction. The fractal
dimension, £> , is calculated from the least-square regression
line to the power law in a log-log plot of S ( T ) vs. T. It is also
possible to estimate the scaling constant, G, a parameter
s

(3)
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to the wall. Measurements were done every second millimetre.
Fig. 2 exemplifies the appearance of the exposed plate. The
surface exposed close to the plasma (Fig. 2(a)) is rather
rough in contrary to the fairly smooth and "soft" looking
surface further from the edge (Fig. 2 ( b ) ) . Moreover, the
structures shown in Fig. 2 are different from those characteristic for the virgin graphite (Fig. 1). The differences are
attributed to the formation of the deposited layer on the surface. As proven with RBS and NRA the layer contains hydrogen isotopes mixed with plasma impurity atoms. Silicon,
originating from the siliconized T E X T O R walls, is the main
element detected. Small quantities of oxygen ( ( 1 - 5 ) X 10
c m ) and inconel alloy components (Ni, Cr, Fe, < 10'
c m ) from the T E X T O R liner are also present in the layer.
In addition, there are carbon atoms from the graphite toroidal
belt limiters in the machine. The quantity of carbon atoms
deposited on the graphite plate could not be determined by
means of ion beam analysis. Instead, this amount and the total
thickness of the deposit could be estimated with colorimetry
by analysis a colour pattern (interference fringes) on the
exposed plate. The silicon-to-carbon ratio was inferred as 3:2.
The results of RBS (silicon), NRA (deuterium) and colorimetry measurements for the deposit formed on the exposed
plate are collected in Fig. 3(a).
The A F M images, ion beam analysis and colorimetry provide a very consistent picture of the layers showing significant
inhomogeneity along the plate. Less material is found close
16

Fig. 1. AFM image of non-exposed isotropic graphite.

- 2

5

- 2

as discussed in Ref. [ 14], before the fractal calculation. Each
measured value in this paper represents a few images. We
also consider the surfaces as self affine, at least locally over
some region of scale, so that the data obey the scaling relations
inEq. (1) or (2).

3. Results and discussion
3.1. Characterization

of virgin

graphite

Scanning probe microscopy has been widely used to characterize the surface topography of graphites [6,15], but no
fractal analysis has been performed. There is a variety of
graphite grades which differ in purity and surface features
because of different production and polishing processes.
Therefore, it was necessary to characterize the graphite used
in current studies. As determined by means of R5BS, the surface and near-surface region contained very low quantities of
impurity atoms, below 1 0 " c m . Fig. 1 shows the A F M
image recorded for this surface. On the scale presented, one
may perceive rough features, such as edges and graphitic
terraces oriented horizontally. Using images with different
scan sizes (400-5000 nm), the estimated fractal dimensions
are the following: D = 2.24 + 0.02 (at the scale 5-500 nm)
and D = 2.33 + 0.04. The errors are the standard deviations
in the set of measurements. On the large scale (17 (Jim) the
graphite surface is very rough; with a top to valley height up
to 3.5 u.m. Areas with surface structures sharper than the
A F M tip often appear in these images. This distorts the image
due to tip imaging and influences the measurements of fractal
dimension. Nevertheless, we get D = 2.25-2.28 and
D = 2.35, which is in close agreement with the previous.
14
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3.2. Layers formed in a tokamak
3

A plate (70 X 16x2 mm ) made of graphite as described
above was exposed to the scrape-off layer plasma in T E X TOR during 22 pulses. Microscopy studies and ion beam
analysis were performed along the plate, i.e. along the radial
coordinate in the torus from the proximity of the plasma edge

Fig. 2. AFM images from different locations along the graphite plate exposed
to the tokamak plasma: (a) 8mm, (b) 22 mm from the plasma edge.
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proximity to the plasma edge—are still subject to high fluences of energetic particles. Therefore, they can become
eroded. This is the situation seen on the plate. Despite high
particle fluxes close to the plasma edge, the amount deposited
is small and the surface is quite rough because of high thermal
effects and erosion by particle impact. At higher radial distances deposition is more effective, but it tends to decrease
again due to lower particle fluxes, which fall off exponentially
[ 16]. This is observed on the plate of Fig. 3.
As mentioned above, the change of the deposit thickness
is accompanied by a distinct change in surface structure
(roughness). However, there is no significant trend in the
rms roughness along the plate, even though it is obvious from
the images that the surface structure changes dramatically.
The change in roughness is therefore much better described
by the fractal analysis. The calculations, as explained in Section 2.2, were performed using A F M images of size 5 X 5
u.m .
A general observation from the structure function is that at
large length scale the surface behaves as non-affected, since
it is very rough compared with the thickness of the deposition.
At thicker depositions the transition regime between affected
and non-affected regions is at larger distances. Fig. 4 exemplifies typical single-image plots of the structure function and
the variance at two different locations on the plate; 8 and 22
mm from the plasma (as shown in Fig. 2 ) . The image size
was 5 u.m, and the structure function shows good linearity
up to at least 500 nm, i.e. one tenth of the image size. From
this figure the fractal dimensions can be calculated as
£> = 2.41, D = 2.38 at 8 mm and 2.20, 2.28 at 22 mm. The
results obtained for the exposed substrate are presented in
Fig. 3(b), which clearly shows variation of thefractaldimension along the plate. There is a very strong correlation of the
fractal parameters and the deposit thickness. The fractal parameters have a minimum in the region 25-35 mm from the
plasma edge, which corresponds to the region where the
thickest deposited layer is observed.
Similar series of measurements were made for several other
samples exposed to the tokamak plasma under different conditions. Fig. 5 exemplifies a surface exposed for 6.9 s to the
ohmically heated T E X T O R discharges. The deposit of ~ 5 0
2
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Fig. 3. (a) The distribution of deuterium and Silicon and the total thickness
of the deposit on the graphite plate exposed to the tokamak plasma, (b) The
fractal parameters along the plate.
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Fig. 4. Plot of the structure functions (lines) and the variances (markers)
for two 5 x 5 u.m imagesrecordedon the graphite plate 8 mm (solid line,
X ) and 22 mm (dashed line, O) from the plasma edge.
2

to the plasma than at a distance from the edge; 20-35 mm in
the case under consideration. Even further away from the
plasma the amount of deposited atoms decreases again. These
facts can be explained in terms of two competitive processes
governing the formation of codeposits on plasma-facing surfaces: erosion and deposition. Material removed (by sputtering, chemical erosion, desorption) from one position in the
torus is transported along the toroidal field lines and deposited
at another position. However, the deposits—especially in

Fig. 5. AFM image of the deposit formed on a graphite sample exposed to
the tokamak plasma during two discharges with total exposure time 6.9 s.
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References

were observed. The fractal dimensions for small and medium
scales are D = 2.13 ( 4 - 2 0 nm) and 2.28 (20-360 n m ) . The
s

scaling constant from the interval 20-400 nm is 2 X 1 0 ~ m .
9

For 400 nm and 5000 nm images the fractal dimensions from
the variance method is, respectively, 2.10 and 2.33. These
values are consistent with the measurements on the plate.

4. Summary

The results obtained show the feasibility of fractal analysis
for the quantitative description of surfaces subjected to the
tokamak plasma. The method is especially suited for description of layers in the initial stage growth. I t should be stressed
again that SPM combined with fractal and ion beam analysis
provides deep insight into the nature of deposits on plasmafacing surfaces i n controlled fusion devices.
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Abstract
Surface collector probes were applied at T E X T O R for the investigation of silicon fluxes in the scrape-off layer
during the first silicon-assisted (silane puffing, siliconization) operation of a tokamak. Probe exposures were made in
order to measure the evolution of Si fluxes and the influence of silicon on the behaviour of other impurity fluxes like
boron, oxygen and metals. Studies were performed under different conditions: heating mode, plasma density and gas
filling. Comparative exposures were made before introduction of Si into the machine as well as immediately and long
time after the siliconization. The exposed graphite samples were examined by surface analysis techniques, including
Auger electron and R u t h e r f o r d backscattering spectroscopies, nuclear reaction analysis and ultra-high resolution
microscopies.
The most important findings are concerned with: (i) the relation between silicon to carbon and silicon to oxygen
in the deposits; (ii) the change in radial profiles of Si, B and D fluxes during consecutive stages of the silicon-assisted
operation, and the retention of deuterium in the Si containing codeposited layers. The influence of plasma density
on the fluxes is considered and gettering of oxygen by silicon is also addressed. Comparison is also made to the
results of V U V spectroscopy signals of silicon and oxygen impurities in the plasma.

1. Introduction
Deposition of thin, reproducible films on a tokamak
first wall is considered as one of the most advantageous methods of wall conditioning improving the operation of controlled fusion devices. Following the carbonization and boronization [1], the siliconization of a
tokamak wall was made at T E X T O R [2,3] by rf assisted dc glow discharge in S i H - H gas mixture. The
main goals of the process were to enhance the gettering efficiency of oxygen impurities in the machine by
the deposited layer, and to establish a radiative plasma
boundary. The deposition of silicon-containing film on
the entire T E X T O R wall was preceded by a series of
experiments based on the p u f f i n g of different amounts
of S i H into the S O L and by discharges fully fuelled
with S i H . Such gradual introduction of silicon into the
tokamak allowed detailed studies of the Si transport in
the machine and its influence on the T E X T O R opera4

4

4

tion [3]. Along with numerous diagnostic techniques
applied during the plasma pulses with silane and after
the siliconization, the surface collector probe was also
used i n order to recognize the evolution o f Si fluxes,
and the influence of Si on the behaviour of other
impurity fluxes like boron, oxygen and metals.

2

2. Experimental
The investigation was performed using the Stockh o l m - T E X T O R collector probe system carrying
graphite substrates exposed in a time integrated mode
to the scrape-off layer ( S O L ) plasma. Single substrates
were facing two to five similar discharges lasting 2.9-3.8
s; the total exposure time was 6.7-15.9 s. D u r i n g all the
exposures the plasma radius was defined by the A L T I I
graphite belt limiter at r = 46 cm. Several tens of

0022-3115/95/S09.50 © 1995 Elsevier Science B.V. All rights reserved
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exposures were made under different conditions: heating mode (ohmic and assisted with N B I or I C R F ) ,
line-averaged plasma density (n = 1.6-5.0 X l O ^ m " )
and gas filling ( H / H + D = 0.05-0.92). The reference
exposure was made in the boronized machine, whereas
following exposures were done during the silane-assisted operation, immediately after the first and second
siliconization as well as 260 discharges later. The exposed samples were transported to the surface analysis
station and examined by means of Auger electron
spectroscopy (AES) and high energy ion beam techniques: Rutherford backscattering spectroscopy (RBS)
and nuclear reaction analysis ( N R A ) . The latter method
allowed a study of the presence of boron ( B ( p , a )
Be, 640 keV H beam) and deuterium ( H e ( d , p ) H e ,
760 keV H e
beam). Ultra-high resolution microscopies, atomic force ( A F M ) and scanning tunneling
(STM), were applied to characterize the structure of
deposits formed on the exposed surfaces. The appearance of silicon and oxygen impurities in the core plasma
was analysed by V U V spectroscopy of Si X I I (49.9 nm)
and O V I (103.2 nm) lines.
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3. Results and discussion
3.1. Morphology

50

of deposits

DEPTH
The exposure of graphite samples to the plasma
resulted in the collection of deposited layers on top of
the substrates. While the surface of the non-exposed
graphite is fairly rough, with sharp edges and terraces,
the deposited layer has a smooth appearance as exemplified by the A F M image in Fig. 1. The deposit shown
in the image (collected during two discharges, totally
for 6.9 s) covers tightly rough features of the graphite
substrate. Detailed microscopic characterization of the
deposits' structure is presented i n Ref. [4].
As proven with A E S , RBS and N R A the layer

Fig. 2. Sputter-assisted A E S depth profiles of carbon and
silicon deposited on graphite probes exposed under different
conditions.

consists of H / D codeposited together with plasma
impurity atoms: carbon, boron, silicon, oxygen and
metals ( M e = N i + Cr + Fe) originating f r o m the T E X T O R liner. The thickness and the growth rate of the
layer can be inferred according to the sputter-assisted
AES depth profiling. A series of the AES profiles is
shown i n Fig. 2 where plots for the major constituents,
silicon and carbon, are presented. The thickness of the
deposits collected, in each case, during four discharges
(11.8—13.3 s) is approx. 30 nm giving the layer growth
rate of 2.2-2.5 nm s . I t should be stressed here that
before the introduction of Si into the machine - in the
presence of the carbonized and boronized walls carbon was the main impurity atom collected on the
probes [5]. The A E S profiles show that following the
siliconization, carbon fluxes have not completely disappeared but, to large extent, they have been replaced by
the silicon ones. However, after 260 discharges corresponding to approx. 15 min of the tokamak operation,
carbon has become again the major component in the
deposit. This is probably caused by the quick removal
of Si f r o m the siliconized layer on top of the graphite
blades on the A L T I I limiter.
_ I

nm
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300
0.
200 400

600' 800 nnf

Fig. 1. A F M image of the deposit collected during two T E X T O R discharges (6.9 s) on the graphite probe.
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machine F
is nearly doubled in the presence of the
S i H plasma and a similar increase is observed in the
freshly siliconized machine when the hydrogen plasma
is replaced by the deuterium one. This is due to the
increased sputtering of metals from the walls by Si
f r o m S i H or D in comparison to sputtering in an
hydrogen environment. The effect is especially noticeable f o r the N B I heated discharge. However, both of
the fluxes (boron and metals) are low and indicate that
the siliconization layer which covers the inconel liner is
fairly durable and does not become easily eroded even
by hundreds of discharges.
As mentioned in the introduction, one major goal of
the siliconization was to enhance the gettering of oxygen impurities. Therefore, silicon and oxygen data
should be considered together in the following discussion. Pronounced deposition rates of silicon, F , are
observed already during the silane-assisted operation
and, as expected, they increase substantially in the
siliconized machine. Fairly similar behaviour of silicon
is also recorded with the V U V spectroscopy (Si X I I ) .
The introduction of silicon into the plasma (exposures
I I - V ) does not change the deposition rates of boron,
but the amounts of oxygen F on the collector surface
are increased. This seems to be in contradiction with
spectroscopic data ( O V I ) showing a smaU decrease of
oxygen content in the plasma (exposures I I I and I V ) .
Therefore, one may suppose that oxygen is more efficiently trapped on the probe surface with the codeposited layer containing silicon. But the Si containing
codeposits could also have taken up more oxygen from
air when the samples are transported f r o m T E X T O R
to the surface analysis station, as shown previously for
deposits containing much boron [7]. However, in expoMe

4

Table 1 presents selected data f o r the deposition
rates (F) of plasma impurity atoms measured 14 mm
deep in the scrape-off layer during ohmically and N B I
heated discharges fueled with hydrogen, deuterium or
silane. The results of the collector probe exposures to
the pulses with additional I C R F heating have been
reported elsewhere [6], I n the case of ohmic discharges
both the temperature and the line-averaged plasma
density (2.5 + 0.1 X 1 0
m ~ ) were constant making
the results of respective experiments available f o r direct comparisons. Under these conditions, the radial
position of the emission peak profiles f o r O V I and
Si X I I signals (see last two columns of Table 1) were 41
and 38 cm, respectively.
Deposition rates of respective atoms vary with the
exposure conditions and certain important tendencies
may be noticed. The rates for boron (F ) are nearly
constant f o r discharges made in the boronized machine
even when the amount of silicon in the machine increases gradually by flushing or fueling with silane. As
expected, a drastic decrease of the boron fluxes (by a
factor of 10 or more) occurs following the siliconization. The fluxes are low independently of the f u e l ( H
or D ) . However, high power shots in the deuterium
plasma result in the pronounced increase of boron in
the SOL.
Deposition rates o f metals ( F ) behave similarly to
those of boron. The amount of metals was already
fairly small in the presence of the boronized wall
(exposures I - V and Ref. [5]), but siliconization reduced them further. As the Table 1 shows the metal
fluxes are influenced by the f u e l . I n the boronized
19

4

3

si

B

0

M e

Table 1
Deposition rates o f impurity atoms 14 m m in the S O L and V U V spectroscopy signals o f oxygen, silicon before and after
siliconization
Exposure

Exposure conditions

Gas

Deposition rates

( H / H + D)

r

7

r

B

Ü0

1 4

B surrounding (Si shots)
I
Boronized (reference)
II
S i H puffing (0.25 X 1 0 mol.)
III
S i H puffing (4.4 X 1 0 mol.)
IV
Discharges in silane plasma
V
Changeover to hydrogen

H2(0.66)

22.7

H (0.65)
H (0.70)
S i H (0.72)
H (0.76)

23.5
24.7
27.5
30.6

Si surround ing (S2 shots)
VI
A f t e r I siliconization
VII
A f t e r I I siliconization
VIII
260 disch. after siliconization

H
D
D

2 0

4

2 0

4

IX
X

(NBI)
A f t e r I siliconization
A f t e r I I siliconization

2

2

4

2

H
D

2

2

2

2

2

cm"

F /F
Q

J

p

t

M c
2

s

- t

S l

r

s i

OVI

SiXII

(arbitrary units)
0

)
_

0.56
0.62
0.57

0.4
10.0

0.93
0.76

53.1
22.1

52
53
53

32
29

72.5
5.2

-

1.6
1.7

-

1.3

0.61- -0.86

1.0
2.4

1.2
1.5

1.65--1.75
0.40--0.67

(0.82)
(0.07)
(0.05)

2.7
0.6
3.4

0.10
0.24
0.50

98.0
102.0
18.2

15
16
42

0.15
0.15
2.32

0.3
0.3
_

1.30--1.40
2.03--2.15

(0.80)
(0.06)

3.4

0.13

7.9

0.43

58.1
151.3

65
65

1.12
0.43

1.4
2.1

2.20--2.62
3.80--3.91

_
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sures I I I - V the amount of oxygen measured i n the
deposits remains constant independently of the amount
of silicon collected. Simultaneously, the values of
F /F
decrease sharply when more silicon is introduced, reaching i n the extreme case the value o f 0.15
after siliconization (exposure V I and V I I ) . This indicates that the oxygen uptake f r o m air, even i f it occurs,
is not important and does not decide the oxygen content on the probes under investigation. Assuming pronounced sorption one would expect the oxygen content
to rise along w i t h the increase of the Si amount in the
deposit. I n contrary, much less oxygen is found on the
probes exposed following the siliconization (exposures
V I and V I I ) . This is also well documented by the radial
distribution of silicon and oxygen on the samples, as
illustrated in Fig. 3. Since the oxygen impurity concentration in the core plasma is strongly reduced after
siliconization (see O V I column in Table 1) due to
gettering by Si the oxygen deposition rates drop to a
very low level. Therefore, we conclude that the low
oxygen contents on the samples reflect fairly low oxygen fluxes i n the S O L due to very efficient gettering of
oxygen by the siliconization layers on the T E X T O R
wall. This interpretation is also justified by the results
of consecutive exposures performed in the freshly siliconized T E X T O R ( I siliconization, H plasma) at three
different plasma densities. The results are given in
Table 2 which shows the deposition rates and intensity
of spectroscopy signals. The O V I and S i X I I signals
are normalized f o r the density change.
Q
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Table 2
Deposition rates of impurity atoms and V U V spectroscopy
signals of oxygen and silicon versus line-averaged plasma
density

si

2

Density
(10 m" )
I 9

Deposition rates

3

^Me

^Si

Fo

OVI
Si X I I
(arbitrary units)

2

(10" c m - s - ' )
1.6
2.5
3.5

2.8
2.7
2.1

0.09
0.10
0.10

121
98
58

12
15
17

0.28
0.32
0.31

2.42-2.50
1.30-1.40
0.70-0.75

I t has been shown and discussed several times (i.e.
in Refs. 5,8] that the increase of the plasma density is
correlated with lower edge temperatures and causes
the reduction of ionic fluxes in the S O L due to the
decreased sputtering of atoms. Such tendency is well
reflected by the silicon deposition rates presented i n
Table 2. Also the Si X I I signal decreases substantially
with the density increase showing that less Si is transferred f r o m the wall and the limiters to the plasma.
Deposition rates of metals remain nearly unchanged
whereas the oxygen content increases slightly i n the
SOL, but it remains almost constant i n the core plasma.
This small increase of the oxygen in the S O L may be
caused by the fact that during the consecutive discharges - when going to higher densities - the siliconization layer covering the A L T I I belt limiter is
gradually eroded and some oxygen, initially trapped i n
that layer, is released.
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Studies of impurity fluxes i n the S O L of T E X T O R
were performed by using the collector probes during
consecutive stages of the first silicon-assisted operation
of a tokamak. I t has been found that following the
siliconization, fluxes of Si amount to 1 x 1 0 c m
s~
then, being on the same level as the carbon flux determined for the carbonized machine [9]. The results
show also that fluxes of other impurity atoms (boron,
metals and oxygen) in the T E X T O R scrape-off layer
are distinctly reduced due to the siliconization and
compared to the levels found after after boronization.
This is observed even f o r high power discharges additionally heated with N B I . Oxygen is strongly gettered
by silicon, but reaches the former concentration levels
after long time operation. One can suggest that the
codeposited layers ( C / S i / B / 0 / M e / - H / D ) on the
probes' surfaces are chemically inert when exposed to
air. Therefore, the oxygen determined on the samples
reflects low oxygen fluxes in the SOL. Further studies
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Fig. 3. Radial distribution of silicon and oxygen on graphite
probes exposed under different conditions.
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are under way in order to recognize the chemical state
of respective atoms in the deposits.
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Abstract—Isolated spectrin covaiently attached to a surface in a liquid environment as well as dried on mica has been studied with a
contact-mode atomic force microscope. Both pyramidal and conical-type cantilever tip facets were used in the A F M . Our images show
structures and give dimensions that correlate well with previous structural studies using transmission electron microscopy.
Key words: Atomic force microscopy. A F M , protein, spectrin.

INTRODUCTION
The atomic force microscope ( A F M ) (Binnig et al,
1986) has proven to be a powerful tool for obtaining
topographic images of, and even for manipulating,
biological structures (Blackford et al., 1991; H o h and
Hansma, 1992; Häberle et al., 1991; Radmacher et al.,
1992; Rugar and Hansma, 1990). A unique potential of
the A F M is that such structures can be imaged i n solution
without any fixation or staining, making it possible to
mimic their natural environment. The technique has, for
instance, been applied both to proteins (Henderson et al,
1992; Ohnesorge etal, 1992; Weisenhorn etal, 1990) and
D N A (Allen, 1993; Hansma et al, 1992; Lyubchenko et
al, 1993: Thundat et al, 1992) as well as to biological
membranes (Fritzsche et al, 1992; Kasper et al, 1992;
Singh and Keller, 1991).
Studying biological macromolecules is a challenge to
the A F M because of their high flexibility, elasticity and
lateral mobility. To obtain stable as well as highresolution images the specimen must be reasonably well
kept in place. I n addition, the force f r o m the A F M tip
must be kept sufficiently low not to destroy the macromolecule. A solution to the first problem is to bind the
macromolecule either electrostatically to a hydrophilic
substrate, usually mica or glass, or covaiently to a surface.
The scanning can then take place i n air or in a suitable
solution. Additional problems can arise f r o m sample
movement due to thermal and Brownian motion and
often motivate a rather high scan velocity. Effort has also
been made (Prater et al, 1990) to use the A F M at low
temperatures at which proteins freeze into a single
conformational state and the lateral diffusion is very low.
Imaging proteins in air, and thus allowing the specimen
to dry, can be damaging to the native molecular structure

but might be necessary, and even useful, for achieving
structural information. When imaged in air by A F M ,
glucose oxidase deposited on a lipid monolayer appeared
as a roughly spherical structure, about 50 nm i n diameter
(Fujiwara et al, 1992). Since glucose oxidase still was
spherical but with a diameter of only 8 nm when viewed bytransmission electron microscopy, it was suggested that
the protein aggregated at the air-water interface when
adsorbed to the lipid monolayer. Arakawa et al (1992)
attached oligomeric a-macroglobulin on a surface of
highly ordered pyrolytic graphite, glutaraldehyde-fixed
the sample and dried it before imaging with A F M as well
as with scanning tunnelling and transmission electron
microscopes. I n this case, the A F M images correlated well
with those obtained by the other techniques.
In solution, A F M has been used to follow the
polymerization of fibrin i n real time (Drake et al, 1989).
Actin filaments attached to mica and monovalent Fab'
fragments attached to a lipid layer have also been imaged
in solution giving nearly molecular resolution (Weisenhorn et al, 1990). Although the solution structure of
proteins and other biological macromolecules are preferred for several reasons it should be noted that the
choice of solvent is non-trivial. Water, for instance, may
severely screen the electrostatic forces holding the macromolecule to the surface (i.e. mica), which may lead to
reduced resolution.
Minimizing the force between the tip and sample is
crucial for studies of proteins. I t has been estimated
(Persson, 1987) that forces of the order 1 0 " N or less
must be used, when scanning with a diamond tip on
globular protein molecules, to avoid deformation fields
bigger than 0.1 Å. When operating in air there are, besides
van der Waals and Coulomb forces, strong adhesive
forces f r o m wetting films on the surface, which can destroy
1 1
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Fig. 2. Error-signal mode image of spectrin covaiently bound to
an epoxy-activated membrane (Glad and Irgum, 1992) in 50 mM
sodium borate buffer, pH 8.0. The spring constant is 0.58 N m "
and the scan rate 7.8 um sec" . The image was not stable. After
consecutive scans from up to down the spectrins lined up in the
diagonal strands seen in the picture. No filtering was applied.
1

l

Fig. 1. Images o!spectrin on mica in the At- M tluid cell, uitlerent
concentrations of spectrin in 20 mM Tris-HCL, pH 7.5, 150 mM
NaCl were deposited on freshly cleaved mica surfaces and imaged
in the same buffer solution. (A) Error-signal mode scanning with
a cantilever spring constant (k) of 0.38 N m * ' and a scan rate of
19 fim sec* . The spectrin was not stable on the surface, which
motivates the high scan rate. The virtual size of individual
spectrin is around 100x13 n m . (B) Constant-force mode
scanning with "-=0.06 N m " and a scan rate of 2.9 jim s e c .
The concentration of spectrin is 0.5 mg m l " . The vertical
(out-of-plane) scale is the true height. The virtual spectrin
dimensions are approximately 100 x 13 x 3.5 n m . The image is
not filtered, but a slight noise-reduction was applied during
scanning.
1

studied extensively (Bennett, 1990; Goodman et ai, 1988;
Pesacreta et al, 1989). Structural studies by low-angle
rotary shadowing and negative staining indicate that
isolated spectrin is a highly extended and flexible molecule
about 100 nm long (Shotton et ai, 1979; Cohen et ai,
1982). Sometimes it has even been possible to discern the
individual spectrin monomers in electron micrographs.
However, when observed in whole cell preparations or
spread membrane skeletons, spectrin appears to be
contracted as the measured contour length is usually only
30-40 nm (Tsukita and Ishikawa, 1980; Ursitti et al.,
1991). It is unknown whether the apparent contraction of
spectrin is due to different preparation methods (fixing
and/or staining) or to constraints caused by the intact
membrane skeleton. Since neither fixation nor staining
are required in A F M we have applied the technique for
imaging and characterizing the structure of spectrin.
Previously, spectrin deposited on a gold f i l m has been
studied with scanning tunnelling microscopy in air
(Gaczynska et al., 1991).

2

!

-1

1

MATERIAL AND METHODS

3

the protein sample (Burnham et al, 1990). There can also
be a build-up of charges between tip and sample; a
problem that does not arise i n a fluid cell. I n addition, the
viscosity of the solvent will dampen the A F M tip motion
and hence reduce background noise. The tip force can
also be reduced by using narrower tips and/or tips with
lower cantilever spring constants.
Spectrin is a large heterodimeric protein that has been

Spectrin was isolated from solubilized red blood cell
membrane skeletons by gel filtration as described previously (Lundberg et al., 1992). The specimens were
prepared in three different ways: (i) solutions of spectrin
(0.5 mg/ml and lower) in 20 mM T r i s - H C L , p H 7.5, 150
mM NaCl were deposited on freshly cleaved mica. After 1
hr incubation at r o o m temperature, unattached spectrin
was washed away and the specimen was imaged i n the
same buffet; (ii) spectrin (0.5, 0.1 and 0.01 mg/ml) was
covaiently bound to an epoxy-activated membrane (Glad
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and Irgum, 1992) in 50 m M sodium borate buffer, p H 8.0.
After 5-15 hr incubation, unreacted epoxy-groups were
blocked by Tris and the membranes were transferred to
Tris buffer solution; and (iii) dried on mica. Before drying,
the samples were fixed by glutaraldehyde, rinsed in water
and dehydrated in acetone or 2-propanol. We also
scanned samples that had been dried without chemical
dehydration.
The imaging was carried out with a Nanoscope I I A F M
f r o m Digital Instruments and the best results were
obtained with a 0.7 um scanner. We used standard
cantilevers with spring' constants 0.58, 0.38 and 0.06
N m " (Digital Instruments) as well as Ultralevers with
spring constants 0.35 and 0.03 N m " (Park Scientific
Instruments). The standard pyramidal tips have a tip
radius of 20-50 nm (Oden et al., 1992), while the conical
Ultralever tips have a radius of 10 nm according to the
manufacturer. The aspect ratios (i.e. the narrowness) are
given as 1.4:1 and 3:1, respectively. Some of the image
processing was done with the public domain software
N I H I M A G E 1.49.
1

1

RESULTS A N D D I S C U S S I O N
When scanned in the fluid cell on a mica surface with a
high cantilever spring constant, spectrin moved continuously in the fast scan direction (from left to right). During
scan-up spectrin showed a tendency to line up diagonally
f r o m the upper-left to the lower-right corner of the image
and conversely for scan-down. The mica surface could
easily be studied with atomic resolution. Figure 1 shows
images obtained with different spring constants (lower in
B than i n A ) . The tip force used to obtain Fig. I B was
below 0.5 n N . A virtual broadening of spectrin is expected
f r o m the convolution of the tip w i t h the sample. The
measured dimensions are of the same magnitude as the
dimensions of the tip. Therefore this effect can be
associated both with the aspect ratio of the tip and with
the tip radius. The aspect-ratio effect can be estimated
f r o m simple geometry. I t gives a maximum virtual
imaging width w of the spectrin as

w=|(l+VT+^).
Here A is the aspect-ratio of the tip and r is the true radius
of an imaged object with circular cross-section. I n the
same way, the tip-radius effect gives at maximum
w= 4 / Ä T ,
n

Fig. 3. (A) Error-signa! mode image taken with the same
conditions as in Fig. 2 but in a different run. The scan rate is 10
um sec" . (B) A contour plot of the structures in Fig. 3a. The
separation between different spectrin macromoiecuies is chosen
somewhat arbitrary, with emphasis on geometrical impact
points. (C) Constant-force mode image from yet another run and
with a minimized tip force. The height scale is in nm. This image
was stable and looks the same in a constant-height scan of the
same area. The scan rate is 2.6 um sec" .
l

1
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Fig. 5. Graphs of tip force (in nN) versus tip-sample distance (in
nm). typical for this spectrin study. For each sample the solid line
is for the approach of the tip and the dotted line for the
withdrawal. Curves A and B are from scanning in buffer solution
without large meniscus forces, while C and D are from scanning
in air on dried spectrin. The imaging force is the force between the
point of minimal force and the operating point (0 nN). Detailed
descriptions of this kind of plot have been presented by
Weisenhorn et al. (1992). The force is calculated as the cantilever
deflection times the spring constant divided by the ratio of
cantilever deflection/distance. (A) Scanning in buffer solution on
spectrin (0.1 mg m l ) bound to the polymeric film, with a
Uitraiever cantilever with spring constant i = 0.03 N m " . The
force is below 0.2 nN. (B) Same as in A but with a standard
cantilever with k = 0.06 N m " . The force can be lowered bydecreasing the setpoint and raising the point of minimal force. (C)
Scanning in air with a standard cantilever (fc = 0.58 N m ) on
spectrins dehydrated with acetone and dried on mica. (D)
Scanning in air with an Uitraiever cantilever (fc = 0.20 N m " )
and without dehydrating the sample.
- 1

1

1

- 1

1

where R is the tip radius. The second effect dominates in
imaging objects w i t h characteristic dimensions up to
10-15 nm and the broadening can i n our case be as large
as 20 n m . The tip force might

also cause a minor

indentation of the spectrin, which would decrease the
Fig. 4. Constant-force mode images of dried spectrin on mica,
scanned with spring constant fc=0.58 N m " . without image
filtering. These samples were dried without chemical dehydration. These images show large effects of broadening, which
cou)d be caused by a combination of the drying procedure and
the tip-sample interaction. (A and B) Illustration of manipulation of the spectrin. In B the lump in A has been cut along straight
lines as well as purposely removed on a smaller rectangular area
(lOOx 100 nm ). The scan rate is 5.9 urn sec" . (C) Individual
spectrin imaged with a scan rate of 2.i um s e c . The structure
was completely stable against.varying the scan direction.
1

2

1

-1

height and increase the w i d t h . Typical dimensions of
spectrin measured f r o m different samples i n this way are
90-100 n m (length), 13-15 nm (width) and

3-4 nm

(height). This i n f o r m a t i o n implies a true w i d t h and height
of 3-6 n m .
The spectrin adheres much better to the polymeric
membrane than to mica, although the images were not
completely stable. When scanning back and f o r t h the
spectrin showed a tendency to line up perpendicular to the
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fast scan direction, i.e. vertically in the images. Scanning
only in the slow scan direction gave results like that shown
in Fig. 2. The spectrin is now organized i n diagonal
strands f r o m the upper-right to the lower-left corner. By
rotating the scan direction we could conclude that it is the
slow scan direction that influences the orientation of
spectrin. We did not observe any effect f r o m the tip facet
orientation as reported by Lea et al. (1992). The images
gave shorter lengths of spectrins than expected, probably
due to protein movement. The polymeric membrane itself
has height differences of about 1 nm.
More convincing images of spectrin on the polymeric
membrane are shown in F i g . 3. Figure 3A shows some
kind of spiral chains of spectrin but is a bit blurred due to
sample instability during scanning. I t is obvious that the
imaged structure is composed of several spectrin molecules. I n a contour plot (Fig. 3B) the individual spectrin
molecules appear more clearly and seem to be 10-13 nm
wide and roughly 100 nm long. I n Fig. 3C, which was
taken under almost stable conditions, there is a clear
aggregation of spectrin molecules. The length, width and
height of spectrin in this case are 1 0 0 x 1 7 x 5 n m .
Estimating the length is somewhat arbitrary. We have
assumed that individual spectrins start and end at typical
impact points as illustrated in Fig. 3B. I n comparison
with these scans we did not achieve any noticeable
improvement in the resolution when scanning with the
Uitraiever tip, indicating that the virtual broadening is
not fully explained by the geometric convolution. The
measured width and height were about the same, 14 and
4 nm, respectively.
When interpreting our images in terms of current
knowledge of spectrin, one should keep i n mind that both
subunits are composed of repetitive segments (22 and 17
repeats, respectively). Each segment of the dimeric
structure is 106 amino acids long and is believed to fold
into a triple helical structure, about 5 nm long (Speicher
and Marchesi, 1984; Speicher et al., 1993). Even though
such a model is attractive and compatible with most
biochemical analyses of spectrin, there are so far only
circumstantial evidence to support it. I n electron microscopy the two subunits appear, at least partly, twisted
around each other. Sometimes only the ends seem to be
bound to each other whereas the rest of the subunits
appear to be separated and not in close contact with each
other (Shotton et ai, 1979), giving rise to structures very
similar to those seen i n Fig. 3. However, when considering
binding properties as well as dimensions of the spectrin
subunits, it is not very likely that the structures seen in
Fig. 3 represent individual subunits but rather intact
spectrin dimers. Maybe the twisted structure of these
dimers is reflected i n the apparently wiggling spectrin
contours in the figure.
Figure 4 shows results f r o m scanning on dried samples.
The spectrin often aggregated into lumps that could easily
be manipulated and cut into smaller pieces by an
increased cantilever force. This can be seen i n Fig. 4A,B.
The spectrin in these lumps could even be lined up
collectively like in the buffer solution by applying a higher
tip force. Figure 4C shows individual spectrin. A broad3

ening is obvious. I n general, the measured heights
(2.5-5 nm) were lower and the widths broader than those
determined in solution. I t is not possible to analyse
whether this "extra" broadening is virtual or real.
Anyway, it can be concluded that drying is a less reliable
method when measuring spectrin dimensions.
The tip forces are analysed in Fig. 5, which shows tip
force as a function of the distance between tip and sample
for four different situations. I t is obvious that the force is
lower and the pull-out step is less clear when scanning in
buffer solution. The sharp Uitraiever tip gives very low
forces on both dried samples and in buffer. Even on the
non-dehydrated dried samples (i.e. air dried), the force is
below 4 n N (curve D ) . Dehydrating the samples before
drying decreased the imaging force considerably. I n one
sample (not shown) the force curve showed nearly no pullout step and the force was as low as 1.4 n N .
We have presented high-resolution A F M images of
isolated spectrin. They support results obtained from
transmission electron microscopy, indicating that the
length of isolated spectrin is around 100 nm while the
height is around 5 nm. The virtual width of 10-15 nm
determined in A F M images implies a true width of about
5 nm as well. The weak indications of a substructure seen
in the images could be a sign of the individual subunits or
even the suggested triple helical f o l d of each repetitive
segment of spectrin.
A F M provides a very promising tool for studying
spectrin as well as other biological macromolecules in a
non-destructive way, although it is apparent f r o m our
studies that sample preparation is crucial also for this
method.
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